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 The memory of Civil War prisons has always been contested.  Since 1861, 
generations of Americans struggled with the questions raised by the deaths of 
approximately 56,000 prisoners of war, almost one-tenth of all Civil War fatalities.  
During the war, throughout Reconstruction, and well into the twentieth century, a 
sectional debate raged over the responsibility for the prison casualties. Republican 
politicians invoked the savage cruelty of Confederate prisons as they waved the bloody 
shirt, while hundreds of former prisoners published narratives that blamed various prison 
officials and promoted sectional bitterness.  The animosity reflected a need to identify 
individuals responsible for the tragedy as well as the stakes involved—how history would 
remember the Union and Confederate prisons.         
In the 1920s and 1930s, when the prison controversy finally bowed to the 
influence of sectional reconciliation, Americans began exploring the legacy of Civil War 
prisons against the backdrop of the First and Second World Wars and their even more 
terrible atrocities. Historians and writers, inspired by the pursuit of objectivity, probed the 
legacy of Civil War prisons, no longer to blame individual Union or Confederate 
officials, but instead out of a desire to understand how such horrors could be possible in a 
supposedly modern society. 
  In recent decades, a trend developed towards commemorating and 
commercializing the tragedy of Civil War prisons, culminating in the 1998 opening of the 
National POW Museum at Andersonville, Georgia, site of the most infamous Civil War 
prison.  The museum presented a universal narrative of the POW experience that 
interpreted Civil War prisons not as a terrible exception, but as the first in a series of 
 vii
modern atrocities.  In its message of patriotic appreciation for the sacrifice of all 
American POWs, however, the museum also glorified their suffering as the inevitable 
cost of freedom.              
   Throughout the reinterpretation of Civil War prisons, the effort to understand the 
prison deaths reflected a desire to find meaning in the tragedy.  Although satisfactory 
answers for the prison atrocities of the Civil War remained elusive, the persistence 






          CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
           
Although the Civil War ended in 1865, the controversies it inspired never did.  As 
northerners and southerners shaped the new political, social, racial and cultural world of 
the postwar nation, together they faced a crucial obstacle to reconciliation—the lingering 
memories of the brutal conflict.  “The contrasting memories of this nation’s most bitter 
domestic conflict persisted,” historian Michael Kammen has observed.  On one subject in 
particular, the bitterness refused to fade quickly: the wartime treatment of captured Union 
and Confederate soldiers.  Of the approximately 410,000 soldiers taken prisoner, 56,000 
died while imprisoned by the enemy.  That figure accounted for nearly one tenth of the 
620,000 men who perished in the conflict.  Both the scale of the casualties in prisons and 
the accounts of the suffering there enraged Americans, North and South, not just during 
the war but long after Appomattox.  As another historian, David Blight, recently stated, 
“no wartime experience . . . caused deeper emotions, recriminations, and lasting invective 
than that of prisons.”1  
          The subject of Civil War prisons proved so controversial in the aftermath of the 
war that the first substantial scholarly exploration of the failures of foresight and policy 
that doomed so many prisoners, William Hesseltine’s Civil War Prisons: A Study in War 
Psychology, was not published until 1930.  Considering the massive amount of attention 
devoted to various aspects of the Civil War since 1865, the absence of any objective 
analysis of the prison issue for some sixty-five years testified to the continuing sensitivity 
                                                 
1 Michael Kammen, Mystic Chords of Memory: The Transformation of Tradition 
in American Culture (New York: Vintage Books, 1991), 101; David Blight, Race and 
Reunion: The Civil War in American Memory (Cambridge, Mass.: The Belknap Press of 





of the subject.  Even six decades after the war, Hesseltine acknowledged the delicate 
nature of his topic and the potential to inflame sectional debate.  “It is possible now,” 
Hesseltine insisted at the beginning of his book, perhaps to convince himself, “to 
examine the prisoners and prisons of the Civil War in a scientific spirit.”  Curiously, the 
appearance of Civil War Prisons simultaneously opened and closed the field among 
professional historians.  For seventy years after Hesseltine, the topic of Civil War prisons 
remained, at least until recently, almost exclusively the domain of amateur historians.2 
          The last two decades, however, represent a boom period for Civil War prison 
studies, as a new generation of scholars attempt to address the old animosities.  These 
recent studies generally take the form of individual prison histories, although prison 
memoirs continue to appear as well, and invariably share a commitment to reconstructing 
the details of life as a Civil War prisoner of war.  Like Hesseltine’s work, however, the 
vast majorities of these publications focus on the events of the war and conclude in 1865 
or shortly thereafter.3   With the exception of two recent dissertations, Nancy Roberts’s 
                                                 
2 William Best Hesseltine, Civil War Prisons: A Study in War Psychology (1930; 
repr., Columbus, Ohio: The Ohio State University Press, 1998), xxiii. 
                   
3 Some examples of prison studies include: William Marvel, Andersonville: The 
Last Depot (Chapel Hill, N.C.: The University of North Carolina Press, 1994); George 
Levy, To Die In Chicago: Confederate Prisoners at Camp Douglas 1862-65 (Gretna, La.: 
Pelican Publishing Company, Inc., 1999); Benton McAdams, Rebels at Rock Island: The 
Story of a Civil War Prison (Dekalb, Ill.: Northern Illinois University Press, 2000); 
Michael Horigan, Elmira: Death Camp of the North (Mechanicsburg, Pa.: Stackpole 
Books, 2002).  A sample of recent prison diaries includes: Ezra Ripple, Dancing Across 
the Deadline: The Andersonville Memoir of a Prisoner of the Confederacy, edited by 
Mark Snell (Novato, Calif.: Presidio Press, 1996); Robert Sneden, Eye of the Storm: A 
Civil War Odyssey, edited by Charles Bryan, Jr., and Nelson Lankford (New York: The 
Free Press, 2000); Ted Genoways and Hugh Genoways, eds., A Perfect Picture of Hell: 
Eyewitness Accounts by Civil War Prisoners from the 12th Iowa (Iowa City, Iowa: 
University of Iowa Press, 2001).  Three other works deserve mention as well:  Arch 





1996 study, “The Afterlife of Civil War Prisons and their Dead,” and Douglas Gardner’s 
1998 work, “Andersonville and American Memory: Civil War Prisoners and Narratives 
of Suffering and Redemption,” the postwar debate over the 56,000 dead prisoners and the 
questions of responsibility, intent, and meaning their experiences raised remains largely 
unexamined.4   
          Although their analysis of the impact of the prison legacy and the public memory 
of the horrible wartime events contains merit, neither Roberts nor Gardner examines how 
and why the debate over Civil War prisons changed for Americans of different 
generations.  Roberts concerns herself primarily with the argument that contention 
eventually yields to reconciliation, while Gardner posits that surviving prisoners’ 
accounts offered a redemptive interpretation of the war “grounded in biblical and 
Christian archetypes.” Both these themes deserve attention, and will certainly figure in 
this analysis, but neither Roberts nor Gardner offers many conclusions other than “the 
reunification of the nation after the Civil War was a remarkable cultural achievement, and 
                                                                                                                                                 
1990), the only full length biography of any of the major Civil War officers involved in 
the prison debacle; Lonnie Speer, Portals To Hell: Military Prisons in the Civil War 
(Mechanicsburg, Pa.: Stackpole Books, 1997), which provides a more thorough if less 
imaginative overview of the day to day conditions experienced in Civil War prisons than 
Hesseltine; and Michael P. Gray, The Business of Captivity: Elmira and its Civil War 
Prison (Kent, Ohio: The Kent State University Press, 2001), an insightful look at how the 
creation of a Civil War prison changed the economic future of the town of Elmira, NY.  
                    
4 Nancy Roberts, “The Afterlife of Civil War Prisons and their Dead” (Ph. D. 
diss., University of Oregon, 1996); Douglas Gardner, “Andersonville and American 
Memory: Civil War Prisoners and Narratives of Suffering and Redemption” (Ph. D. diss., 
Miami University, 1998).  One other recent dissertation of note, Charles W. Sanders, Jr., 
“`This Sad Business:’ The Union and Confederate Prison Systems of the American Civil 
War” (Ph. D. diss., Kansas State University, 2001), provides a very thorough examination 
of the prison structure of the Union and Confederacy.  Although he mainly focuses on 
proving his assertion that the high mortality of the prisons resulted from deliberate 
government policies on both sides, he does briefly look at the ongoing controversy over 





laid the foundation for the American Century.”  The vagueness of this statement prevents 
much insight into how the public debate and definition of the prison legacy evolved over 
time.5 
            The prison controversy developed during the Civil War from 1861 to 1865.  
Prior to the fighting, neither side gave much thought to the possibility of caring for large 
numbers of prisoners of war, and from 1861 on, prisoners experienced difficult 
conditions in both the Union and Confederacy.  And as the conflict grew increasingly 
bitter, the question of how to exchange prisoners of war became increasingly sensitive, 
ultimately leading to the collapse of the exchange process in 1863.  As the war entered 
the brutal year of 1864, the Union and Confederacy accumulated thousands of prisoners, 
and an intense animosity developed as reports of incredible suffering reached the ears of 
Americans on both sides of the struggle. 
In the immediate aftermath of the war, the prisoner of war issue provoked intense 
hostility.  Much of the controversy swirled around the trial and execution of Captain 
Henry Wirz in November of 1865.  During the war, Wirz served as the commandant of 
the Confederate prison stockade at Andersonville, site of 13,000 Union prisoner deaths.  
As the sole Confederate officer convicted and executed for war crimes, Wirz emerged as 
a lightning rod for the national outrage over the treatment of captured soldiers.  
Throughout Reconstruction Wirz, Andersonville, and the subject of Civil War prisons 
frequently surfaced during political campaigns, as both Republicans and Democrats tried 
to tarnish their opponents with the memory of the horrors of the various camps.   
                                                 
5 Gardner, “Andersonville and American Memory,” abstract.  Gardner bases his 
ideas on only a handful of prison accounts.  Prison narratives merit closer scrutiny.  Ibid., 





          Between 1877 and 1898 the further proliferation of ex-prisoner diaries occurred.  
The earliest accounts appeared during the war itself, and the publication of prison 
memoirs, narratives of experiences in Union and Confederate prisons, in various forms 
continues even today, over one hundred and forty years later.  The vast majority of these 
accounts appeared in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and they played a 
vital role in keeping the national debate over the responsibility and meaning of Civil War 
prisoners’ suffering alive.  The interpretation of these texts will assess not only the 
veterans’ descriptions of prison conditions but also the confusion and helplessness 
created by the shock of what capture and imprisonment meant.  And from the 1880s on, 
the controversy over the prison legacy began to develop more complexity.  While much 
of the sectional bitterness and penchant for accusation remained, these decades also saw 
the rise of organizations like the Grand Army of the Republic, the United of Confederate 
Veterans, and the United Daughters of the Confederacy.  Although these and many other 
organizations often perpetuated the anger created by memories of Civil War prisons, they 
also memorialized and commemorated the thousands of prisoner casualties.   
The onset of the Spanish-American War in 1898 led to an era commonly 
interpreted as the climactic period of sectional reconciliation.  While the creation of 
monuments to the Civil War dead during this period allowed many Americans to focus 
on the heroism of the soldiers’ sacrifice rather than on maintaining old suspicions of 
deliberate atrocity, on the subject of Civil War prisons, the old arguments defending the 
prison record of the Union or Confederacy continued to dominate the debate.  
Reconciliation, at least as it pertained to the controversy over Civil War prisons, would 





          The traumatic years between 1914 and 1960 represented an important period 
because World War I and World War II brought an initial recognition of the connections 
between the horrible atrocities occurring in Europe and Asia and the Civil War prison 
tragedy.  For the first time, Americans, led by William Hesseltine and MacKinlay Kantor, 
author of the popular 1955 novel Andersonville, revisited the Civil War prison 
controversy with the realization that the suffering of Civil War prisoners was not unique, 
unfortunately.  By 1960, the influence of these works and the experience of the world 
wars led most Americans to reject the old argument that prison atrocities occurred 
deliberately and instead adopt a more objective understanding of the terrible costs of 
modern war.   
          After 1960, another aspect of the prison legacy emerged—a burgeoning interest in 
turning Civil War prison sites into tourist attractions and an accelerating curiosity in the 
subject overall.  Events of the 1960s, particularly the national celebration of the Civil 
War Centennial, brought a renewed attention to the subject.  As the old questions of 
responsibility and meaning surrounding the prison casualties surfaced anew, the visibility 
and interest in writing about and visiting the prison camps rose as well.  With each 
passing year, in part because of the intense public interest in the Vietnam POWs, the 
attention devoted to Civil War prison camps continues.  During the last few decades 
movies, songs, novels, and of course, more ex-prisoner memoirs and individual camp 
studies appeared on a regular basis.  Also in the 1970s, the small town of Andersonville, 
Georgia, after a century of avoiding and downplaying the grim memories of the prison, 





          As the years passed, Andersonville played an increasingly central role in the 
prison controversy.  The selection of the notorious Confederate prison site for the 1998 
creation of the National Prisoner of War Museum on the grounds of the old Civil War 
prison testified to Andersonville’s importance in the public consciousness.  Owned by the 
United States government since the early twentieth century, Andersonville developed 
over time into more than just a symbol of Civil War atrocity—the old stockade site 
became a lasting public reminder of the sacrifices made by American prisoners of war 
throughout our history.  Today the national park contains a partially recreated prison 
camp along with the museum, which honors American prisoners from all past wars.  The 
creation of this tourist attraction heralds the opening of a new era in the legacy of Civil 
War prisons.  Instead of focusing on the old sectional animosities of the Civil War, the 
interpretation offered by the National POW museum stresses the unifying sacrifice made 
by all American prisoners of war and celebrates those who endure captivity. 
 Over the course of the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries the ways Americans 
debated the questions of meaning, responsibility, and legacy of these terrible prison 
camps changed dramatically from generation to generation.  Always controversial, even 
today, with time and especially with the brutal American prisoner of war experiences in 
twentieth century wars, the suffering of Civil War prisoners no longer just recalled 
sectional bitterness but rather evoked the common sacrifices of our soldiers throughout 
the past.  While the sectional accusations never disappeared completely, and probably 
never will, the outcome of that long transition meant that the Civil War prison legacy 





          The shifting nature of the controversy over Civil War prisons also testifies to the 
ambiguity of public memory.  The important recognition both Roberts and Gardner only 
hint at involves the fluidity of public memory and the impossibility of approaching a 
fixed definition of legacy, an insight applicable not only to the history of Civil War 
prison camps but to all historical memory.  By explaining the connections between the 
way the Civil War prison controversy unfolded during the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries and the evolution of American society during that period, through the rise of 
organizations, the Lost Cause, and the mass atrocities of world war and Vietnam, among 
other developments, I hope to shed some light on the complicated relationship between 
past and present.  The long, tangled national discourse over the meaning of these prisons 
and the questions of responsibility, redemption, reconciliation, organization, monuments, 
tourism, and heroism they raised provides us a window into both the evolution of modern 
American society and the indivisibility of past from present.                 
 
 





          CHAPTER 2: “AWFUL, AWFUL SUFFERING” 
 
On June 19, 1861, the Charleston Mercury denounced a Confederate captain and 
his men who, after capture, proceeded to take the oath of allegiance to the United States 
government. The dishonorable action of swearing the oath meant that the captured 
captain and his men betrayed the Confederacy, thereby forfeiting their “Southern 
citizenship.”  “The United States Government had the right to hold them as prisoners of 
war,” the editor declared, because “they were not the first, and will not be the last, of 
mankind who will be subject to imprisonment.  It is the fate and the fortune of war.”  In a 
final blast, the paper warned the soldiers of the Confederacy that “war is bloody reality, 
not butterfly sporting.  The sooner men understand this the better.”  During the first 
months of the Civil War, as optimism for a quick resolution of the crisis persisted, 
reminding the troops of the bloody reality of war remained necessary, because the 
expected brief duration of the conflict promised at worst a short, if intense, period of 
suffering or imprisonment, an experience any honorable soldier could withstand.  After 
months of the bloody reality of war, however, both the Confederacy and the Union 
started to understand that almost everyone underestimated both the length and brutality of 
the war.1   
  In 1861, few people foresaw the need for prison depots, because no one 
anticipated the capture of more than a handful of prisoners at a time.  In the unlikely 
                                                 
1 Charleston Mercury, June 19, 1861, Accessible Archives internet database 
(accessed February 2003); also see Charles Royster, The Destructive War: William 
Tecumseh Sherman, Stonewall Jackson, and the Americans (New York: Vintage Books, 
1993).  Much of the argument concerning the important role of the press and the brutality 





event that large numbers of prisoners accumulated, according to historian Eugene 
Thomas III, military convention held that upon capture “a prisoner was subject to 
immediate exchange or release on parole to await exchange at some later date.”  
Immediate exchange allowed capturing armies to avoid the burden of feeding and 
sheltering hordes of prisoners by swapping captives after a battle.  When paroled a 
captured soldier swore not to fight, aid the enemy in any way, or visit certain areas, 
effectively ending his active involvement in the war until officially exchanged.  Both 
exchange and parole returned the captives to freedom, although once exchanged, soldiers 
were subject to re-enlistment or re-assignment. Although a third fate, imprisonment, 
possibly awaited captured soldiers, the chances of large-scale prisoner camps seemed far-
fetched during the first summer of the war.2  
          The possibility of imprisonment grew more and more likely as the political 
ramifications of prisoner exchange became clear.  According to Abraham Lincoln’s 
interpretation, secession from the Union was not possible, which made all Confederates 
traitors and their army an insurgent force.  In practice, his position proved unfeasible, 
since all captured Confederates technically would face trial and potentially execution for 
treason.  Southern threats of retaliatory executions against captive Union soldiers further 
indicated the danger of Lincoln’s stance.  With reluctance, Lincoln realized the necessity 
                                                 
          2 For the best discussion of the complexities surrounding the fluctuating process 
of exchange during the Civil War, see William Hesseltine, Civil War Prisons: A Study in 
War Psychology (1930; repr., Columbus, Ohio: The Ohio State University Press, 1998), 
Chapters 2, 5, and 10; Eugene M. Thomas, III, “Prisoner of War Exchange during the 
American Civil War” (Ph.D. diss., Auburn University, 1976).  Thomas, “Prisoner of War 
Exchange,” 3-4.  This section on prisoner exchange and the organization of the prison 
systems also relies heavily on my thesis.  See Benjamin Cloyd, “Prisoners of a New 
Bureaucracy: Organizational Failure at Andersonville and Elmira Prisons during the Civil 




for some concessions on the prisoner issue.  As a result, the Union, as William Hesseltine 
pointed out, “held captive men of the South and treated them as prisoners of war, rather 
than as traitors, but they refused to admit that their captives were other than traitors.”  
Given this conflicting position and Lincoln’s desire to avoid legitimizing the 
Confederacy’s existence, from the outset of the war the exchange of prisoners proceeded 
tenuously.  In a cautious attempt to skirt any official recognition of the Confederacy, the 
Lincoln administration accepted only a piecemeal, informal process of prisoner 
exchange.3  
          During 1861, the small numbers of prisoners taken allowed opposing generals to 
negotiate the terms for limited exchanges while evading the political question of 
recognition.  Despite these special exchanges, many prisoners, especially those captured 
at Manassas, remained behind enemy lines.  In December of 1861, the United States 
Congress, under increasing pressure from prisoner families and the press, finally 
consented to “inaugurate systemic measures for the exchange of prisoners in the present 
rebellion,” since “exchange does not involve a recognition of the rebels as a 
government.”  Its practical impact was minimal, although the Congressional resolution 
eased the public demands for exchange.   It formally allowed exchange, but the resolution 
did nothing to streamline the process.  This “system” essentially permitted special 
exchanges to continue, according to Hesseltine, who noted that Union commanders still 
made exchange arrangements “on their own responsibility” rather than as part of a 
“general system.”4 
                                                 
      3 Hesseltine, Civil War Prisons, 6.  
       
4 Thomas, “Prisoner of War Exchange,” 46-7; U. S. War Department, War of the 




          Placing the burden of exchange on the shoulders of individual commanders 
constantly delayed the process by creating a vast amount of clerical work.  Military 
officers were deluged with requests for mercy forwarded to them from congressmen.  
Exchanges not only had to be cleared by superiors on both sides but also had to be 
investigated to insure that both parties complied with the terms.  The resulting 
bureaucratic headaches grew even greater after General Ulysses Grant’s victory at Fort 
Donelson in February of 1862, during which he captured some 15,000 Confederates.    
Although the Union enjoyed the upper hand in exchange negotiations since it held the 
majority of the prisoners, its advantage deteriorated over the spring and summer under 
the pressure of holding so many troops.  Prisoner exchanges slowed to a trickle as the 
South insisted on the implementation of a formal cartel and refused the Union’s sporadic 
requests for special exchange.  Renewed public sympathy for faster repatriation also 
spurred the reluctant Union to compromise with the Confederacy, which strained to meet 
the demands of the thousands of prisoners confined in Richmond.  Shiloh and the 
Peninsular Campaign further burdened both sides with unwanted prisoners, and they 
returned to the bargaining table.5 
          On July 22, 1862, Union General John A. Dix and Confederate General D. H. Hill 
concluded several days of negotiations with the establishment of the Dix-Hill cartel, 
which at the time ended the system of special exchange.  The cartel called for two agents 
to oversee the streamlined process for the exchange of prisoners and established official 
                                                                                                                                                 
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1894-1899), Series II, Vol. III, 157, 
hereafter referred to as O.R., with all references to Series II unless otherwise noted; 
Hesseltine, Civil War Prisons, 15-18. 
           





exchange locations at Dutch Gap, Virginia, on the James River, and at Vicksburg, 
Mississippi.  At these two places, prisoners would be exchanged according to their rank.  
Excess captives were to be paroled within ten days of their capture, relieving both sides 
of the need to imprison solders while they awaited official exchange.  The cartel’s 
intended permanence, based on the mutual agreement that “misunderstanding shall not 
interrupt the release of prisoners on parole,” implied that exchange would continue on a 
consistent basis.  The wording of the cartel consciously avoided any mention of 
Confederate sovereignty.  Under its guidelines, the accumulation of prisoners gradually 
dissipated, although the prisons never fully emptied, and the issue of prisoner exchange 
appeared resolved.6  
          After a few months, frustration and discord resumed between the two sides.  Two 
issues destroyed the exchange cartel.  A debate first arose over the validity and terms of 
paroles issued to thousands of prisoners.  Both the Union and the Confederacy already 
struggled with the reassimilation of paroled troops back into their armies.  Many soldiers 
resisted a return to the line of fire, insisting that their paroles exempted them from service 
until their exchange became official, but neither North nor South could afford to lose the 
services of these men indefinitely.  Instead of going home to await their official 
exchange, paroled soldiers soon found themselves in parole camps set up by their own 
government, where they participated in military activities behind the lines.  Although 
parole camps effectively kept paroled soldiers in the service so that when officially 
                                                 
          6 Thomas, “Prisoner of War Exchange,” 90; Hesseltine, Civil War Prisons, 32-3.  
The cartel declared that a general-in-chief was worth 60 enlisted men, lieutenant general, 
40; major general, 30; brigadier general, 20; colonel, 15; lieutenant colonel, 10; major, 8; 
captain, 6; lieutenant, 4; second lieutenant, 3; non-commissioned officers, 2; Hesseltine, 




exchanged these troops could return to the front lines, the existence of parole camps also 
created problems for both sides as well.  The camps not only occupied valuable space that 
could have been used for housing actual prisoners, but they also further strained the 
resources of the North and South.  Paroled soldiers required an expensive investment in 
food and supplies while waiting weeks or months for exchange and a return to active 
duty.  By 1863, the prohibitive cost of caring for parolees led to abuse of the exchange 
cartel.  Immediate parole on the battlefield became an especially attractive option for 
many commanders, as it placed the burden of caring for the parolees back on the other 
side.  The issue came to a head in September of 1863, when Robert Ould, the 
Confederate Commissioner of Exchange, declared the paroled prisoners from Vicksburg 
exchanged, in an attempt both to augment the western Confederate forces while also 
relieving the pressure of sustaining the idle troops.  The Union indignantly declared the 
exchange invalid, and once again the processing of prisoners slowed to a trickle.  For the 
captured prisoners who still awaited exchange, however, another even more fundamental 
issue brought the cartel to a complete halt.7 
Lincoln’s preliminary emancipation proclamation, issued in September of 1862, 
initiated the second, and final, breakdown of the exchange cartel.  The Union’s 
commitment to African-Americans, some 200,000 of whom served in the northern 
armies, extended to the exchange cartel.  Under its terms, the Union demanded the 
exchange of black troops like any other soldiers.  The Confederate policy towards 
captured African-American soldiers, however, not only denied them the right of 
                                                 
          7 Thomas, “Prisoner of War Exchange,” 104-125; Hesseltine, Civil War Prisons, 
103-111.  Both sides also increasingly found that soldiers happily turned capture and 
parole to their advantage as a way out of the front lines. 




exchange, it insisted that they be executed or returned to slavery.  Fearing the possibility 
of slave rebellion, the Confederacy even declared that captured white officers of black 
regiments were subject to trial and execution under state law.  For the first few months 
after the Emancipation Proclamation took effect, the debate remained quiet, since the 
Confederacy captured relatively few black troops.  But by September of 1863, the Union, 
buoyed by the victories at Gettysburg and Vicksburg, renewed its demands for the 
exchange of black soldiers.  The Confederacy continued to insist, according to Thomas, 
on “a full general agreement for the exchange of whites, no exchanges for blacks or the 
officers who led them.”  Neither side could tolerate compromise on the issue, which 
meant, in the words of Robert Garlick Hill Kean, the Head of the Confederate Bureau of 
War, that “the question has no solution.”  The resulting cessation of the cartel, due 
officially to the Confederacy’s refusal to treat captured black soldiers as military 
personnel and not runaway slaves could thus be traced back to the fundamental question 
of slavery that fueled the war itself.  Perhaps even more importantly, from a Union 
perspective, was the conscious recognition that exchanging soldiers with the manpower-
starved Confederacy hurt the Union war effort.  As the exchange process remained stalled 
during 1863 and 1864, before finally resuming in the last months of the war, and prison 
casualties mounted as a result, public sentiment on both sides blamed the other, not just 
for intentionally brutal treatment, but also for refusing to compromise on the issue of 
exchange.  Although negotiations and a few special exchanges continued, no meaningful 
exchange occurred until the last months of the war.  Soldiers already held or captured 
during the upcoming campaigns faced indefinite incarceration in enemy prisons.8 
                                                 




          As if to insure a permanent suspension of the cartel, in December of 1863, 
Secretary of War Edwin Stanton appointed a new Commissioner of Exchange, General 
Benjamin Butler.  At the time, “Beast” Butler, the infamous general at New Orleans, was 
perhaps the most detested Union figure in the South.  Although he earnestly desired a 
resumption of exchange, the appointment of someone with his reputation signaled the 
Union’s willingness to forego exchange.   The Confederacy interpreted Butler’s selection 
as a direct slap in the face, and with, as Hesseltine described it, “national honor” on the 
line, many exchange officers refused to deal with Butler, completely eliminating any 
chance of compromise.  By 1864, moreover, many northerners understood that any 
resumption of the cartel could only aid the disintegrating Confederacy by returning able 
soldiers to the front.  During the summer of 1864, General Grant revealed the feeling of 
the Union administration, “it is hard on our men held in Southern prisons not to exchange 
them, but it is humanity to those left in our ranks to fight our battles.”  The Union 
officially remained open to exchange, as long as the Confederacy included African-
American soldiers in the cartel, but leaders like Grant recognized that the North, due to 
its superior manpower and resources, benefited from the absence of a working exchange 
policy.  “We have got to fight,” Grant observed, “until the military power of the South is 
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exhausted, and if we release or exchange prisoners captured it simply becomes a war of 
extermination.”9 
          In his comments, Grant also acknowledged that the experience of captured 
soldiers in 1864 had become particularly harsh.   Much of the suffering that occurred in 
the camps, North and South, resulted from a lack of preparation combined with an 
unresponsive bureaucratic structure.  Despite the sporadic nature of exchange, neither 
combatant constructed large camps specifically for prisoners until 1864, after the cartel 
collapsed.  Both sides then desperately scrambled to cope as crowds of unexpected 
prisoners overran the existing facilities and makeshift camps proved inadequate under the 
strain.  The slow reaction of both governments to the crisis sealed the fate of thousands of 
soldiers, who died from the overcrowding, disease, exposure, and malnutrition endemic 
in the prisons.  The excessive number of casualties from camps on both sides testified to 
flaws both in the development and administration of the prison depots. 
         From the outset of the war, the Confederacy channeled most of its prisoners 
through Richmond, Virginia, and Florence, South Carolina.  Although additional prisons 
existed in Columbia, South Carolina, Tuscaloosa, Alabama, and Salisbury, North 
Carolina, until the breakup of the cartel in 1863 the vast majority of the Union prisoners 
remained in the Richmond area awaiting exchange.  Rather than appoint a specific officer 
to oversee the captives, in the summer of 1861, the Confederacy placed the prisoners 
under the jurisdiction of Brigadier-General John Winder, the provost marshal general of 
Richmond.  Although his father, General William Henry Winder, negotiated an exchange 
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cartel with the British during the War of 1812, John Winder possessed no particular 
experience with prison management.  As his biographer Arch Blakey points out, by 1862 
Winder’s enormous duties prevented him from concentrating his attention on the needs of 
the Union prisoners: “Winder never had more than 2,000 men under his command; yet he 
was expected to return deserters, enforce martial law in all of its ramifications, guard 
Federal prisoners, oversee the camps of instruction, and discharge disabled or ill 
soldiers.”  For those 8,000 prisoners jailed at Libby Prison and Belle Isle—the two main 
prisons in Richmond—only the implementation of the Dix-Hill cartel effectively relieved 
the overcrowding during the summer of 1862.10 
          Despite the near crisis and the obvious possibility that exchange might fail again 
at some point, the Confederacy continued to drag its feet, making no preparations in case 
of a prolonged need to house prisoners.  Because the majority of captives fell under his 
jurisdiction and no single commander supervised all Confederate prisons, by default, 
Winder retained most authority over the prisons.  Yet his power was challenged by both 
field commanders and prison officials in other departments of the Confederacy, who 
often issued orders that conflicted with Winder’s, a practice that created a disastrous 
division of administration.  In the absence of coordinated leadership, plans for the 
construction of additional prison facilities occurred only out of desperation.  When the 
cartel broke down in late 1863, the Richmond prisons soon overflowed.  Only then did 
the Confederacy act, establishing a large stockade in the town of Anderson, Georgia.  
Rushed into service well before readiness, the mortality at Andersonville prison resulted 
directly from the Confederacy’s failure to prepare, which in turn reflected an absence of 
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bureaucratic vision.  On November 21, 1864, Adjutant General Samuel Cooper finally 
appointed Winder the first Confederate Commissary General of Prisons, with authority 
over “all officers and men on duty at the several military prisons.”  His belated 
appointment further confirmed the Richmond bureaucracy’s unresponsive style of 
government.  As Blakey points out, “the fatal flaw in the appointment was that it came far 
too late for anyone to be effective in the new command.”  Issued almost nine months 
after prisoners first arrived at Andersonville, the overdue order attempted to address the 
leadership void at the top of the Confederate prison system, but by late 1864 most of the 
casualties had already occurred.  One line in the order confirming Winder’s appointment 
was especially telling: “Department, army and other commanders are required not to 
interfere with the prisoners, the prison guard, or the administration of the prisons.”  
Although seemingly redundant, the muddled organizational structure of Andersonville 
made such a statement necessary.11  
          The Union prison bureaucracy was much more organized than the Confederacy’s.  
As early as October 1861, Secretary of War Simon Cameron recognized the need for a 
department to handle prisoners of war.  Cameron selected Colonel William Hoffman for 
the task, and Hoffman filled the post of Commissary General of Prisons for the duration 
of the conflict.  With authority over all matters pertaining to prisoners, Hoffman quickly 
began issuing orders, with a goal of establishing a well-defined prison bureaucracy.  He 
devised a strict accounting system for prisoner transfers, illnesses, and deaths, which 
would organize the previously chaotic camps.  Prisoners would be divided into messes, 
enabling the government to care more easily for and keep track of them.   Under 
                                                 





Hoffman’s administrative plan, prisoners were to receive standardized rations and 
necessary articles of clothing.12         
          The establishment of a prison bureaucracy, however, did not translate 
immediately into efficient management of the camps.  General Henry Halleck, the Union 
Chief of Staff, inexplicably failed to announce Hoffman’s appointment to the army until 
April 1862, severely undermining Hoffman’s ability to organize the scattered camps into 
a cohesive system at a time when the existing facilities, like the Confederacy’s, already 
teemed with captives.  Although Hoffman planned the construction of a new prison camp 
for Confederate officers on Johnson’s Island, the design allowed space for only 1,280 
men.  The camp reached completion in late February of 1862, just as General U. S. Grant 
captured 15,000 new men at Fort Donelson, immediately rendering Johnson’s Island 
obsolete.  All over the North, Confederate prisoners crowded into what had previously 
been training camps, and the overabundance of captives passed only with the 
establishment of the exchange cartel that summer.13  
          Despite the creation of a prison bureaucracy, the chain of command still needed 
clarification.  Hoffman’s orders did not always ensure compliance.  “Military 
commanders and civilian authorities,” maintained historian Leslie Hunter, “went over his 
head, by-passed him or in many cases simply ignored his office.” Meanwhile, Hunter 
continued, “inexperienced officers apparently remained ignorant of Hoffman’s office, 
and some of the highest officers corresponded directly to the War Department.”  On 
September 19, 1863, a frustrated Hoffman complained to Secretary of War Edwin 
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Stanton about his lack of authority over area commanders, many of whom 
countermanded his orders: 
                        It would facilitate the management of the affairs of 
prisoners of War, and lead to a more direct responsibility if 
the commanders of stations where prisoners are held could 
be placed under the immediate control of the Commissary 
General of Prisoners.  By the interposition of an 
intermediate commander the responsibility is weakened, 
and correspondence passing through him is necessarily 
much delayed, and through frequent change of commanders 
it is impossible to establish a uniform and permanent 
system of administration. 
 
Hoffman naturally hoped to augment his power over the prison camps, but his letter also 
underscored the disordered state of affairs he faced and testified to his belief that only the 
creation of a centralized bureaucracy could adequately organize the chaos.  Authorities 
outside the military also interfered with the prison system.  The influence of state 
governors undermined Hoffman’s department, since many of them used the prison camps 
as a source of patronage.  Despite these obstacles, by January of 1864 Hoffman 
succeeded in consolidating the prison bureaucracy through the implementation of an 
elaborate record-keeping system.  Every month, at each camp, detailed rolls of prisoner 
arrivals, transfers, deaths, and prison expenditures were logged and forwarded to 
Hoffman’s Washington office for scrutiny.14 
          The increased organization of the department notwithstanding, casualties in Union 
prisons multiplied throughout 1864.  As in the Confederacy, the end of exchange meant 
an accumulation of prisoners, which in turn strained the resources and available prison 
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space in the North.  The established bureaucracy should have been able to avoid the high 
casualty rates of their southern counterparts.  Yet at Elmira Prison, the worst of the 
northern prisons, the 24 percent mortality rate rivaled the 29 percent compiled at 
Andersonville, and almost doubled the average casualty rates of all prisoners during the 
Civil War.  Both sides clearly struggled in caring for the multitudes of prisoners that they 
had never expected.15 
 That this tragedy within a tragedy seemed preventable inflamed public opinion in 
the Union and Confederacy.  The prolonged controversy over the establishment and 
collapse of the exchange cartel sparked resentment and frustration against the opposition 
as both sides complained of atrocities committed against their captured soldiers.  On 
December 23, 1861, the New York Herald declared the conditions Union prisoners 
experienced in Richmond “the most brutal and savage known to modern civilization.”  
The Herald editor justified his assessment with descriptions of half-naked, starving 
prisoners.  Not only did the “unfortunate men” suffer from a lack of care and medicine, 
the writer claimed, they also served as targets for the rifle practice of the Confederate 
guards.  Although the accuracy of the Herald’s information, based on the word of a 
Richmond Unionist, may be questioned, the article revealed the anger and outrage that 
the prisoner of war issue aroused.  By invoking the suffering of prisoners, and at times 
exaggerating the harsh conditions that they encountered, both sides further inflamed the 
already heated emotions.  Their antipathy and revulsion for each other proved both 
intense and durable.  Throughout the rest of the war, during the late nineteenth century, 
and even on through the twentieth century, claims of deliberate atrocity continued to 
                                                 




arise, and later, northerners and southerners, fought to achieve victory by establishing 
their moral superiority over their opponent.  That desire fueled the Herald editor’s 
assertion that “the rights of honorable warfare, not to mention those of Christian 
civilization and tender heartedness, are not…regarded” in the Confederacy, our “brethren 
of the South act towards their brethren of the North with a barbarity” not witnessed since 
“ancient times.”  Not to be outdone, an increasingly outraged Harper’s Weekly described 
the “revolting” treatment and “sickening inhumanity” of “the filth” and “poison” Union 
captives endured.  By characterizing each other as purposefully barbaric, both Union and 
Confederate citizens interpreted the prisoner of war controversy during the conflict as 
motivation to support the sacrifices of their imprisoned troops and reason to celebrate the 
relative virtue of their causes.16    
From 1862 onward, the initial acrimony over the treatment of prisoners exploded 
into outrage as former captives began publishing accounts of their sufferings.  Although 
the earliest memoirs, such as the Journal of Alfred Ely, which appeared before the Dix-
Hill cartel in 1862, contained little resentment toward the Confederacy or Union, they 
made clear that the life of a prisoner on either side was not an enviable one.  More 
importantly, these early testimonials heightened the public visibility of the camps at a 
time when prison casualties started to rise.  By 1863, the publication of prison accounts, 
diaries, and letters reflected and fed the growing obsession with the prison conditions on 
both sides.  Readers in the North, vicariously experiencing the conflict, could not help but 
feel sorry for Union Captain J. J. Geer, who described how he “lay wounded and 
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languishing in the loathsome jails of a merciless enemy.”  Along with that sympathy a 
rising fury emerged, both North and South, against the fact that either side would stand, 
or perhaps even encourage, such brutality.17   
That fury dominated what Walt Whitman called “the scrawl’d, worn slips of 
paper” on which Confederate and Union prisoners documented their trials.  Although 
these accounts remained unpublished during the war, the sentiments they contained 
testified to the horrors experienced by Civil War prisoners and represented the first 
attempts to understand not only the existence of such misery but also to figure out who 
bore responsibility for the suffering.  The diaries of numerous Confederate captives 
recounted the hardships they experienced in the North.  Captain William Speer, 
imprisoned at Johnson’s Island, Ohio, during 1862, stated that “the horrows of the prison 
are so grate…if everybody could Know & feel as I do I think there would be nomore 
Jales built.”  Only the hope of exchange sustained Speer, who held President Lincoln 
responsible for the suffering.  “I do believe,” Speer announced, “if Abraham Keeps me in 
here much longer that I will be a good lawyer as to asking questions & finding out the 
truth of all the reports.”  Speer’s initial suspicion that something sinister existed in the 
Union policy towards Confederate captives made him one of the first, but certainly not 
the last, to blame the Union administration for the harsh prison system.  In an 1863 diary 
entry, Confederate soldier James E. Hall, held at Point Lookout, Maryland, lamented, 
“nothing that a man can eat.  The crackers are as hard as flint stone, and full of worms.  I 
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don’t believe God ever intended for one man to pen another up and keep him in this 
manner.  We ought to have enough to eat, anyhow.”  Hall reserved his hostility for the 
two men he held responsible for the sad state of affairs at Point Lookout, Abraham 
Lincoln and Jefferson Davis.  “Dam Old Abe and old Jeff Davis,” he wrote, “dam the day 
I ’listed.”  The anger Speer and Hall directed at the two presidents, the personifications of 
the Union and Confederate governments, reflected the mid-nineteenth century belief that 
powerful leaders could easily bend government organizations and bureaucratic problems 
to their will.  Thus the prisoners perceived their suffering as caused by callous individual 
decisions rather than as the result of specific policy choices and an inability on both sides 
to adequately oversee their prison systems.18 
All the while the misery continued.  Sergeant Bartlett Yancey Malone, another 
unfortunate inhabitant of Point Lookout, described the shooting of a fellow prisoner in 
the head by a Yankee guard.  The captive’s crime, according to Malone, was “peepen 
threw the cracks of the planken.”  At Fort Delaware, Private Joseph Purvis denounced 
this “wretched place” and expressed fear that the small pox, “Colra,” or yellow fever 
might catch him as it had many of his companions.   Robert Bingham, who passed 
through Fort Norfolk and Fort Delaware before reaching Johnson’s Island, summed up 
the growing Confederate resentment against their experience in Union prisons.  “The 
Yankee nation is the most infamously mean race that blights God’s green earth,” 
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Bingham declared.  Not only was “there no honor, no truth, no faith, no honesty among 
them,” but Bingham insisted, “they delight to insult and annoy defenseless captives.”  By 
the last months of the war, a sense of despondency prevailed.  Writing from Elmira, L. 
Leon described the bustling trade of dead rats among the prisoners along with the 
“frightful” smallpox outbreak that he claimed killed at least twenty men a day.  Joseph 
Kern, at Point Lookout, told the grim tale of one man freezing to death in the winter of 
1865 when a tent mate refused to share a blanket with him.  On January 22, 1865, John 
Dooley, imprisoned on Johnson’s Island, finally received the news dreamed of for 
months.  Although he rejoiced at the impending exchange, Dooley remained depressed 
about his surroundings.  “There is continual suffering among the prisoners,” he wrote, 
and “many go to the slop barrels and garbage piles to gather from the refuse a handful of 
revolting food.  Such is the infamous government we have to deal with, and now I do not 
wonder if we be overcome in the end.”19 
As strongly as the Confederate prisoners resented their treatment, Union prisoners 
surpassed their Southern counterparts, at least in terms of volume.  Like their Confederate 
counterparts, Union soldiers demonstrated uncertainty as to who was responsible for their 
suffering.  While they resented the harsh conditions of the enemy’s prisons, more than 
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one captive wondered at the intermittent nature of the exchange process.  The 1862 diary 
of Second Lieutenant Luther Jackson, captured at Shiloh and held in Montgomery 
reflected this ambiguity.  “This people are so mean in their revenges,” Jackson wrote, 
“how different from the treatment their prisoners get from us.”  Jackson believed in the 
singular brutality of the Confederate policy towards prisoners and the innocence of his 
own government.  But for all the Confederate cruelty, less than a month before his death, 
Jackson declared “Ah!  Uncle Sam!  You don’t do right in not having prisoners 
exchanged sooner.”  “If they care so little for us,” he continued, a few days later, “they 
had better disband their forces.”  Captain Samuel Fiske, however, writing under the 
pseudonym Dunn Browne, implicated the corrupt Confederate guards at Libby Prison as 
the main source of prisoner difficulty.  “I have been among Italian brigands, and Greek 
pirates, and Bedouin Arabs,” he declared, but “for making a clean thing of the robbing 
business, commend me to the Confederate States of America, so styled.  They descend to 
the minutiae of the profession in a way that should be instructive to all novices in the art.”  
George Comstock, imprisoned at Libby and Belle Isle, acknowledged that “some are 
cursing the Government for not doing more for us.”  Comstock, however, refused to 
attack the Union administration and remained hopeful despite his deteriorating heath.  “It 
is a stiff battle now against insanity,” he stated during the summer of 1863, “we are so 
hungry.”  He directed his anger at the Confederate guards, whom he sarcastically referred 
to as “noble southerners…pacing to and fro, and keenly watching for an excuse to shoot.”  
“It is horrible,” Comstock insisted, days before his exchange, “that men should be treated 
this way.”  Fred Laubach, a Pennsylvania private fortunate to only spend one day at Belle 




Burch decried the “awful, awful suffering” in Richmond, and described how prisoners 
died from small pox only to be replaced by more prisoners.  Another inhabitant of Belle 
Isle, J. Osborn Coburn, found the conditions so appalling that he asked his diary, “Why 
does a just God permit them to continue evil doing?”  Treated as “beasts” by the 
Confederacy, Coburn believed that “a terrible retribution awaited” the South.  Although 
he retained faith in his “benevolent government,” by the winter of 1863, Coburn’s 
prospects seemed grim.  “We are literally freezing and starving,” he despaired, “surely 
our country will not permit much longer.  We must have something done or all shall 
perish in a little while.”  But for all the detailed accounts of Belle Isle and its miseries, the 
new Confederate prison built at Andersonville in 1864 soon replaced Richmond as the 
ultimate symbol of southern savagery.20   
Although horrifying accounts of prisons such as Libby, Macon, and Columbia 
detail the suffering encountered there by Union prisoners during the last months of the 
war, from 1864 on Andersonville represented the nadir of the Confederate treatment of 
their captives.  As Lieutenant Thomas Galwey noted in his diary, the prospect of ending 
up at Andersonville held such terror that it “nerved many a man to one more effort to 
escape capture.”  Despite their best efforts, however, thousands of men found themselves 
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crammed into the Georgia prison.  There, according to Private John Sawyer Patch, “one 
could see sights & sounds that would make his blood run cold.”  Sergeant Henry W. 
Tisdale described the chaos during the summer months, when Andersonville’s population 
peaked.  “The prison is one mess of human beings,” he wrote, and the disorganization 
and overcrowding manifested itself in the pollution of the stream, the lone source of 
drinking water, with human excrement.  The water, Tisdale noted, “is never cleaned up 
and is a good deal of the time one seething mass of maggots.”  According to Private 
Charlie Mosher, “the fleas, lice and maggots are holding high carnival in here.”  Mosher 
related the appearance of one unfortunate prisoner “with not only the lice and fleas 
feeding on him, but out of every aperture of his body the maggots were crawling.”21   
Many Union diarists spent their time puzzling over who exactly bore the 
responsibility for their grim situation.  Sergeant Charles Ross suspected that the 
deteriorating conditions, particularly the disease and absence of food, were not 
accidental.  The Confederacy, he thought, intended “to starve us clear down to skeletons 
and then kill us outright.”  Charles Lee, like Coburn at Belle Isle, mused that “it does 
seem as though the curse of God would rest upon a Government which treats their 
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prisoners in this way.”  Mosher blamed the brutality on Captain Henry Wirz, 
commandant of Andersonville, and his guards.  Particularly galling to Mosher was the 
use of dogs to capture Union escapees, a practice which to him indicted not just Wirz, but 
southern society as a whole.  Mosher bitterly wrote, “It must have taken years of 
education for men who claim to be civilized and Christianized to have reached this high 
state of trying to capture prisoners of war with blood hounds.  None but a slaveholding 
people could or would do such things.”  Although Wirz proved a popular target for Union 
criticism, many diarists reserved their venom for other Confederate officials.  Francis 
Shaw referred to himself and his fellow prisoners as the unwilling “subjects of Old Jeff,” 
yet another indication that the prisoners associated the Union and Confederate 
governments with the strong leadership of Davis and Lincoln.  But not only did the 
prisoners believe that the government would free them, they felt rejected as the months 
passed without exchange.    In the eyes of Amos Stearns, the Union government 
abandoned him to a miserable fate.  “Day after day passes,” he worried, “and nothing is 
done about taking us out of this bull pen.  Can it be that our government does not care for 
men who have served it faithfully for most three years?”  George Read exclaimed, “if our 
government allows us to remain here…don’t talk to me of patriotism after this,” and 
angrily declared that “somebody will, must receive an awful punishment for this.  No 
human thing could be guilty of placing men in such a situation.  I trust the ones that are to 
blame for it will receive a hard and just punishment.”  Despite his resentment towards the 
Union government, it was Read’s plea for consequences that eventually struck a chord 
with the shocked public.22   
                                                 




As the atrocity accounts accumulated, the diaries from the camps cemented, on 
both sides, the realization that something terrible occurred in the prisons of the Civil War 
and began the complicated process of interpreting that horror.  These early records, 
written in environments of extreme stress, represented the first efforts to assess 
responsibility for the suffering.  What the diarists revealed was a world of deprivation 
and cruelty, and they maintained strong but, importantly, distinctly varied opinions about 
who they felt deserved blame.  In the minds of various prisoners, Abraham Lincoln, 
Jefferson Davis, Henry Wirz, the government, the Union, the Confederacy, and prison 
guards all deserved criticism.  This lack of consensus on the issue of responsibility set the 
tone for the prison controversy—from the outset discussion of Civil War prisons took 
place in an environment of recrimination, confusion, and discord.  For all the division and 
uncertainty, however, on one point the diarists demonstrated a sense of unity.  They 
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expressed a desire for retribution against whoever was finally determined responsible for 
the prison tragedy.  
When the North and South realized the implications of the prisoner accounts and 
testimony trickling out of the camps, the mutual animosity over prisoners of war 
exploded into outrage.  The diaries and letters of the Union and Confederate public, 
particularly women, reflected the growing public anger surrounding the issue.  And in 
addition to the anger, the writings from the home front showed that the families of 
captives suffered as well.  Maria Daly, a New York woman, included an 1864 extract 
from the diary of Mrs. Van Lew, a Richmond lady, depicting the terrible suffering at 
Belle Isle.  “It may be brave to meet death on the battlefield,” wrote Van Lew, “but 
months and weeks and days of dying, a forgotten, uncared for unit of a mighty nation!  
Surely this is the test of bravery and patriotism!”  By the fall of 1864, other writers 
described the fearful results of that test.  Iowa soldier J. B. Ritner, in a letter to his wife, 
told her, “the most pitiful sight I have seen during the war is that of our soldiers coming 
back from the southern prisons….so wasted away with hunger that they looked like mere 
skeletons.  In November 1864, Jane Stuart Woolsey, a Union nurse, wrote a letter in 
which she quoted a Surgeon Smith on the condition of the returning Union prison 
survivors:  “They are too low, too utterly wrecked to have hope….These living skeletons 
and puling idiots are worse than any sight to see on the battlefield.”  Woolsey continued, 
outraged that the prisoners “have been subjected to every cruelty, every infamy of 
cruelty, we can conceive of.”  Although a nurse who witnessed the plight of Confederate 
prisoners at Point Lookout, Woolsey insisted that she “knew what the contrast is” 




themselves, that not only was Confederate brutality intentional, but that the Union prison 
system operated far more humanely.  Yet southern women such as Lizzie Hardin refuted 
Woolsey’s belief in Union exceptionalism.  Of the Yankee treatment of prisoners, Hardin 
stated in her diary that “when men who have been confined in separate prisons, many of 
them hundreds of miles apart, come home at different times and by different routes, and 
all agree that they were so badly supplied with food as to be forced to eat rats and dogs, I 
believe it must be the truth.”  Sarah Morgan described the pain of hoping for the return of 
a captured soldier, only to learn of his death in prison.  “We have deceived ourselves,” 
Morgan wrote, “we readily listened to the assertions of our friends that Johnson’s Island 
was the healthiest place in the world.”  More fortunate news awaited Floride Clemson, a 
descendant of John C. Calhoun.  At the end of the war, she recounted the return of her 
brother, Calhoun Clemson, from Johnson’s Island.  He seemed “graver,” Floride 
Clemson wrote, and she attributed his somber nature to Calhoun’s experiences as a 
prisoner.  In her diary Clemson claimed that Calhoun said “they retaliated upon him in 
prison,” and “the loss of hope was the most terrible thing.”  Although both sides 
remained convinced of the purposeful nature of the suffering, the diaries and letters from 
the home front most clearly demonstrated the emotional toll that the prisons took not only 
on the captives and their families, but on the general public as well.23    
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By 1864, in recognition of the emotional attachment to the prisoner controversy, 
both the Union and Confederate press devoted extensive coverage to the prison camps.  
The steady publication of articles, pictures, cartoons, prisoner testimony, and even 
government reports on the problem further inflamed Union and Confederate citizens.  In 
an August 1864 letter to a Fayetteville, North Carolina, editor, Thomas J. Green, a 
Confederate officer held at Johnson’s Island, Ohio, an officer’s prison, called on the 
newsman to “agitate, agitate, agitate the subject” of the poor conditions of the prison 
camps and especially the failure to exchange the thousands of suffering captives.  Green 
need not have worried that the issues of prisoner treatment and exchange needed more 
exposure.  If he had had access to southern newspapers, he would have been pleased to 
see that agitation over the treatment of prisoners continued to grow.  That February, a 
Charleston Mercury editorial denounced the “Northern bastiles where our gallant 
Confederate soldiers pine in wretchedness, to which death is a relief, and where they are 
plied with cruelty.”  A letter to the Macon Daily Telegraph editor, published June 11, 
1864, and signed simply, “Rebel,” revealed a complete lack of sympathy for the suffering 
that Yankee prisoners encountered in nearby Andersonville.  “Rebel” claimed that he and 
his fellow Confederate prisoners, who in 1863 experienced the hardships of Camp 
Douglas, located in Chicago, endured a mortality rate that “was some 3 1/3 times greater 
than…in the Yankee prison (Andersonville),” and “yet the Yankees said that the ‘prison 
was too healthy for damned rebels.’”  The callous brutality of the fighting on the 
battlefield seemed reflected in the hardened attitude on both sides—that perhaps 
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imprisoned soldiers deserved their fate.  Louis Manigault, the secretary to Major Joseph 
Jones, a Confederate surgeon sent to inspect Andersonville prison in the fall of 1864, 
displayed the cold reality of the situation when he wrote his wife that “I examined about 
30 dead Yankees, a fearful sight.  They have however caused us such suffering…that I 
feel no pity for them, and behold a dead Yankee in a far different light from a dead 
Confederate killed in fighting for all that is dear to him.”  Given the destruction the war 
brought to the Confederacy, especially by late 1864, the plight of Yankee prisoners 
aroused little sympathy in Dixie.24 
         During the same period, and on into 1865, the Union refused to yield the moral 
high ground in the prisoner debate.  A flood of materials appeared throughout the last 
years of the war that blamed the Confederacy for the dying captives.  In January 1864, 
Harper’s Weekly expressed outrage at the way the South continued to mistreat Union 
prisoners.  “They do not massacre their prisoners outright,” the editor admitted, but 
instead “drag them away to starve in loathsome dungeons.”  Refusing to accept the 
deteriorating conditions encountered in Confederate prisons as an excuse, the author 
contended, “if the rebels can not treat prisoners honorably they have no right to take 
them.”  The writer also mentioned the possibility of retaliation against Confederate 
captives held in Northern prisons as a means of encouraging the Confederacy to make 
caring for its prisoners a higher priority.  The anger the prisoner issue provoked deepened 
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as, in the absence of exchange, more and more prisoners died over the course of 1864.  
The press continued to inflame public sentiment.  In November, 1864, a New York 
Herald article, entitled, “Our Suffering Prisoners,” summarized northern antipathy 
towards the South.  How, it asked, could “a community boasting of Christianity and 
enlightenment…be guilty of so many barbarities as have been perpetuated by the rebels 
towards their Union prisoners.”  To supplement the angry editorials photographs and 
other illustrations appeared as well.25   
          Most photographs or cartoons published during the war years depicted the toll that 
prison life took on the health and strength of young soldiers.  In the North, the circulation 
of the shocking images of emaciated troops, who had been hale and hearty when they left 
home, often conveyed the harsh reality of prison life better than any article could.  
Beginning in 1863, a series of illustrations appeared in Harper’s Weekly, confirming the 
rumors of prison evils taking place in the Confederacy.  That December, one of the early 
drawings showed a ragged group of Union prisoners at Belle Isle, in Richmond.  Most of 
them sat or lay prone on the ground, half naked, without the strength or desire to move.  
Two other prisoners stood, weakly, clutching each other for support.  The gloomy scene 
revealed a world of brutality and deliberate cruelty as the northern soldiers helplessly 
awaited their fate.  On the front page of the March 5, 1864 edition, a picture of tottering 
prison escapees, held upright only with the help of Union soldiers, suggested that even 
these brave, determined individuals—the strongest—barely survived the hell of prison in 
Dixie.  More images in December of 1864 and January of 1865 followed, focusing 
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northern attention on the pitiful health of the recently exchanged survivors of southern 
prisons.26   
When illustrations of Union prisons occasionally appeared, as in the April 15, 
1865, issue of Harper’s Weekly, they depicted a much more benign existence.  A 
panoramic drawing of Elmira prison, in New York, complete with American flag waving 
in the breeze, presented a stark contrast to the claustrophobic, graphic images that 
northern artists offered of the suffering individuals in the South.  When a picture focused 
on Confederate prisoners, as in one rendering of Fort Lafayette, in New York, they sat 
peacefully inside a comfortable barracks room reading and playing games.  The much 
cozier image fit the popular perception in the North, fed by the press, that Confederate 
prisoners lived in luxury while their counterparts starved and died.  These images 
supported Hesseltine’s assertion that “as the vindictive spirit of the Confederates came to 
be more emphasized, the corollary proposition was developed that prisoners in the 
northern prisons were accorded excellent treatment.”  Another scholar suggests such 
pictures “played a major role in deflecting attention away from the equally miserable 
Union prison camps.”  The anger over the treatment of northern soldiers in southern 
prisons, fed by the constant publication of charges and images of atrocity, increased the 
bitterness and sense of moral outrage that fueled the destruction of the Confederacy 
during the latter stages of the war.27                  
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The intensity of the prison controversy increased during the summer of 1864 in 
part because of the actions of the federal government.  That May, the House of 
Representatives released a report, complete with photographs, detailing the brutal 
treatment Union prisoners experienced in the Confederacy.  “The evidence proves,” 
asserted the House, “a determination on the part of the rebel authorities, deliberately and 
persistently practiced,” to “subject” soldiers to “a system of treatment” so horrible that 
the survivors “present literally the appearance of living skeletons…maimed for life.”  
Similar conclusions appeared in a subsequent publication by the United States Sanitary 
Commission, which not only attacked the Confederate prison system but glowingly 
described the humane Union prison facilities.  Such “official endorsement of prison 
propaganda,” argues William Hesseltine, “made the recounting of atrocity stories an act 
of high patriotism.”  By fanning the flames of public indignation, the widely circulated 
government reports accomplished the goal, according to Hesseltine, of convincing “the 
North that exchange was impossible—that it had been stopped by the South—and that the 
southerners were actuated by a determination to destroy the lives of the prisoners in their 
hands.”  Northern propaganda placed the blame for the suffering of prisoners completely 
on the side of the Confederacy, which once again distracted from the reality that, 
regardless of section, harsh prison conditions remained the rule.  The active agitation of 
the prison issue by the federal government in 1864 contributed to the northern belief that 
the Civil War represented an opportunity to vindicate the superior morality of the 
North.28              
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          Such sweeping denunciation of the Confederacy by the Union, however, rang 
hollow with the men unfortunate enough to find themselves in the prisons so often 
discussed in the newspapers back home.  Like the Confederate captive Thomas Green, 
Union prisoners wondered why the northern public and government, despite their haste to 
blame the Confederacy for the problems, seemed slow to take action on behalf of the 
federals suffering in rebel prisons.  In August of 1864, a small group of Andersonville 
prisoners, temporarily released by the Confederate authorities, arrived in Washington, D. 
C., to inform the government of the terrible conditions and casualties that the soldiers 
experienced in the Georgia prison camp.  “One of the sad effects…of this terrible war,” 
the preamble to the prisoners’ presentation stated, “has been to deaden our 
sympathies….Does the misfortune of being taken prisoner make us less the object of 
interest and value to our Government?”  Even given the horrible conditions at 
Andersonville, the Union captives there often harbored resentment as much at their own 
government for abandoning them as towards the Confederacy, which at least in their eyes 
openly acknowledged the difficulty of the prison situation.  While the inflammatory 
rhetoric and images of the newspapers and government reports kept public indignation 
high in the North (and also the South), it did nothing to help ameliorate the suffering of 
the thousands of prisoners who waited hopefully for their release.29    
          During the final months of the war, as exchange resumed and the prison camps 
slowly emptied, a sense remained that the brutal conditions experienced in these prisons 
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demanded further public attention.  With victory at hand, northerners assumed that 
superiority on the battlefield meant moral superiority as well.  On January 29, 1865, 
Senator Charles Sumner of Massachusetts, long accustomed to attacking the moral 
failings of southern society, gave a speech criticizing the congressionally proposed policy 
of retaliating against rebel prisoners in response to the brutal treatment accorded to Union 
prisoners.  “We should do nothing by which our country shall forfeit that great place 
which belongs to it in the vanguard of nations,” Sumner pleaded, even as he admitted that 
“when we read the stories of their atrocities…when the whole scene in all its horror is 
before us…our souls are filled with unutterable anguish.”  Although Sumner rejected the 
idea of retaliation, his speech, reprinted and circulated, nevertheless confirmed the guilt 
of the Confederacy and the innocence of the Union in the debate over responsibility for 
the prison atrocities.  And despite Sumner’s magnanimous stance, refusing to trade an 
eye for an eye despite what the North saw as clear provocation, the Union government’s 
actions towards captive Confederates demonstrated that, claims of innocence aside, a 
policy of retaliation already existed.  Inspired in part by the earlier information published 
in the 1864 House of Representatives report concerning the brutal treatment of northern 
prisoners, that spring Union Secretary of War Edwin Stanton approved a series of 
reductions in the rations given to Confederate prisoners held in the North.  Although the 
connections between this decision and the deaths of thousands of southern prisoners 
remain tenuous and controversial, the most telling aspect of the policy concerns the lack 
of interest it inspired in the North.  Despite all the attention devoted to the inhumanity of 




displayed the hardened apathy towards the suffering endured by imprisoned Confederates 
every bit as much as southerners like Louis Manigault.30       
Refusing to accept the Union portrayal of atrocity and the northern anger 
surrounding the prisoner of war issue, the Confederacy responded to the accusations.  On 
March 3, 1865, the Confederacy released its own report describing the prison situation.  
What made the report “important,” the Confederate Congressional Committee stated, 
were the “persistent efforts lately made by the Government of the United States…to 
asperse the honor of the Confederate authorities and to charge them with deliberate and 
willful cruelty to prisoners of war.”  These “efforts,” according to the report, “are 
designed to inflame the evil passions of the North; to keep up the war spirit among their 
own people.”  Not content with that insight, the committee continued by asserting that “in 
nearly all the prison stations of the North…our men have suffered from insufficient food, 
and have been subjected to ignominious, cruel, and barbarous practices, of which there is 
no parallel in anything that has occurred in the South.”  As for the collapse of the 
exchange cartel, the Confederate report acknowledged that “the policy of “seducing 
negro slaves” and “arming” them against the South “gave rise to a few cases in which 
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questions of crime under the internal laws of the Southern States appeared.”  Despite the 
disagreement over the status of African-American troops, however, the Congressional 
Committee declared that that issue “ought never to have interrupted the general 
exchange.”  Unfortunately for the Confederacy, “the fortunes of war threw the larger 
number (of prisoners)” to the Union, which, in keeping with its strategy of attrition 
against the South, “refused further exchanges.”  Therefore, “the responsibility of refusing 
to exchange prisoners of war rests with the Government of the United States,” and so too 
did the blame for every resulting “sigh of captivity” and “groan of suffering.”31 
The final paragraphs of the committee’s report offered a defense of the 
Confederate prison system.  Admitting that “privation, suffering, and mortality, to an 
extent much to be regretted, did prevail” in places like Andersonville, Salisbury, and the 
Richmond prisons, the committee insisted that it was “not the result of neglect” or 
“design, on the part of the Confederate government.”  Instead, the report cited “haste in 
preparation; crowded quarters, prepared only for a smaller number; want of 
transportation, and scarcity of food,” as the causes of the suffering, all of which “resulted 
from the pressure of the war and the barbarous manner in which it has been conducted by 
our enemies.” J. B. Jones, a Confederate War Department Clerk, confirmed these 
sentiments in his diary.  Upon hearing that 12,000 Union prisoners died at Andersonville, 
Jones summed up the Confederate quandary, writing “that climate is fatal to them; but the 
government cannot feed them here, and the enemy won’t exchange.” According to Jones 
and the Confederate committee, the “savage warfare” of the Union, including such 
practices as the blockade, the confiscation and destruction of food and medicines, and the 
                                                 




incineration of homes, crops, and tools prevented the proper treatment of Union prisoners 
by the Confederacy.    Summing up their case, the Confederate leaders declared that the 
Union was “desolating our country, in violation of the usages of civilized warfare,” while 
simultaneously refusing “to exchange prisoners” and had “forced us to keep 50,000 of 
their men in captivity.”  The hypocritical Union then dared “to attribute to us the 
sufferings and privations caused by their own acts.  We cannot doubt that in the view of 
civilization we shall stand acquitted, while they must be condemned.”  Any chance for 
condemnation of the Union over the treatment of prisoners, however, evaporated within 
weeks, thanks to the surrender at Appomattox, although the arguments outlined in the 
report provided ammunition for future defenders of the Confederacy’s handling of 
prisoners.32  
Although the prisoners themselves started the process of expressing horror, 
wondering about responsibility, and demanding retribution, the controversy over Civil 
War prisons grew rapidly in the last years of the war as the Union and Confederacy 
responded to the allegations of brutality.  Families, the press, and the governments 
themselves engaged in a rhetorical war over the treatment of prisoners within the larger 
war.  The intensity of that verbal conflict reflected in part the general bitterness of the 
Civil War, but also the more specific frustration with the inherent confusion about who 
exactly was to blame for Civil War prison casualties.  Vindicating how the Union or 
Confederacy treated its prisoners became an opportunity to prove the justice of each 
side’s cause and a means to assert moral superiority over a depraved, uncivilized enemy.  
The manipulation of the prison controversy by the press and both governments also 
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provided an additional benefit to the war effort in that it lessened criticism of the refusal 
to exchange and focused the building anger over the treatment of prisoners on the actions 
of the enemies.  Patriotic northerners and southerners ignored their own failings and 
decried their opponents’ instead.  As the victors, northerners, who remained 
unsurprisingly skeptical of southern claims that their side caused the suffering of 
imprisoned soldiers, placed the blame on the defeated Confederacy and overlooked any 
wrongdoing of their own.   
There was one final reason that the debate over the prisons continued to grow.  
Despite all the propaganda and heated rhetoric that both sides appeared to relish, a sense 
of failure and helplessness plagued northerners and southerners alike over the terrible 
suffering that young men, regardless of section, experienced in enemy prisons.  
Throughout the last years of the Civil War, after its end, and in the years to come, it 
seemed that the volume of the debate over which side could claim moral superiority in 
the treatment of its prisoners served another purpose.  It distracted Americans from their 
feelings of guilt about the 56,000 dead prisoners. 





      CHAPTER 3: “REMEMBER ANDERSONVILLE” 
 
Amid the excitement that surrounded the transition from war to peace, in early 
May of 1865, Union troops quietly arrested a Confederate officer, Captain Henry Wirz, 
the camp commandant of Andersonville prison, and transported him to Washington. 
There the wrath of the enraged northern citizenry awaited him.  During the operation of 
Andersonville, from the spring of 1864 through the end of the war, approximately 13,000 
Union soldiers out of the 45,000 unfortunate souls housed there died.  Those deadly 
statistics meant that Andersonville, both in the percentage of fatalities and sheer numbers, 
represented the worst of the Civil War prisons.  The scale of the casualties, the vast 
majority of which took place during a six month period from late spring of 1864 through 
that fall, represented only one of the reasons for the interest in Wirz.  Contributing to the 
northern ire, in early 1865, on the heels of the 1864 government reports, another 
government publication appeared which included over twenty pages of statements about 
the suffering occurring in Confederate prisons.  Additional accounts of the terrible prison 
conditions in the northern press combined with the lingering grief and resentment over 
Lincoln’s assassination made Wirz, an emblem of Confederate brutality, a natural target 
in the emotionally charged postwar environment.  Over the next few months, the question 
of Wirz’s fate made headlines all over America.  His trial and subsequent execution 





prisoners of war remained as strong throughout Reconstruction as during the Civil War 
itself.1  
          From Wirz’s arrest in May to his execution in November, the American public 
seemed riveted to the events of the trial, which commenced in August and ended in 
October.  The northern press avidly covered the story and railed against the crimes Wirz, 
supposedly at the behest of the Confederate government, conspired to commit against the 
Union prisoners.  According to Northern popular opinion, the callous brutality 
demonstrated at Andersonville by Wirz and his co-conspirators typified the barbaric 
nature of the rebellious South.  The animosity directed towards Wirz, as the 
representative of the Confederacy, grew so vociferous that many declared Wirz not just 
guilty, but an inhuman monster.  Historian Ella Lonn points out an additional factor in the 
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northern anger directed at Wirz—his status as a Swiss immigrant in a nativist political 
culture.  By the time Wirz went on trial, writes another historian, William Marvel, “the 
Northern public had been primed for the case for months.”  Marvel understates the 
situation, as years, not months, of antipathy and frustration showed in the denunciations 
of Wirz.  A July 1865 New York Times editorial demanded that “some expiation must be 
exacted for the most infernal crime of the century.”  In October, another Times article 
compared the “diabolical and fiendish” Wirz to a “tiger sporting with its helpless prey.”  
Similar sentiments appeared in Harper’s Weekly when an editor judged, “of his guilt 
there can be no doubt,” even though the trial did not end until late October.  A series of 
illustrations depicting the Andersonville atrocities, including one of Wirz stamping a 
prisoner, appeared in Harper’s in September.  These engravings hardened northern 
sentiment against the yet to be convicted Wirz.  Such biased press coverage indicated the 
climate of hatred that Wirz, the symbol of Confederate brutality and southern immorality, 
aroused in the North during 1865.  One indication of that anger exists in the diary of 
Abram Parmenter, a member of the Veterans Reserve Corps stationed in Washington D. 
C. during the Wirz trial.  On August 25, Parmenter learned of “some astounding facts 
brought to light—in regard to the brutal and inhuman treatment of prisoners.”  The next 
day, Parmenter described the trial as “a sickening tale of suffering.”  When the Wirz 
defense commenced on September 27, Parmenter dismissed it as “rather feble.”  The anti-
Wirz hysteria, demonstrated both in the press and public opinion, meant that long before 
the trial concluded, northerners were convinced of Wirz’s undoubted guilt.2   
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          The vitriol Wirz received in the northern press and public opinion, however, at 
times seemed to pale in comparison to what the prosecutors said about him during his 
trial.  On August 21, the trial before a military tribunal opened.  The federal government, 
represented by its lead prosecutor, Colonel Norton Parker Chipman, initially hoped to 
prove conclusively the existence of a massive conspiracy among Jefferson Davis, Robert 
E. Lee, Brigadier General John Winder and Wirz, along with other leading Confederate 
officials, to brutally murder Union prisoners by the thousands.  Robert Kean, the former 
Head of the Confederate Bureau of War, took offence to the trial, insisting in his diary 
that “the real object of the proceeding is to make a case against Davis and Seddon, or at 
least blacken them.”  Along with the charge of conspiracy, Wirz stood accused of over a 
dozen murders of Andersonville prisoners.  Although Secretary of War Edwin Stanton 
halted the proceedings and forced the overzealous Chipman to remove the names of the 
Confederate leaders specifically charged in the conspiracy with Wirz, the firm northern 
belief in the reality of the plot never wavered.  Since the fate of Davis still remained 
undecided, Stanton and the federal government balked at implicating Davis so strongly in 
the Wirz matter.  When the trial resumed on August 23, Wirz faced two revised charges.  
The first charge stated that Wirz conspired with unknown others “to impair and injure the 
health and destroy the lives of large numbers of federal prisoners.”  The second accused 
Wirz of thirteen separate murders of unknown Union prisoners at Andersonville.  As 
Lewis Laska and James Smith point out, throughout the ten pages of charges, repeated 
references to Wirz as “malicious,” “evil,” “cruel,” and “wicked” set the tone for how the 
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prosecution would portray Wirz throughout the trial.  By demonizing Wirz, Chipman and 
the government desired not only to pin responsibility for the prison atrocities on the 
shoulders of guilty individuals like Wirz, but also remind posterity of the inherent 
brutality and evil nature of the Confederate South.3        
Between late August and late October, when the trial concluded, the prosecution 
continued to rail against the inhuman cruelty of Wirz.  “Mortal man,” Chipman declared, 
“has never been called to answer before a legal tribunal to a catalogue of crime like this.”  
But despite his insistence that Wirz bore responsibility for the “long black catalogue of 
crimes, these tortures unparalleled,” Chipman saved much of his venom for the 
Confederacy itself.  “With what detestation,” stated Chipman, “must civilized nations 
regard that government whose conduct has been such as characterized this pretended 
confederacy.”  The “treasonable conspiracy” of the South against the Union prisoners of 
war resulted not from “retaliation, punishment, nor ignorance of the law,” Chipman 
explained, “it was the intrinsic wickedness of a few desperate leaders, seconded by 
mercenary and heartless monsters, of whom the prisoner before you is a fair type.”  In the 
trial Chipman and the federal government argued that individuals such as Wirz, Winder, 
and implicitly Davis and others, deliberately worsened the already difficult conditions for 
the Union prisoners. The reason such cruelty was tolerated in the Confederacy stemmed 
from the inherently corrupt and barbaric nature of the treasonous South.  The consistent 
juxtaposition of Wirz’s individual crimes with the larger accusations of endemic 
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Confederate brutality sufficed to explain the prison casualties in the minds of many in the 
North.4  
In looking for someone to blame for the horrors of Civil War prisons, the North 
found a perfect target in Wirz, who proved to be not only a convenient scapegoat, but a 
malleable symbol of what responsibility meant at a time when confusion abounded about 
what actually happened at Andersonville and other prison camps.  Wirz met northern 
needs for several reasons.  Focusing primarily on Wirz made political sense because it 
offered the angry northern public a demonic figure on which to focus their outrage.  
Wirz’ background as an immigrant also facilitated the campaign against him because he 
lacked the credentials and connections of other Confederate leaders, such as Jefferson 
Davis.  It was far more politically expedient to blame a lone, expendable immigrant than 
to put Davis on trial for Andersonville.  Trying and executing Wirz allowed the North to 
pin the responsibility for the prison debacle on the Confederacy without further stirring 
up the emotions of southerners.  And even though Wirz received the blame, Chipman and 
Judge Joseph Holt, the Judge Advocate General in charge of the proceedings, never 
missed an opportunity to remind the public that Wirz represented the “spirit” of 
“murderous cruelty and baseness,” that characterized “the inner and real life of the 
rebellion, and the hellish criminality and brutality of the traitors who maintained it.”  
Although the prosecution tried him as an individual, Wirz became, for many northerners, 
the emblem of southern brutality, evidence of the sad but natural consequence of how 
traitors find themselves debased and dehumanized.  Even though Wirz alone was 
convicted, the trial process demonstrated that northerners simultaneously attributed 
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personal responsibility to Wirz for the suffering at Andersonville, supported the belief 
that the maltreatment of Union prisoners resulted from a conspiracy of Confederate 
officials, and used the proceedings to remind the world of the moral failings of the 
traitorous South.5 
  The heated rhetoric surrounding the trial obscured significant flaws in the 
government’s prosecution of the case.  Out of the one hundred and sixty witnesses who 
testified, one hundred and forty-five stated that they never saw Wirz kill a prisoner, and 
even those who insisted that Wirz committed murder failed to name any of the victims.    
As for the charge of conspiracy, Confederate doctor Randolph Stevenson made a simple 
yet compelling argument: “Captain Wirz could not conspire alone.”  No other 
Confederate official ever went to trial for the Andersonville crimes, a circumstance that 
weakens the charge of conspiracy against Wirz.  The Confederate Commissary General 
of Prisons, General Winder, would probably have faced charges, but he died shortly 
before the end of the war.  Wirz himself recognized that in his case, justice reflected 
popular opinion: “I know how hard it is for one, helpless and unfriended as I am, to 
control against the prejudices produced by popular culture and long continued 
misrepresentation.”6   
Other prejudices worked against Wirz as well.  Though a legitimate legal 
proceeding, military law, as Gayla Koerting notes, not only differed from the more 
exacting standards of civil law, it also encouraged a predisposition against Wirz among 
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his judges.  Koerting explains that “military law allowed the introduction of 
circumstantial evidence,” an acceptable practice because the officers prosecuting Wirz 
were “men of honor.”  The pride of the high-ranking officers, according to Koerting, led 
them to “convict any soldier or individual who tarnished the reputation of the armed 
services regardless of evidence and testimony favorable to the accused.”  In their 1975 
article, Laska and Smith suggest that regardless of the honor at stake, the “intimate ‘old 
boy’ relationship which existed between the prosecution and the members of the military 
commission,” cast serious doubt on the “intellectual integrity” of the military tribunal.  
These inherent flaws in the nature of military justice, especially given the emotional 
intensity created by the constant commotion over the prisoner of war issue, doomed Wirz 
even before the trial.  The trial culminated in the inevitable verdict of guilty, and Wirz 
received a death sentence.  On November 10, 1865, spectators assembled around the 
gallows hurled cries of “remember Andersonville” at Wirz.   The chant from the crowd 
grew louder as he ascended the steps.  The trap door opened, and with cheers ringing in 
his ears, Wirz joined many of his former wards in death.  Wirz became the only ex-
Confederate officer executed for war crimes committed during the Civil War.7    
In the midst of the northern celebration over Wirz’ death, a few lonely southerners 
such as Robert Kean, a former Confederate official, insisted that the trial of Wirz 
represented a mockery of justice.  Kean denounced the proceedings as a smokescreen 
designed to divert northern attention from the real culprit behind the prison suffering, 
Edwin Stanton.  “That official,” Kean argued, “preferred for thousands to perish 
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miserably, in the effort to [have federal prisoners] eat Confederate corn from the 
Confederate armies.”  “The perfidy by which the cartel was abrogated was a settled 
policy to starve the Confederacy,” Kean continued, “though thousands of their own men 
starved and rotted with scurvy.”  Northerners ignored these arguments, however, and 
continued rejoicing.8   
On the day of the execution, Abram Parmenter recorded his disappointment at 
arriving too late to see Wirz hang, but the demise of the “Andersonville wholesale 
murderer” comforted him.  The execution of Wirz, Parmenter commented later that day, 
seemed an appropriate fate “to satisfy the just—claims of the law, and an outraged 
people.”  A few days after Wirz’s burial, a Harper’s Weekly editor wrote, “there are 
crimes against God and man which ought not to be forgotten, and these for which Wirz 
suffered…are of them.”9  
          By 1865, northerners viewed Andersonville and Henry Wirz as the primary 
symbols of Confederate atrocity.  After Appomattox, northerners vented their moral 
outrage at what they declared to be crimes committed against their soldiers imprisoned in 
the South.  As postwar enmity persisted in the North, it took the form of reprisals against 
the supposedly singularly brutal Confederate treatment of prisoners.  Victory gave the 
North a sense of moral reassurance, out of which its citizens could easily condemn the 
sufferings at Andersonville and other southern prisons rather than admit the failures of 
Union prison camps.  Blaming Wirz and his fellow unnamed Confederates as 
individually responsible for the tragedy at Andersonville excused any acknowledgement 
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of the bureaucratic dysfunction, inadequate resources, or retaliatory behavior present in 
the Union prison system and signified an attempt to bestow meaning upon 56,000 deaths.  
Those deaths seemed more understandable if attributed to the individual cruelty of the 
“diabolical” men, representatives of a “murderous” rebellion, in charge of the prison 
system, which explained why the prosecution during the Wirz trial presented 
Andersonville as a moral outrage, a terrible exception, perpetuated by one fiendish 
individual in the service of a fiendish cause.  Judge Holt, who reviewed the findings of 
the Wirz tribunal, spoke for many in his closing statement: “this work of death seems to 
have been a saturnalia of enjoyment for the prisoner (Wirz), who amid these savage 
orgies evidenced such exultation and mingled with them such nameless blasphemy and 
ribald jest, as at times to exhibit him rather as a demon than a man.”  The combined effect 
of the press coverage and trial inflamed the demand for retribution, and the bitterness of 
the Wirz trial ensured that the mutual antipathy over the prison controversy would 
continue.  The question of how Henry Wirz, no matter how demonic, could alone bear the 
responsibility for Andersonville, was left for future generations to ponder.  But as Ovid 
Futch argues, “the molders of public opinion so effectively impressed on the northern 
people the image of Andersonville as the acme of inhumanity that to this day the word 
itself remains to some a symbol of southern savagery.”10   
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          In the period following Wirz’s execution, as Reconstruction slowly integrated the 
Confederacy back into the United States, the ongoing controversy surrounding the prison 
legacy demonstrated that while political reunification could rebuild America, it could not 
heal the bitter attitudes and sectional differences that lingered long after the Civil War.    
Throughout the 1860s and 70s, often in the context of national politics, debates over the 
responsibility for the treatment of prisoners and the concomitant accusations of atrocity 
ensured that the anger over Civil War prisons continued.  “Prison horror,” states David 
Blight, “and the hatreds it fostered in both sections, infested social memories of the war 
during Reconstruction years as nothing else did.”  From the very beginning of 
Reconstruction, the prison controversy helped shape the contemporary political 
environment.  According to Hans Trefousse, Thaddeus Stevens, a leader of the anti-
Johnson wing of the Republican party and a driving force behind Congressional 
Reconstruction, justified his desire for the confiscation and redistribution of Confederate 
property on the grounds that ex-Confederates merited punishment for the barbarities at 
Andersonville and other places.  In the 1866 Report of the Joint Committee on 
Reconstruction, Stevens and his Congressional allies denounced President Johnson’s 
lenient policy of Reconstruction, arguing that with the exception of Tennessee, “the 
prospects are far from encouraging.”  Reminding Johnson and his supporters that the ex-
Confederate states waged war “with the most determined and malignant spirit, killing in 
battle, and otherwise, large numbers of loyal people,” the Committee declared 
Presidential Reconstruction an insufficient penance for the South.  In case the oblique 
reference to the deaths of thousands of Union soldiers in Confederate prisons went 





former inmate of Andersonville who compiled a roster of the dead and detailed the brutal 
conditions at Andersonville and other southern camps.  Although the prison controversy 
never became the central focus in the debate over Reconstruction, the Radical 
Republicans’ use of the prison issue justified a stronger policy and convinced the public 
to support Congress as it successfully wrested control of the process away from Andrew 
Johnson.  By late 1867, in response to southern irritation with the passage of the 
Reconstruction Acts, Harper’s Weekly ridiculed the South for protesting against northern 
“tyranny,” pointing out that not only had the Southern cause failed, but that “there was no 
fame garnered at Salisbury: nor is Andersonville very bright and shining with classic 
glory.”  For the first time, but not the last, invocation of the prison controversy 
successfully served political ends.  Throughout Reconstruction, discussion of the prison 
issue would consistently justify and symbolize the cemented relationship between 
northern morality and the Republican political agenda.11  
          During the late 1860s, inflammatory rhetoric about and images of Civil War 
prisons appeared in the northern press, sparked initially by the question of what the North 
should do with ex-Confederate president Jefferson Davis, who still awaited trial or 
release from prison.  On June 30, 1866, cartoonist Thomas Nast, in Harper’s Weekly, 
contrasted the brutality and suffering of Andersonville with the relative luxury that Davis 
enjoyed at Fortress Monroe, Virginia.  The public, an accompanying editorial maintained, 
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should remember that Davis “is the same man who could see from his house in 
Richmond the island upon which Union prisoners were slowly starved and frozen, and 
who knew that thousands of his fellow-men imprisoned at Andersonville were pitilessly 
tortured into idiocy and death.”   The ongoing animosity directed at Davis over his 
responsibility for the Confederate prison system may have delayed his release from 
prison, although in the end he, unlike Wirz, escaped formal charges.12  
Even outside the context of controversial issues such as Reconstruction or Davis’ 
fate, the prison legacy demonstrated its power to fascinate the northern public.  Another 
Harper’s Weekly article, on July 21, 1866, reviewed a popular exhibit of “Andersonville 
Relics,” on display at the National Fair in Washington, and confidently predicted that 
“whatever relates to the Andersonville dead is not likely soon to become void of interest, 
at least not to the loyal North.”  The bitterness of the “loyal North” also found its way 
into the early histories of the war.  Captain and Assistant Quartermaster James M. Moore, 
charged in 1865 with marking the graves of Union soldiers at Andersonville, reported 
that “nothing has been destroyed; as our exhausted, emaciated, and enfeebled soldiers left 
it, so it stands to-day, as a monument to an inhumanity unparalleled in the annals of war.”  
In the 1866 History of the United States Sanitary Commission, author Charles Stille 
described the heartrending task the Commission faced of caring for returning prisoners, 
“unable to walk, most of them were barefooted, and without underclothing, and their thin, 
wasted forms were covered with dirt and vermin.”  In 1866, the first full year of peace, 
northern anger seemed as fresh as ever.13   
                                                 







          Much of the attention paid to the prison controversy in the aftermath of the war 
resulted from the publication of numerous, almost unanimously northern, prisoner 
accounts, a practice that remained common well into the early twentieth century.  The 
consistent rehashing of the trauma combined with the animosity with which most former 
prisoners wrote ensured that sectional hostility over the issue remained alive.  In many 
ways the postwar accounts, which took the form of memoirs rather than diaries, 
unsurprisingly resembled the wartime prisoner testimony.  As before, the postwar 
accounts recreated the brutal daily experience of the prisoners, assigned blame for the 
tragedy, and confirmed the perception that the suffering was deliberate.  They also 
perpetuated the beliefs that their own government’s prison system represented a model of 
kindness and that any wrongdoing resulted from the actions of misguided individuals.  
What separated the postwar accounts from their predecessors, especially after the Wirz 
trial, was the strident, amplified rhetoric of the newer texts.  The reason for the polemical 
nature of the accounts was the competition and popularity of the memoirs.  Between 1865 
and 1867, several dozen prison memoirs appeared, and because of the market pressures 
of timeliness and the desire to sell as many copies as possible, the need to distinguish 
one’s product through sensationalism and vitriol became irresistible.  This impulse led to 
titles such as Martyria and Life and Death in Rebel Prisons along with declarations like 
those of Joseph Ferguson, whose exaggerated account stated, “it is past question that the 
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Confederate authorities did deliberately, and with thoughts of murder in their hearts, 
perpetuate the awful enormity of torturing to death sixty or seventy thousand helpless but 
brave men; slain by a refined process of cruelty.”  Statements like these served the needs 
of the individual prison survivors in that it allowed them a creative outlet to share their 
experiences and turn a profit, and simultaneously, these declarations catered to the 
appetite of the northern public for such reminders of the moral justice of the Union cause.  
Authors like Ferguson knew that the northern public expected an attitude of outrage and 
denunciation towards the brutal, treasonous South, and they willingly gave their audience 
reassurance of Yankee superiority over Confederate baseness.14  
 Another important distinction evident in the early postwar northern prison 
narratives involved the cessation of blame directed at the U. S. government for refusing 
to exchange prisoners for much of 1863 and 1864.  Men like William Burson instead 
argued that “the rebels knew just how to demoralize the Union prisoners and make them 
useless to the Federal Government, and adopted this means to accomplish their hellish 
purpose.”  Alfred Richardson, imprisoned at Salisbury, North Carolina, praised the 
“credulity and trustfulness of our Government towards the enemy” in sending private 
shipments of supplies to Union prisoners, which the Rebels “openly confiscated.”  
Richardson lodged his only criticism of Union policy against Edwin Stanton’s “cold-
blooded theory” that “returned prisoners were infinitely more valuable to the Rebels than 
to us.”  Although this policy contributed to his hardship, Richardson seemed accepting of 
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the logic, especially in the aftermath of victory.  Along with the vindication of Union 
policy came Richardson’s attack against the camp commandant at Salisbury, Confederate 
Major John H. Gee.  Gee, claimed Richardson, insisted on giving the prisoners quarter 
rations even though the commissary warehouse, as well as the surrounding regions, 
enjoyed ample supplies of corn and pork.  Like Richardson, other survivors also singled 
out the men they held personally responsible for their suffering.  Warren Goss, an 
Andersonville prisoner, blamed the harsh conditions on “the inflexible Winder.”  Josiah 
Brownell expressed his disdain for Wirz, saying of him, “a more brutal coward I never 
saw.”  In 1867, J. F. Brock swore that defenders of the Southern prison system, and in 
particular “Jeff Davis and Benj. Hill are both liars.”  Readers of these memoirs, most of 
whom were already familiar with the old conspiracy arguments, saw no reason to doubt 
the words of their heroes, and so the belief that deliberate brutality took place towards 
prisoners at the will of leading Confederate officials became even more ingrained in the 
North.  And while the number of accounts dropped after 1867, the consistent appearance 
of similarly styled prison memoirs in the late 1860s and 70s continued to perpetuate the 
hostility.15 
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 Although outnumbered, in their own memoirs, a few Confederates not only 
refuted the northern arguments but also made their own accusations.  Decimus Barziza, 
held at Johnson’s Island, ridiculed the “alleged” brutality supposedly taking place in 
southern prisons and insisted that the “horrible treatment” at prisons like Fort Delaware 
and Point Lookout occurred with the purpose of forcing Confederate prisoners to swear 
an oath of allegiance to the Union, or else face “starvation, cold, and ill-treatment.”  A. 
M. Keiley felt impelled to write his own prison account as a response to the North, which 
“is not only writing the story of the late war, but the character of its late enemies.”  In 
doing so, Keiley compared his experience at Point Lookout and Elmira with those of the 
Andersonville prisoners.  Keiley believed that Union Major E. L. Sanger, the head of the 
Medical Department at Elmira, acting on the instructions of Edwin Stanton, refused to 
supply the prison with the medicine prisoners needed.  An indignant Keiley wondered 
how the North could “studiously ignore” the evidence of their own brutality while 
condemning Wirz, “who was not the monster whom that scandalous tribunal declared 
him.”  As bitter as he felt about the treatment he received in the North, what seemed to 
anger Keiley the most involved the one-sidedness with which northerners attacked the 
southern prison record.  Other southerners perceived the northern hypocrisy as well.  L. 
M. Lewis, in the preface to W. A. Wash’s prison account, hoped that “if we would have a 
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just verdict from the grand juries of coming generations,” northern prisons such as 
Johnson’s Island, “Alton Penitentiary, Camp Douglas, Camp Chase, Rock Island and 
Elmira,” should “be placed by the side of the exaggerations about Libby, Belle Isle, Tyler 
and Andersonville.”  Although Barziza, Keiley, Lewis and Wash reminded southerners of 
the inconsistencies in the Yankee interpretation, they had little impact on the North, 
which remained outraged at the Confederate treatment of prisoners.16 
The persistent bitterness of the prison narratives on both sides indicated that the 
emotions stirred up by Civil War prisons remained relevant after the war, and the prison 
controversy quickly became an important symbolic issue in Reconstruction politics.  
With the first presidential election looming in 1868, the Republican party focused 
attention on the prisons, a tactic one scholar called “the most powerful political weapon 
that could be used by the North in securing Republican victories at the polls.”  Although 
the Republican party dominated the North, the sizeable number of Democratic 
sympathizers there worried the Republican establishment.  Since the white South 
remained staunchly Democrat, the possibility existed that a rejuvenated Democratic party 
might challenge the Republican majority, which could threaten to reverse the policies 
enacted during the war.   In the fall elections of 1867, Harper’s Weekly, as usual, took the 
lead in reminding its readers of the stakes.  Those “who love freedom, will vote for the 
Republican,” the editor wrote, “while all who secretly wish…the Andersonville pen had 
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succeeded, will vote for his Democratic opponent.”  Throughout 1868, Republican 
publications such as Harper’s Weekly delighted in hammering the Democrats by 
repeatedly charging them with behavior only slightly less traitorous than that of the 
Confederacy.  On July 4, 1868, another Harper’s article lamented that had the Democrat 
George McClellan defeated Lincoln in 1864, “the rebel army and the Andersonville 
jailers would have sung Te Deum.”17   
Over the last few months of the election, a torrent of similar sentiments flooded 
the northern press.  On October 3, an anonymous letter to Harper’s Weekly finally stated 
the obvious point of the agitation over Andersonville and the other southern prisons: “I 
should like to see a picture of that stockade (Andersonville), and on the left the United 
States Cemetery (located at Andersonville), with the Stars and Stripes flying over those 
poor boys’ graves.  I do believe,” the author concluded, “it would clench the nail in the 
political coffin of Seymour and Blair (the Democratic ticket).”  Three weeks later, with 
the election only days away, an illustration titled “The Political Andersonville” appeared 
in Harper’s.  The cartoon depicted the unfortunate Republican voters of the South as 
trapped in a giant stockade—symbolic of the white Democratic South’s tactics of 
violence and fraud to ensure victory at the polls.  A grim specter, the ghost of a dead 
Andersonville inmate, loomed over the scene.  The caption quoted Wade Hampton, the 
ex-Confederate general and South Carolina gubernatorial candidate, as the main advocate 
of these abuses of democracy.  “Agree among yourselves…that you will not employ any 
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one who votes the Radical ticket,” Hampton threatened, and “use all the means that are 
placed in your hands to control this element.”  The denial of democratic liberties in the 
South and even the alliance between northern and southern Democrats, the engraving 
suggested, insulted the memory of the sacrifice that thousands of imprisoned soldiers 
made during the war.  Over the course of the campaign, the Republican press succeeded 
in portraying the Democrats not only as corrupt, undemocratic, and unpatriotic, but as 
disrespectful of the dead Union prisoners.  In November, the war hero Ulysses S. Grant 
secured the presidency for the Republican party.  Given Grant’s lack of political 
experience, the constant emphasis on playing to the patriotism of Republicans proved a 
sound strategy.  That patriotism, of course, rested in part on attacks against anyone with 
even the slightest connection to the prison atrocities.  Along with blaming Henry Wirz 
and Jefferson Davis, in 1868, Republicans also held Democrats, North and South, 
responsible for the suffering at Andersonville and other Southern prisons.18  
          Even after Grant’s election, Republicans continued to harp on the subject of Civil 
War prisons.  In 1869, the House of Representatives published the results of one final 
investigation into the treatment of Union soldiers in Confederate prisons.  “In a national 
and historical sense, the subject of rebel imprisonment,” stated the committee, required 
“an enduring record, truthful and authentic, and stamped with the national authority.”  
The report proceeded to endorse all the accusations of the Civil War and its aftermath, so 
that “these facts should live in history as the inevitable results of slavery, treason, and 
rebellion, and as an example to which the eyes of future generations may revert with 
shame and detestation.”  Nearly two hundred and seventy pages of similar rhetoric 
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seemed designed as much to justify the need for ongoing Republican control of the 
federal government as to warn posterity about the “unholy ambition” and the barbaric 
society of the rebel South.  Besides officially endorsing the campaign propaganda of the 
late 1860s, the report served another purpose as well.  Acknowledging the “heroism of 
the thousands of long suffering and martyred soldiers of the republic,” the committee 
cited the sacrifice of these men “as an enduring example of that chivalric courage which 
elevates man above the common level of his race.”  The House also exonerated the 
Lincoln Administration, as well as the Union military, “from any responsibility for these 
great sufferings and crimes.”  With the Union absolved of any potential guilt and respect 
paid to the dead prisoners, the report accomplished its task of codifying the official 
Republican stance on the prison controversy.  Rejecting even the possibility that the 
Republican government and military could have done more for the prisoners of both 
sides, the committee instead denounced the Confederacy as the product of barbaric 
southern society and lauded the martyred figures of Lincoln and the Union prisoners.  In 
part because of the constant repetition, few, at least in the North, disagreed.  A similar 
example of Union self-congratulation appeared in the war histories of 1869.  “Kindness 
and humanity” prevailed at the northern prison of Camp Morton, Indiana, according to 
one author, and “in contrast with the horrors of Libby, Belle Isle, Andersonville and other 
Southern prison pens, where thousands of brave Union men were starved and murdered, 
the history of Camp Morton is as Heaven is to Hell.”  In 1869, memories of the Civil War 





prison legacy.  Having won the war, the Republicans continued to press their rhetorical 
advantage in order to win the peace as well.19   
          One of the reasons for the ongoing emphasis placed on the prison controversy by 
the Republican party in the first years after the war involved the fact that Union veterans, 
and their main postwar organization, the Grand Army of the Republic, represented a 
sizeable portion of the Republican constituency.  In the late 1860s and early 1870s, as 
Stuart McConnell argues, “the war’s place in the popular estimation as a successful 
crusade allowed Union veterans to assume the role of savior, and they did not hesitate to 
do so.”  Between holding political offices at the national, state, and city levels and 
“marshaling the massive ‘soldier vote’ for Lincoln in 1864 and Grant in 1868,” veterans 
affiliated with the GAR also acted as political saviors for the Republican party.  The pre-
eminence of Union veterans in the Republican party, as evidenced by the subsequent 
elections of Grant, Hayes, and Garfield to the presidency, meant a natural focus on what 
best qualified them for public office—meritorious service to the Union cause.20   
          Rehashing the war every political campaign not only involved celebrating the 
Union victory but also reminding the public of the prison atrocities committed by the 
Confederacy against the Union martyrs.  The 1870 speech of General J. P. C. Shanks to 
the GAR post at Washington, D. C., indicated the continued centrality of the prison issue 
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for the Union veterans and the Republican party.  “It is at the door of the confederate 
government I lay the charge of wanton and savage cruelty to helpless prisoners of war,” 
Shanks thundered, before invoking the sympathies of the audience: “I would, if I could, 
call before your imaginations the gaunt, spectral forms of those thousands of robbed, 
frozen, starved, beaten, wounded, manacled, dogged, emaciated, neglected, crazed, and 
murdered men.”  Shanks’ oration testified to both the enduring power of the vitriol over 
the treatment of prisoners and the attractiveness of the easy political capital gained from 
recycling old allegations.  The speech was also part of a constant discussion of southern 
brutality in the press throughout the late 1860s and 70s.  During this period, repetitious 
mention of the accusations of Confederate atrocity, the celebration of the sacrifice of the 
Union prisoners’ bravery, and the innocence of the Union government all added up to a 
political phenomenon known as waving the bloody shirt.  Waving the bloody shirt, 
according to Mary Dearing, served to “recall war enthusiasm to the minds of both 
veterans and civilians.”21   
The 1872 reelection of Grant once again demonstrated the remarkable influence 
of the bloody shirt.  On September 21, 1872, a Thomas Nast cartoon in Harper’s Weekly 
conjured up the old animosity over the conditions at Andersonville.    Presidential 
candidate Horace Greeley, a Democrat, stood, with hand outstretched to the South, while 
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below him lay the vast stockade of Andersonville, filled with graves.  Nast juxtaposed 
Greeley’s quote, “let us clasp hands over the bloodiest chasm,” with a sign featuring a 
skull and crossbones, that stated, “Andersonville Prison.  Who Ever Entered Here Left 
Hope Behind.”  Nast’s setting proved telling.  Instead of a battlefield such as Gettysburg 
or Antietam, two of the bloodiest battles of the war, Nast chose Andersonville to 
represent “the bloodiest chasm” of the Civil War.  That choice mirrored the popular 
northern perception of Andersonville as a terrible anomaly, the result of demonic, 
deliberate cruelty.  In a political culture dominated by the idea of the bloody shirt, Nast 
expertly conveyed the message that a full reconciliation with the South was impossible 
and ultimately undesirable, given the horrors experienced at Andersonville.  To prevent 
that reconciliation, northerners needed to continue to vote Republican.  Undeniably 
effective as a practical political tactic, the persistent use of the bloody shirt, with its 
emphasis on the evils of the Confederacy and the purity of the Union, benefited 
northerners in another less tangible, but still important way.  The bloody shirt enabled 
northerners to forget the similar experiences Confederate prisoners endured in the 
North.22   
          Throughout the late 1860s and early 70s, southerners remembered quite clearly, if 
more quietly, the sacrifices made by their sons in Union prison camps.  The humiliation 
of defeat, augmented by the constant use of the bloody shirt, at first drowned out the 
southern voices who protested that the North’s memory of Civil War prisons seemed 
selective.  A few undaunted Southerners, however, began assembling a defense against 
the northern accusations.  Writing from a jail cell in 1865, former Confederate Vice 
                                                 






President Alexander Stephens echoed the arguments of the Confederate Congressional 
report on the problem of prisoner treatment, declaring that the harsh conditions in the 
Confederate camps resulted from “unavoidable necessity,” rather than “inhumanity of 
treatment.”  Since everyone in the Confederacy suffered from the lack of resources, 
Stephens opined, from the Confederate army to civilians, Yankee prisoners naturally 
endured the same hardships.  Stephens suggested that in light of the quickly deteriorating 
state of affairs in the Confederacy by 1864, northerners prone to conspiracy theories 
about deliberate atrocities overlooked the obvious supply problems that plagued the 
entire Confederacy, not just Union prisoners.  Despite the Confederacy’s shortcomings, if 
anything, Stephens continued, “Confederates escaping from Camp Chase and other 
Northern prisons” found “their treatment in these places to be as bad as any now 
described in exaggerated statements going the rounds about barbarities at Andersonville, 
Salisbury, Belle Isle, and Libby.”  Stephens concluded that “there were barbarities…and 
atrocities on both sides,” and that therefore, neither section should boast too much about 
their prison record.  Ex-Confederate president Jefferson Davis, according to the account 
published by the physician, Dr. John Craven, who treated him during his imprisonment 
after the war, expressed similar sentiments to those of Stephens.  Craven summarized 
Davis’ belief that Confederate officers cared for their prisoners “the best they could,” but 
because “non-exchange” was “the policy adopted by the Federal Government,” the Union 
abandoned its prisoners to their fate in the resource-starved South.23    
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In 1867, Louis Schade, Wirz’s defense attorney, stated that the question of 
responsibility for the dead prisoners “has not fully been settled.”  Like Stephens, Schade 
pointed out that given the collapsing Confederate infrastructure due to the Union naval 
blockade and the destruction of southern railroads and property, providing food and 
medicine for prisoners proved difficult, if not impossible.  Schade insisted that “the 
Confederate authorities, aware of their inability to maintain their prisoners…urgently 
requested that prisoners should be exchanged,” but to no avail.  Not content to merely 
refute northern accusations, Schade asked, “has the North treated her Southern prisoners 
so that she should lift up her hands and cry ‘anathema’ over the South?”  Denouncing the 
North’s “fearful record,” which, according to the 1866 report of Secretary of War Edwin 
Stanton, consisted of an estimated 26,436 Southern deaths in Union prisons, Schade 
pointed out how curious it seemed that “over 26,000 prisoners” perished “in the midst of 
plenty!”   Using Stanton’s figures, which claimed that 22, 576 Union prisoners died in 
Confederate prison camps, approximately 4,000 fewer casualties than in the North, 
Schade wondered why northerners continued to adamantly attack southerners over the 
treatment of prisoners, especially when one considered the supplies available to prisoners 
in the Union, but not in the Confederacy.  After not so subtly suggesting that if either 
section deserved to be accused of atrocities committed against prisoners of war, perhaps 
it was the North, rather than the South, Schade reminded readers that “puritanical 
hypocrisy, self-adulation and self-glorification will not save those enemies of liberty from 
their just punishment.”  In the emotionally charged climate of the late 1860s, however, 





reassure southerners of their brave and honorable conduct during the war.  No one in the 
North took them seriously.24 
Despite the neglible impact of their ideas on northern public opinion, these 
southern defenders succeeded in creating what evolved into the standard southern 
response to northern accusations of intentional Confederate cruelty committed against 
Union prisoners.  This defense consisted of several components and not only excused the 
Confederacy’s prison record but placed the burden of responsibility for the dead prisoners 
back on the Union.  According to Stephens, Davis, Craven, and Schade, the Confederacy 
strove, even in the midst of total collapse, to conscientiously fulfill its obligations to its 
prisoners.  If the North had fought a more civilized war, refraining from destroying much 
of the Confederate heartland and preventing the import of medicine and other supplies, 
then tending to the needs of Union captives would have been far easier.  At any point in 
time, had the Union acquiesced to the resumption of the exchange cartel (and abandoned 
the rights of African-American soldiers) the misery of those supposedly intentionally 
deprived soldiers would have ended.  Finally, even with the concession that Confederate 
prisons took an incredible toll on Union prisoners, the fact remained that Union prisons 
killed Confederate captives at similar rates.  While northerners scoffed at these arguments 
and dismissed them as either selective, false, or conjecture, southerners clung to these 
rhetorical positions and began to repeat them, at first weakly, but eventually with 
growing confidence.     
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         Besides these few strident voices, however, in the immediate aftermath of the war 
many southerners suffered the accusations of the North in silence.  One reason that the 
southern defenders of the Confederate prison legacy remained relatively quiet reflected 
the need for the South, at least in the short term, to move on.  In the late 1860s and early 
1870s, southerners faced the daunting task of putting their society back together.  As 
historian Dan Carter points out, southerners “came home defeated but unrepentant,” but 
the early political turmoil surrounding the process of Presidential Reconstruction and 
then Congressional Reconstruction prevented debate with the North.  “Reestablishing a 
normal life,” states Gaines Foster, “left little time for dwelling excessively on the past 
and its pains,” and “discouraged public lamentations.”  Despite Dixie’s silence during 
Reconstruction, Foster argues, the South’s “need to repeat their assertions of 
righteousness, honor, and manhood,” and the “defensiveness toward northerners” 
foreshadowed an outpouring of southern frustration over the northern definition of the 
prison legacy.25 
          Part of the southern resentment came from the reality that even after a decade of 
Reconstruction northerners demonstrated little desire to stop agitating the prison 
controversy for political ends.  On January 10, 1876, Congressman James Blaine, of 
Maine, rose to criticize a pending bill that proposed amnesty to the last of the unforgiven 
Confederates, on the grounds that it included Jefferson Davis.  Davis, argued Blaine, 
deserved no amnesty, because “he was the author, knowingly, deliberately, guiltily, and 
willfully, of the gigantic murders and crimes at Andersonville.”  Reaching back into 
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history for other brutalities, Blaine declared, to the crowd’s applause, that not even “the 
thumb-screws and engines of torture of the Spanish Inquisition begin to compare in 
atrocity with the hideous crime of Andersonville.”  The debate over the amnesty bill 
offered yet another opportunity for northern manipulation of the prison legacy in the 
name of politics.  With Wirz and Winder dead, Davis provided the best remaining target 
for northern politicians like Blaine to attack the Democratic party as the party of the 
Confederate south and its horrible prisons.  With support for Reconstruction fading, and 
growing Democratic representation in the federal government, Blaine hoped, in the words 
of one scholar, “that waving the bloody shirt again…would cause the country, in this 
presidential year, to forget the corruption of the Republican administration.”  Despite the 
applause, Blaine soon found himself in a storm of controversy.  The first responses came 
from Representatives Samuel Cox, of New York, and William Kelley, of Pennsylvania, 
and both regretted that, in the centennial anniversary of the United States, Blaine insisted 
on reviving the old bitterness of the past.  Just before adjourning, Benjamin Hill, of 
Georgia, obtained the floor.26   
         The next day, Hill, speaking with the emotion of over ten years of pent-up 
frustration, delivered a rebuke not just to Blaine, but the entire North.  Hill’s speech 
ended the Reconstruction years of southern silence over the prison controversy and 
indicated a renewed willingness to protect southern honor.  Expressing sorrow that Blaine 
focused attention on the prison feud, Hill declared it his “imperative duty to vindicate the 
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truth of history.”  “Whatever horrors existed at Andersonville,” Hill continued, “grew out 
of the necessities of the occasion, which necessities were cast upon the confederacy by 
the war policy of the other side.”  Hill proceeded to ridicule Blaine’s claim “that no 
confederate prisoner was ever maltreated in the North” and insisted that “the time has 
passed when the country can accept the impudence of assertion for the force of argument 
or recklessness of statement for the truth of history.”  After rejecting Blaine’s 
accusations, Hill questioned the constant use of the bloody shirt to attack southern honor.  
“Is the bosom of the country always to be torn with this miserable sectional debate 
whenever a presidential election is pending?” Hill asked, especially when “the victory of 
the North was absolute, and God knows the submission of the South was complete.”  But 
the reality of the political situation in 1876, Hill argued, showed a South “recovered from 
the humiliation of defeat,” offering “no concession” to those in the North “who seek still 
to continue strife.”  Hill’s speech reflected a growing, if still delicate, confidence in the 
South that resulted from the preservation of much of the antebellum social order.  By 
1876, white southern males managed to regain political control in all but a few southern 
states, and northern interest in the South’s affairs faded. Despite Reconstruction, the 
Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments, and a tumultuous period of economic 
and class turmoil within white society, continued southern white dominance over 
African-Americans seemed probable, if not quite assured.  From this position of relative 
strength, later confirmed with the election of 1876 and the subsequent end of 
Reconstruction, and the fear of northern reprisal all but gone, southerners like Hill finally 
felt able to resist the bloody shirt rhetoric of the North.  Although the amnesty bill went 





a victory for the South in terms of reaffirming their right to argue against the northern 
perception of the prison legacy.27 
          Two months after the controversy over the amnesty bill, a new periodical, the 
Southern Historical Society Papers, responded to Blaine’s comments and devoted an 
entire issue, over 200 pages, to the “Prison Question.” Admitting that Union prisoners 
experienced some suffering in southern prisons, the editor nevertheless declared the 
conditions even worse for Confederates held in the North.  In a manner reminiscent of the 
Confederate Congressional report of 1865, the testimony of the southern defenders 
rehashed the old arguments—that the Union alone stopped the exchange of prisoners, 
prevented materials from reaching prisoners via the blockade and destruction of railroads, 
and consciously retaliated against Confederate prisoners by reducing their rations.  
Although the inaccurate claims of higher mortality rates in Union prisons strained 
credibility, the strident, one-sided portrayal of the issue, intended to protect southern 
honor, managed to cement a sense of solidarity in Dixie over the prison legacy.  Despite a 
period of dejection, southerners, the Southern Historical Society Papers made clear, 
intended to fight the bloody shirt rhetoric and restore their reputation.28   
         Between 1861 and 1877, then, a pattern of constant northern vitriol over what 
seemed deliberately brutal treatment of Union prisoners in Confederate pens emerged 
along with a northern willingness to ignore its own troublesome prison problems.  The 
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Union victory cemented an assumed northern sense of moral superiority, demonstrated in 
the postwar execution of Henry Wirz and the Republican reliance on bloody shirt politics 
during the Reconstruction era.  Not content merely to defend itself, the South, with a 
similar intensity, at least during the war and again in the late 1870s, blamed the Union 
government and war policies for the suffering and claimed that Confederate soldiers 
experienced far worse in northern camps.  A number of factors contributed to the 
endurance of the prison controversy throughout Reconstruction.  Even in a war as 
consistently destructive as the Civil War, the sheer scale of the 56,000 prison casualties 
stunned Union and Confederate alike.  A second reason centered on the reality that the 
Union and Confederate arguments, each placing responsibility for the tragedy on the 
other, both contained more than a grain of truth.  Neither side planned adequately, 
devoted enough resources, or displayed the flexibility needed to hammer out a concrete 
exchange policy.  To be fair, given the entanglement of the prison issue with the larger 
themes of the war, such as slavery, compromise on exchange became increasingly 
difficult once African-American soldiers entered the picture.  But the constant blame 
directed at the enemy revealed that both the Union and the Confederacy showed a better 
talent for pointing out their opponent’s flaws than for organizing their own prison system.  
The third component of the controversy built on the wartime proclivity for finger 
pointing.  Throughout Reconstruction, the ongoing anger over the prisons served as a 
verbal battlefield, a rhetorical framework, as both the North and South fought to define 
their postwar goals and sectional identity.  The North justified the long, costly process of 
Reconstruction and the support of the tenuous Republican party in the South in part by 





war.  The bitter rhetoric fostered a sense of obligation, based on appeals to the moral 
superiority of the North, which augmented support for the idea that northerners owed it to 
the dead Union prisoners to complete the task of Reconstruction and to support the 
patriotic party of Lincoln.  Although consistently politicized during elections, the 
connection of the prison legacy and the bloody shirt also served as commemoration—
northerners appreciated and wanted to remember the sacrifices their imprisoned soldiers 
made.  Southerners, initially quiet on the subject, over time rejoined the debate, albeit for 
slightly different reasons.  With home rule all but established, and in a period of growing 
national support for the Democratic party, southerners like Benjamin Hill enjoyed a 
renewed sense of confidence as they began to vigorously refute the Northern accusations.  
But for southerners the prison legacy raised even deeper emotions.  The war, and the 
crushing nature of the defeat, shook southern faith in their society at the same time that 
the North attacked southern honor over prisons like Andersonville.  While the North, in 
the revelry of victory, could overlook its flawed treatment of prisoners, the South, during 
the late 1860s and early 1870s, remained exceedingly conscious of the bloody shirt 
aspersions cast on their honor.  The rejuvenation of the southern perspective on the prison 
issue in 1876, as a component of the emerging Lost Cause phenomenon, reflected the 
southern need to justify not only the honorable nature of the Confederate war effort and 
commemorate their own soldiers’ sacrifice, but also demonstrated a sense of renewed 
optimism that the days of southern penance might soon end. 
 By 1877, then, the hostility over the prison controversy remained as strong as 
ever.  The reason for the persistence of the issue directly correlated to the shocking 





problem, prisoner memoirs, the Wirz trial and continuing on through the sectional 
political battles of Reconstruction, the prisons received so much attention because 
Americans, North and South, never understood just how such a tragedy could have 
happened.  Even the war itself, as regrettable as it appeared to many, possessed 
identifiable, if controversial, origins.  The 56,000 prison deaths, however, represented a 
new dimension of warfare, and therefore, during this period, could only be explained as 
the brutality of a savagery without precedent.  In the North, the demonizing of Wirz, 
Winder and Davis presented the prison casualties as the logical result of how the horrid 
southern social system twisted individual morality.  That position also necessitated the 
exoneration of the Union prison system, a task to which northern writers devoted much of 
their energy.  As so often before, southerners took the opposite tack, denouncing Stanton 
and Lincoln and similarly defending their own prison record.  The possibility that the 
truth lay somewhere in between would have to wait for future generations even more 









During the Civil War and Reconstruction, the intensity of the debate over the 
treatment of prisoners emerged from the sectional hatred engendered by the conflict.  In 
the period between the end of Reconstruction in 1877 and the onset of the Spanish 
American War in 1898, despite the passage of time, the prison legacy remained highly 
controversial.  The ongoing debate over treatment of Civil War prisoners reflected the 
larger national concern with the future direction of the United States, both as a country 
and as a society.  Robert Wiebe, Nell Painter and T. J. Jackson Lears, and other scholars 
argue that from 1877 through the early twentieth century America entered a crucial, often 
painful era of transition during which a modern, interconnected, organizational society 
replaced the older, isolated communities of the pre-Civil War era.  Although historian 
Olivier Zunz persuasively shows that some Americans embraced the changing times, 
others clearly feared the outcome and resisted the transition.  As labor unrest and the 
Populist movement of the late nineteenth century attested, a contentious period of 
national debate and strife cemented this shift in American society.  In the uncertain 
environment of the last decades of the nineteenth century, the legacy of the Civil War 
reassured Americans that the country had survived far worse.  Americans took comfort 
and inspiration from the character and fortitude displayed by their forebears in the Civil 
War, including the sacrifice of those who suffered in enemy prisons.  Honoring that 
sacrifice became paramount in these turbulent decades as Americans sought to make 





North and South, to use their deaths to justify and garner support for the creation of an 
America worthy of these heroes.1   
Throughout the late nineteenth century, northerners enjoyed the upper hand in the 
prison controversy and continued, as they had since 1865, to dominate the ongoing 
debate over what really happened in the prisons of the Civil War.  In politics, memoirs, 
speeches, and general histories, northerners consistently defended the Union prison 
record and attacked the Confederate prison system.  Sensing that the uneasiness over the 
prison controversy still could mobilize northern voters, Republican politicians throughout 
the late 1870s and 1880s continued to emphasize the brutality of the southern prison 
system.  In 1879, James Garfield, future president of the United States, addressed a 
reunion of Andersonville survivors. “From Jeff Davis down,” he declared, “it was a part 
of their policy to make you idiots and skeletons.”  That policy, thundered Garfield, “has 
never had its parallel for atrocity in the civilized world.”  As so often before, Garfield 
connected the brutality of the Confederate prisons to the actions of depraved southern 
leaders.  Garfield also suggested that the individuals responsible for the prison suffering 
deserved the continued scorn of the North.  “We can forgive and forget all other things,” 
he stated, “before we can forgive and forget this.”  Republicans recognized that 
emphasizing their role as the successful prosecutors of the Union war effort attracted the 
continued favor of voters.  In order to maintain the public mandate supporting Republican 
office holders, it helped Republican candidates like Garfield to remind their northern 
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constituents of the unspeakable horrors of the southern prison system.  This tactic made 
political sense given the dominance of the Democratic party in the South.  The choice, as 
Garfield framed it, lay between the Republican party of the civilized North and the 
Democratic party of the amoral South.2 
In the 1880s, according to scholar Reinhard Luthin, national politics, and 
particularly presidential elections, often centered on the old Republican bloody shirt 
charge that the Democratic party consisted of treasonous ex-Confederates.  As late as 
1887, Luthin describes how General William T. Sherman, a Republican political symbol 
if not an actual politician, “divided the American people into Republicans and 
Confederates, and termed the Democratic Party the left flank of the Confederacy.”  That 
same year James G. Blaine, the 1884 Republican candidate for president defeated by 
Democrat Grover Cleveland, published his Political Discussions, a compendium 
containing what he felt were his most important speeches.  Among them Blaine included 
his 1876 address attacking the idea of extending amnesty to ex-Confederates, particularly 
Jefferson Davis.  Once again northerners read Blaine’s assessment that while “Wirz 
deserved his death,” it was “weak policy on the part of our government to allow Jefferson 
Davis to go at large and to hang Wirz.”  Despite his failed campaign, Blaine remained 
steadfast in his belief that the prison controversy offered incontrovertible proof of the 
need for Republican control of the American government.  Only Republican 
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administrations could act as a safeguard against the Democratic party allowing the return 
of ex-Confederates to power.3 
Although Cleveland’s election to the White House in 1884 and again in 1892 
demonstrated the diminishing effectiveness of bloody shirt politics, northern 
Republicans, in an attempt to tarnish their Democratic opposition, held fast to their 
accusations that the Confederacy brutalized its prisoners.  The calculated animosity with 
which Republicans denounced barbaric southerners such as Jefferson Davis and Henry 
Wirz continued to yield a tangible political dividend.  It went over well with the northern 
public and army veterans, reminding them that the causes for which the war was fought 
were best served by keeping Republicans in office.  And by reinforcing the image of the 
Democratic party as a sympathetic home to ex-Confederates, the ongoing utilization of 
the prison issue stirred up the fading emotions of the northern voting public against the 
South.  
Throughout the late nineteenth century the proliferation of published prisoner 
narratives by Union soldiers contributed to the ongoing bloody shirt politics.  
Capitalizing on the national appetite for reminiscences of the Civil War, between 1877 
and 1898, numerous prison memoirs appeared in the North in which the animosity over 
the treatment of prisoners continued unabated.  Many historians of Civil War prisons note 
that the motivation for publishing prison memoirs often derived from the desire to make a 
profit or to establish a right to a veterans’ pension.  These scholars offer persuasive 
evidence that authors of prison narratives, especially by the 1880s and 1890s, often 
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exaggerated, fabricated, and plagiarized their accounts.  But whatever the questionable 
motives or veracity of the ex-prisoners, the historical importance of the prison memoirs 
lies in the widespread acceptance of their stories by the northern public.  Hundreds of 
thousands of readers bought these books because of the dominant narrative of these 
books—the portrayal of the Civil War prison experience as an individual tale of courage 
appealed to a people still incredulous at the unimaginable scale of impersonal mortality in 
the wartime prison camps.  The prison stories not only reminded northerners of the 
Confederate prison atrocities, which helped the Republican party, but they also 
personalized the suffering of Union soldiers in a highly sympathetic manner.  Despite 
their flaws, prison memoirs represented a legitimate search for meaning in the wartime 
suffering.4   
As with the Reconstruction-era prison accounts, the authors focused their 
attention on the horrible treatment and their struggle to survive, and charged individual 
Confederate leaders such as Wirz, Winder, and Davis, among others, with committing 
deliberate atrocities against prisoners.  In 1880, Sergeant Oats recalled the misery he and 
his fellow “ragged, scurvied, filthy, vermin-eaten wretches” experienced at 
Andersonville.  And these pitiful specimens represented the lucky ones, as Oats made 
clear, because the “the strongest struggled for life, and the weak died without pity.”  
Willard Glazier, self-styled “soldier-author,” described the commandant of Libby prison, 
Dick Turner, as “possessed of a vindictive, depraved, and fiendish nature…there is 
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nothing more terrible than a human soul grown powerful in sin, and left to the horrible 
machinations of the evil one.”  Such brutal treatment, Glazier argued, could only have 
supernatural origins.  Like Wirz, in the eyes of the Union captives, Turner seemed 
demonic in his cruelty.   J. Madison Drake, another former prisoner at Libby, referred to 
Turner as a “deep-dyed villain” and a “leech.”  Andersonville survivor John Urban, 
however, blamed “Jefferson Davis, his cabinet advisors,” and the “demons whom they 
sent to these prisons to carry out their devilish plans.”  In 1892, William Woolverton 
declared that nothing he witnessed on the battlefield could compare to “that accursed 
place,” Andersonville.   According to Woolverton, the “fiends” in charge of the prison, 
particularly Wirz, delighted in their “barbarous and inhuman” cruelty.  The animosity 
towards individual Confederate leaders reached an apex in the account of John McElroy, 
another Andersonville captive.  McElroy detested Wirz, but he saved most of his 
antipathy for Winder, whom he held most responsible for the atrocities at Andersonville.  
Although “neither Winder nor his direct superiors,” and here McElroy singled out 
Jefferson Davis, “conceived in all its proportions the gigantic engine of torture and death 
they were organizing…they were willing to do much wrong to gain their end.”  As their 
“appetite for slaughter grew with feeding,” McElroy declared, “they ventured upon ever 
widening ranges of destructiveness.”   “Killing ten men a day” in places like Belle Isle, 
argued McElroy, “led very easily to killing one hundred men a day in Andersonville.”  
According to a later edition of McElroy’s memoir, over 600,000 Americans purchased 
copies of McElroy’s account after its publication in 1879, and its popularity helped 





the Confederacy deliberately brutalized Union captives according to the whim of evil 
individuals like Davis, Turner, and Winder.5  
 Well into the 1880s and 90s, northerners blamed the unprecedented prison 
casualties on the depraved leaders of the Confederacy, the representatives of the old 
southern social order.  The perception that “inhuman” “fiends,” “demons,” and “villains” 
reveled in the committing of these atrocities appealed to the former prisoners for several 
reasons.  Focusing their anger on men like Wirz, Winder, Davis, and Turner provided an 
outlet for the prisoners’ bitterness and the denunciation of the individual Confederate 
leaders offered a small measure of revenge for their suffering.  With their infamous 
national reputations long established, Wirz and Davis served Union prisoners especially 
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well in that northern audiences already perceived these men as villains, although the 
prisoners’ attacks on other Confederate officials accomplished the same result.  The 
explanation of the prison tragedy as the result of evil Confederate individuals also 
appealed to northerners because it deflected attention away from the shortcomings of the 
Union prison system.  Finally, the willing spirit of sacrifice displayed by so many loyal 
Union soldiers, even though confronted by unspeakable human cruelty, proved just how 
honorable and righteous their cause had been. 
Thanks to its versatile appeal, the argument blaming individual Confederate 
leaders from Wirz through Davis as deliberately responsible for the prison atrocities 
remained dominant during the late nineteenth century.  In the minds of a few prisoners, 
however, the explanation of so many deaths as the result of individual actions seemed 
insufficient.  McElroy himself, although convinced of Winder’s evilness, used language 
denouncing the prisons that referred to “organization” and an “engine of torture and 
death.”  McElroy also found the escalating scale and efficiency of the brutality stunning, 
as “killing ten men a day” then “led very easily to killing one hundred men a day.”  Ex-
Andersonville prisoner Herman Braun went even further than McElroy in searching for 
an alternative understanding of what went wrong in Civil War prisons.  After describing 
Wirz as an individual of “efficiency and consideration,” Braun assessed the 
organizational structure of Andersonville in a chapter titled, “General Management of the 
Prison.”  “The management of the prison,” according to Braun, showed “a persistent 
effort to prevent overcrowding,” but the mortality from “the change in climate alone” 
doomed many prisoners despite the Confederate efforts.  Focusing on Wirz or even 





prison tragedy.  The real responsibility for Civil War prisons, Braun stated, lay with the 
conduct of the Republican party.  Braun believed that the party of Lincoln deliberately 
discriminated “between the favored class and the rest of the people” by exempting 
wealthier citizens from military service and drafting the poor instead.   “The seed beds of 
that policy were Andersonville and other Confederate prisons,” as the Union government 
“assumed the right to expose citizens enlisted in its service to unparalleled suffering and 
sacrificed their lives for the sake of other citizens who were unwilling to aid in the 
country’s defense.”  For Braun, the evil of Civil War prisons resulted from government 
policy, not individual actions.6 
The alternative explanations of the prison controversy offered by McElroy and 
Braun revealed the growing importance of two interrelated concepts in American society.  
One involved what later historians referred to as the organizational synthesis, the idea 
that during the late nineteenth century organizational structure and behavior challenged 
the autonomy of individuals during the painful creation of modern America.  McElroy’s 
disdain for “organizations” and “engines,” and his amazement at the efficient killing they 
were capable of in the case of Civil War prisons, directly reflected the suspicion and 
uncertainty many Americans felt with the role that organizations played in changing 
America.  Braun shared McElroy’s concerns with “efficiency” and “management,” but 
Braun made the even more ominous argument that the United States government itself 
represented a potential source of great evil.  By arguing that the Republican bureaucracy 
consciously sacrificed the poor in the prisons of the Civil War to benefit the rich, Braun 
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implied that, in the America created by the Civil War, the growth of sinister government 
power made it impossible to accept that Wirz, Davis, or any individual could reasonably 
be credited with sole responsibility for the prison tragedy.  Although the minority 
opinions of McElroy and especially Braun made little impact on public opinion at the 
time, in their efforts to dig below the standard argument that depraved Confederate 
leaders intentionally slaughtered Union prisoners they not only set a precedent for later 
chroniclers of Civil War prisons but asked thoughtful questions about the nature of an 
American society in transition.      
As important as the search to find meaning in the prison deaths remained, 
throughout the last decades of the nineteenth century the continued appearance of 
prisoner memoirs indicated that prison survivors still had other concerns as well.  
Wartime and early postwar accounts explained the horrible conditions and assessed 
responsibility for the prison suffering.  The Wirz trial and the bloody shirt politics of 
Reconstruction cemented the northern belief that the Confederacy intentionally 
committed atrocities against its prisoners while the Union, in contrast, provided benign 
treatment in its camps.  But survivors of Confederate prisons continued to publish their 
stories in the 1880s and 90s in part to remind the public of their bravery despite the 
horrors they faced.  Along with writing their memoirs, prison survivors often recalled 
their experiences in public speeches.  These orations, whether delivered before Grand 
Army of the Republic reunions or the general public, gave the audience a chance to hear 
once again about the terrors of the Confederate prisons and the dedicated service of the 
loyal Union captives.  In addition to the verbal and printed memoirs, during the 1880s 





and their Union regiments in the Civil War.  These recollections also added to the 
persistent agitation of the prison controversy in the North because they generally included 
a brief but bitter discussion of the Confederate prison system.  Although these post-
Reconstruction era prison accounts resembled their predecessors in many ways, three 
additional themes figured prominently in most of the newer northern memoirs.  While 
continuing to vent hostility and attribute blame, the ex-prisoners also focused on the ideas 
of sacrifice, heroism, and escape.  These themes, particularly sacrifice, were not new in 
the accounts of the late 1870s and early 1880s, but the emphasis given them was.7      
One of the primary motivations for prison survivors in publishing their memoirs 
involved expanding the definition of what wartime heroism meant.  Before the Civil War, 
according to public perception, heroism in combat almost exclusively manifested itself in 
battlefield charges, last stands, brilliant tactics, or personal fighting prowess.  Young men 
entered the Civil War expecting a test of their manhood and character along these 
traditional lines.  Instead, over 400,000 soldiers on both sides experienced an entirely 
new test of individual fortitude in prisons.  The patient courage they demonstrated, 
although less glorious, demanded no less of them than did fighting on the front lines.  But 
as many prison memoirs indicated, the stigma of being captured combined with the 
unglamorous prison existence of waiting for exchange undermined the public 
acknowledgment of their heroism.  Heroism required action in the nineteenth century, 
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and so prison survivors set out to recast passive imprisonment as a harrowing tale of 
Yankee toughness overcoming southern brutality.8 
Minnesota’s official history, published by the state in the early 1890s, declared 
that Union prisoners “were penned in like so many cattle.”  So “brutally treated” were the 
prisoners, the commission insisted, that “when all other bitter memories of the great Civil 
War are blotted out, the recollection of Andersonville and Libby will still remain—the 
blackest page of American history.”  S. H. M. Byers, author of Iowa in War Times, stated 
that “human beings had never in the history of the civilized world been treated so 
before.”  Jefferson Davis and his fellow Confederate leaders, felt Byers, deserved 
condemnation for the suffering.  “The finger of time,” he declared, “will point to these 
men as monsters.” “The awful reality of the torments,” wrote Asa Isham, Henry 
Davidson, and Henry Furness in 1890, “inflicted upon the unfortunate victims of this war 
in rebel hands can never be known, except by those who survived it.”  Isham and his co-
authors described in detail the horrible conditions they endured at Andersonville, 
including the lack of food, clothing, shelter, and medicine, but warned their readers that 
mere words could not adequately convey their suffering.  Isham, his co-authors, and 
numerous other prison survivors hoped for public recognition that despite the carnage on 
the battlefield at places like Gettysburg or Antietam, being imprisoned by the enemy 
represented an equally challenging experience.  In his account of Salisbury prison, 
Benjamin Booth asked “that the example of this noble heroism and loyalty to their 
country and their flag shall not be forgotten or treated as a mere trifle.”  Booth believed 
that the northern public needed these reminders of what happened in places like Salisbury 
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because “this Nation cannot afford to forget.”  The intensity of their trials, according to 
Alonzo Cooper, revealed the Union captives as “true-hearted patriots,” who, in the words 
of Jesse Hawes, “never for a moment faltered in their devotion to their country.”  Instead 
of the more ambiguous diaries and memoirs of the war and early-postwar period, in 
which Union soldiers often denounced the role of their government in the failure to 
exchange prisoners, by the 1880s and 1890s few northern accounts even mentioned that 
the Lincoln administration played any part at all in the controversy.  Proving their loyalty 
despite the hardships of Confederate prisons occupied the minds of most ex-prisoners, 
who seemed anxious to legitimize and explain their suffering as heroism on a par with 
any demonstrated on the battlefield.  To that end James Compton dedicated his prison 
memoir “to the memory of that brave band of heroes,” men “who were true to the flag 
and the cause of freedom when the monster death was looking them in the face.”  The 
heroism displayed in the southern prisons, these accounts suggested, deserved even more 
recognition and respect.9 
Despite their resonant tales of patient courage, the authors of the prison accounts 
also demonstrated their bravery by describing the heroic pursuit of trying to escape their 
Confederate captors.  Almost every prison memoir published in the late nineteenth 
century contained a detailed report of an escape plot or exploit.  Although escape stories 
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figured prominently in the earlier prison texts, escape took on even more significance in 
the post-Reconstruction era.  According to H. Clay Trumbull, escape “was our duty,” a 
sentiment shared by Madison Drake, who declared in 1880 that escape dominated his 
thoughts, and he “knew that a brave heart and unceasing vigilance would, sooner or later, 
offer me an opportunity of striking for liberty.”  The idea of escape and its important role 
in the prison narratives restored the initiative to the captured soldier.  Ex-prisoner John V. 
Hadley suggested that escape was a simple matter of “strength and will,” a perception 
that empowered the prisoner.  Escape offered an active response to the inherently passive 
existence of imprisonment, and that desire for action resonated with the prisoner and his 
readers.  Readers rooted for the underdog prisoner to not only escape but reach freedom 
despite the obstacles of guards, Confederate patrols, and hostile citizens.  As Lessel 
Long, an Andersonville prisoner, pointed out, the odds against successful escape seemed 
almost insurmountable when “every white man and woman in the South stood ready to 
assist in your re-capture.”  The authors of the prison narratives stressed that despite 
recapture, which happened frequently, they remained determined to try again whenever 
possible.  Andersonville survivors like McElroy wrote that as soon as they established 
their shelter, escape became “the burden of our thoughts, day and night.”  William B. 
McCreery spoke about the hardships of Libby prison and his attempt at freedom, 
emphasizing that he was no braver than the rest of his fellow inmates, of whom “nearly 
everyone was projecting some plan for escape.”  Elaborate plans of scaling the walls or 
tunneling to freedom, instead of waiting for exchange, occupied the time and energy of 
the prisoners, according to the late nineteenth century accounts.  And the public 





Adventures and Prison Escapes of the Civil War, a popular collection of escape 
narratives, clearly indicated.  By emphasizing their escape attempts, the ex-prisoners 
focused public attention on their bravery and active determination to resist the 
Confederate villains holding them.  Escape accounts, especially when successful, also 
appealed to the late nineteenth century audience because they highlighted the ability of 
the individual to defy the power of the Confederate prison system.  Although their 
audience appreciated the heroic sacrifices of the captives who died in the prison 
stockades and warehouses, they also appreciated a good story about the initiative of those 
resourceful individuals who actively fought to liberate themselves.10 
Whether they escaped or not, former prisoners made their claims as Civil War 
heroes, according to historian Douglas Gardner, by basing their stories “on the metaphor 
of captivity leading to suffering and sacrifice and perhaps martyrdom, followed by some 
sort of redemption sanctifying and justifying the original suffering.”  The dominance of 
Christianity in nineteenth century America provided not only the archetype for the 
cultural understanding of sacrifice but the recognition that one of the most important 
proofs of faith involved the ability to sacrifice self for the greater glory of God and 
country.  Like Gardner, Drew Gilpin Faust recognizes the important role that the 
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Christian character of the North and South played in creating an “image of a Christian 
soldier” that “encompassed patriotic duty within the realm of religious obligations.”  In a 
nation dedicated to belief in the martyrdom of Jesus Christ, the notion of wartime 
sacrifice particularly dominated the post-Reconstruction era prison texts because it gave 
both the author and the reader a sense of meaning in the face of the unprecedented 
brutality that took place in southern prisons.  The idea of sacrifice also explained, in 
retrospect, why so many Union soldiers died behind Confederate lines.  The prisoners’ 
suffering and death, for all its unpleasantness, benefited the Union and reflected the 
moral certitude that God favored the northern cause.  The prisoners’ hardships shortened 
the war by depriving the Confederacy of potential soldiers and resources.  The sacrifice 
of men like John Urban, who concluded his account by stating, “a broken constitution 
and wrecked physical frame will ever be to me a horrible reminder of prison-life in the 
South,” thus appealed to the author and audience because it lent a sense of purpose and 
inspired appreciation for their prison experience.  Booth, who remained concerned that 
the public demonstrated too little appreciation, asked “that the great sacrifices of my dead 
comrades shall not be suffered to pass into oblivion.”  Sergeant Oats dedicated his 
memoir to “my comrades in suffering,” an acknowledgment that the fraternal nature of 
their hardships made the prison experience distinct in the Civil War.  The official Civil 
War history of Michigan also reflected the ongoing anger on the subject of Civil War 
prisons, accusing the Confederacy of “the most inhuman barbarities ever committed.”  
But Michigan also acknowledged the “sacrifice” of “six hundred and twenty three 
braves,” who “became victims of the horrid ordeal.”  W. T. Zeigler, former Andersonville 





leaving Andersonville near the end of the war.  “My heart grew sad,” Zeigler stated, at 
the thought of those “who, in the defense of the cause they loved, had given their all, their 
life, and they lie there now in unknown graves.”  The sacrifice of “the martyred dead,” he 
continued, would always remain in his thoughts. Public acknowledgment of the Union 
troops’ sacrifices soon followed.  In an 1889 speech to a Grand Army of the Republic 
post, William Chandler thanked the Union dead for their sacrifice, calling them the 
“saviors of our country.”  Their sacrifice produced victory.11 
The constant repetition of the themes of heroism, escape, and sacrifice by Union 
veterans during the 1880s and 1890s was not accidental—northern prison survivors wrote 
and spoke about their terrible experiences in order to better define their legacy.  By 
emphasizing their heroism, the former prisoners hoped to bolster the national sense of 
respect for their suffering.  The spellbinding accounts of escape offered testimony to the 
individual courage and indomitable spirit that the prisoners displayed in the face of 
adversity and boosted the entertainment value of their stories.  Stressing their selfless 
sacrifices, meanwhile, allowed the prisoners to make their most important appeal to the 
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American public—to remember the incredible human cost of the Civil War and the need 
for loyal service to the nation.  In a time when Republican political dominance seemed 
increasingly fragile, these men felt both a responsibility to revive flagging patriotism and 
a fear that, should their deeds fade into obscurity, the purpose of the war might as well.  
Although their themes were traditional and dated back to the war itself, the feverish 
intensity with which northern prison survivors sought to insure their interpretation of 
Civil War prisons directly reflected the uncertain direction of the United States in the late 
nineteenth century.  Prison survivors, through their discussion of deliberately chosen 
concepts, wanted to insure that a proper understanding of the Civil War remained central 
in the future. 
The desire for a proper understanding of the Civil War and its prisons existed in 
the former Confederate states as well.  During the late nineteenth century white 
southerners constructed the Lost Cause interpretation of the Civil War as an honorably 
contested battle over principles.   Embracing the Lost Cause, as Gaines Foster explains, 
not only restored a sense of purpose and glory to the South’s defeat but offered “social 
stability” to a region deeply affected by sweeping changes in race, labor, and 
industrialization.  But northern accusations of Confederate atrocities against prisoners 
challenged the southern understanding of the war and represented a threat to the 
celebration of the Confederate legacy.  Southerners refused to accept the Yankee claims 





opponent.   In response, Southerners not only angrily refuted the Yankee accusations but 
insisted that if prison atrocities occurred, they took place in Union prisons instead.12 
As in the aftermath of the Hill-Blaine debate in 1876, the Southern Historical 
Society Papers took the lead in both defending the Confederate prison record and 
attacking the hypocritical North.  The intensity of the false northern charges, the editors 
sought to show, represented an effort to obscure the true facts about Civil War prisons.  
In 1878, the periodical declared in italics that “the sufferings on both sides were due to 
the failure to carry out the terms of the cartel for the exchange of prisoners, and that for 
this the Federal authorities (especially Stanton and Grant) were responsible.”  
Emphasizing the failure of the exchange cartel remained a popular argument for southern 
apologists because it exposed a weakness in the northern explanation of the prison 
controversy.  During the war, the Union justified refusal to exchange as an unfortunate 
but necessary measure to protect the rights of its African-American soldiers.  By 1876, 
with Reconstruction waning, and certainly in the following decades, northerners no 
longer demonstrated much concern about African-Americans.  The northern silence on 
the cartel issue perhaps reflected the uncomfortable recognition that one of the important 
causes of the war had been betrayed.  While southerners may not have recognized the 
reason for the effectiveness of the cartel argument, the realization that northerners could 
or would not respond strongly on the point further encouraged its exploitation.  Although 
cognizant that dispelling the northern charges might take time, the SHSP publishers felt 
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“assured” that “if the present generation is not prepared to do us justice their children 
will.”13   
Throughout the late nineteenth century, the SHSP stridently maintained that the 
suffering of Union prisoners in the Confederacy occurred because of the Union’s own 
war policies.  According to the SHSP, the prison casualties resulted from the combination 
of the blockade, which denied the Confederacy valuable materials and medicines, 
Sherman’s campaign, which simultaneously destroyed resources and all but severed 
Andersonville’s supply lines, and the failure to exchange, a policy that the SHSP claimed 
proved both the hypocrisy and brutality of the Union cause.  But it was not enough to 
prove that the “United States Government alone was responsible,” as the SHSP stated in 
1880.  Since northern “authorities were responsible for the suffering of prisoners,” the 
SHSP declared that “Elmira, Rock Island, Point Lookout, &c., are really more in need of 
‘defence’ than Andersonville, with all of its admitted horrors.” By vindicating the 
Confederacy and attacking the Union prison system, the SHSP offered an explanation of 
the prison atrocities that inverted the northern logic.  Stanton and Grant replaced Davis 
and Wirz in the deliberate mistreatment of Confederate prisoners, while the suffering of 
prisoners in the South seemed the regrettable but inevitable consequence of the cruel 
Union policies.  The SHSP’s perspective both reflected and contributed to the Lost Cause 
interpretation of the conflict—that the South had nothing to be ashamed of, prison record 
included, no matter what the Yankees might say.14 
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The zealous defense of the South undertaken by the SHSP during the late 1870s 
and 80s included publishing the experiences of ex-Confederate prisoners.  In 1879 James 
T. Wells described the “gloom, privation, and starvation” of prison life at Point Lookout, 
Maryland.  But Wells saved special contempt for Major Patterson, the provost-marshal of 
the prison, whose conscience, Wells stated, “must burn him.”  Patterson, claimed Wells, 
“was the impersonation of cruel malignity, hatred and revenge.”  Like his Yankee 
counterparts, however, Wells also detailed his efforts at escape.  A scheme to tunnel out 
of the prison, a “bold” plan Wells and his fellow prisoners attempted, “required men of 
courage and determination and courage to undertake it.”  Unfortunately for Wells the 
escape plot failed, but he remained steadfast and loyal despite “the cruelty of the United 
States officials towards us.”  As in northern prison accounts, Wells and other southern 
prisoners emphasized the excitement of escape and testified that only heroic courage and 
a willingness to sacrifice their lives for the cause enabled men to survive the daily 
suffering of the prison experience.  In 1890, Charles Loehr addressed a meeting of the 
George E. Pickett Camp Confederate Veterans about his experiences at Point Lookout 
Prison.  Loehr recounted the Union attempts to starve the prisoners and the cruel 
practices of being “bound and dipped head foremost in a urine barrel” for “trifling” 
offenses.”  “Expediency,” claimed Loehr, motivated the Union, in sharp contrast to the 
South, which “did what it could for the prisoners that fell into our hands.”  In an 1898 
memoir, George Booth, who served briefly as a prison guard at Salisbury prison, in North 
Carolina, testified that the Confederacy endeavored “to better the condition of the 
miserable men whom the fortunes of war had thrown on our hands.”  According to 





because of the Union’s “cruel, very cruel” refusal to exchange.  In the end, Booth 
believed that “no phase of the war” seemed “more dishonoring to the federal arms than 
the policy they sanctioned…regarding prisoners.”15   
By the late 1880s and early 90s, then, the SHSP defense of the Confederacy’s 
prison record helped reassure southerners that despite the suffering at Andersonville and 
other prisons, the Lost Cause interpretation of the Civil War remained viable and 
southern honor intact.  Although northerners still viewed the arguments espoused by the 
SHSP as nothing short of lunacy, by the 1880s and 90s southerners felt increasingly 
comfortable in not only refuting the northern accusations but suggesting that the Yankees 
reexamine their own conduct.  Another major contributor to the southern defense of the 
Confederate prison system was the familiar figure of the ex-president of the Confederacy, 
Jefferson Davis.  In 1890 his article, “Andersonville and other War Prisons,” appeared, 
written expressly to “vindicate the conduct of the Confederacy” while enlightening those 
“who have generally seen but one side of the discussion.”  Davis again declared that the 
breakdown of the exchange cartel combined with the lack of southern resources reflected 
the “cold-blooded insensibility” of the Union war policies.  Northern “inhumanity,” not 
the actions of Confederate officers like Henry Wirz, whom Davis vigorously defended, 
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caused the suffering that occurred in Confederate prisons.  Finally, Davis wondered why, 
in the end, if the Confederacy was so brutal in its treatment of prisoners, the Union prison 
record so closely mirrored that of its beaten opponent.  Davis suggested that the Northern 
“authorities dared not confess to the people of the North the cruelties, privations, and 
deaths they were mercilessly inflicting on helpless prisoners.”  Although Davis expressed 
his desire to see the prison controversy fade away, he and his fellow southerners did not 
want the issue to disappear.  Until the North recognized and admitted its role in the 
failure of the Civil War prison systems, or at least refrained from further attacks on 
southern honor, southerners remained eager and ready to argue the subject.16   
And the debate continued.  Appalled by Davis’ argument, in 1891, General N. P. 
Chipman, the former Judge Advocate of the 1865 Wirz military commission, published 
his response, The Horrors of Andersonville Rebel Prison, in which he promised to “fully” 
refute Jefferson Davis’s “defiant challenge.”  Dismissing the cartel issue as “irrelevant,” 
Chipman insisted that the end of exchange “furnishes no justification for unusual cruelty 
and starvation.”  After a lengthy recapitulation of the evidence presented at Wirz’s trial, 
evidence that Chipman claimed conclusively proved both the brutality of Andersonville 
and the Confederate government’s knowledge of the events, Chipman summarized why 
he found Davis’ arguments so offensive.  Davis hoped that the bitterness over the prison 
controversy should fade, but Chipman asserted that “so long as Southern leaders continue 
to distort history, so long will there rise up defenders of the truth of history.”  Instead of 
doing “a great service had he disproved the alleged complicity of his administration,” 
Davis “chose to deny the horrors of rebel prisons rather than confess.”  Chipman spoke 
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for many in the North who could not understand why southerners persisted in their 
perceived distortions and who resented the fact that the southern arguments called into 
question the veracity of the Union government, Union veterans, and the Union cause.  
Although perhaps less revered than the Lost Cause, northerners like Chipman remained 
committed to their own idealized understanding of the Civil War and its legacy.  An 
important component of that vision depended on portraying Andersonville and other 
southern prisons, in the words of Chipman, as “unparalleled in the annals of crime.”17 
Undeterred by Chapman’s vociferous reaction and the ongoing northern 
accusations, throughout the 1890s, led by the SHSP, the South continued to maintain both 
its innocence and honor in the prison matter.  In response to the Davis-Chipman 
exchange, the SHSP devoted many pages to further discussion of the prison controversy 
with articles such as “Horrors of Camp Morton,” “Prison-Pens North,” “Escape of 
Prisoners from Johnson’s Island,” and “Prison Life at Point Lookout.”  These articles 
rehashed the cruelty that Confederate prisoners experienced in the North and extolled the 
bravery and sacrifices made by the loyal Confederate heroes.  But more than anything 
else they sought, as Dr. Thomas Spotswood, author of the Camp Morton piece openly 
avowed, to refute the Northern arguments.  “Since our friends on the other side have done 
so much to show how cruel the South was, and still continue to publish these sad and 
horrible facts,” Spotswood declared, “it is but fair that we of the South should let the 
world know that the prison-pens of the North were no whit better than the worst in the 
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South.” Although Spotswood and his fellow writers paid lip service to the idea of 
sectional healing and reconciliation, the persistent enmity provoked by the prison 
controversy indicated that the South would forget the past only when the North 
acknowledged the legitimacy of their claims.  Since both sides understood history as a 
definite record of past facts, the argument continued to rage, motivated by the certainty 
that the correct version of history would exonerate either the North or the South.18  
As the sectional hostility persisted, a new dimension to the prison issue emerged 
in the late 1880s and 90s as Americans, North and South, demonstrated their interest in 
preserving and visiting old Civil War prison sites.  During the last decade of the 
nineteenth century, two Confederate prison camp sites in particular, Libby and 
Andersonville, evolved into national tourist attractions.  In 1888, a group of Chicagoans, 
led by industrialist Charles Gunther, proposed the purchase and transfer of Libby prison 
from Richmond to Chicago, where he planned to turn the former warehouse and prison 
into a for profit museum of Civil War memorabilia.  Gunther’s project inspired sharp 
criticism from many Americans, particularly in the North.  Northerners, in the words of 
Philadelphian James Workman, who wrote a letter to the Loudoun Times Mirror in 
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Virginia, declared that the idea “horrified me.”  Having lost his father and two brothers in 
the war, Workman wanted to let the past fade into “oblivion, which is impossible while a 
republican politician lives to wave the bloody shirt.”  The blatant commercialization of 
Libby prison “would perpetuate in the North all the animosity of the war,” he insisted, 
“and what can the people of Richmond be thinking about to permit it.” Instead of 
permitting this travesty, Workman believed it would be better to “burn the building to 
ashes than for a few paltry dollars allow it to stand in a Northern city a standing shame on 
the fair fame of the South.”  But if some northerners, and veterans like Workman in 
particular, felt uncomfortable selling the memory of their sacrifices, southerners seemed 
content to let Libby go.  Although the editor of the Times Mirror admitted that 
Workman’s points met “with hearty approval,” the lack of any real organized attempt to 
preserve the Libby prison site in Richmond not only indicated a southern willingness to 
distance themselves from one of the primary symbols of the prison controversy but also 
an acceptance of the prison issue as a viable commodity for commercial manipulation.19              
Gunther’s Libby Prison War Museum opened in 1889 and remained open for a 
decade.  Ten years, scholar Katharine Hannaford attests, represented a successful run for 
a museum at that time, especially one that charged fifty cents per visit, far more than 
most workers in Chicago could afford.  Tied to the larger fortunes of Chicago, the 
museum’s success rose and fell with the 1893 World’s Fair and the economic troubles 
that followed it.  Once established, however, the museum remarkably generated more 
profit than controversy.  Inside the reconstructed prison, most of the collection contained 
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non-prison memorabilia such as Civil War manuscripts, letters, and weapons, while other 
items, including shrunken Incan heads, were not related to the subject of Civil War 
prisons at all.  Instead of waving the bloody shirt or bringing further infamy to the South, 
the museum represented a new approach to the prison controversy.  Americans 
recognized the museum for what it was—a creatively presented commercial venture 
complete with its own gift shop, where one could purchase pieces of the old Libby prison 
floor or small chunks of the Andersonville stockade.  By the 1890s, any misgivings about 
profiteering off the sacrifice of the dead prisoners seemed prudish in light of the decades 
of hawking of prison narratives.  History apparently possessed value beyond the 
intangibles of inspiring pride or teaching lessons learned in the past.  Americans saw little 
harm in embracing the Civil War prison legacy as a source of entertainment, even as they 
continued to commemorate the sacrifices of the heroic prisoners in a more solemn 
manner.20 
In contrast to the transformation of Libby prison into a museum, for many years 
the Andersonville site in Georgia remained quiet, with the exception of yearly memorial 
gatherings in May.  Throughout the 1870s, 80s, and 90s, African Americans generally 
outnumbered whites at these gatherings that celebrated the sacrifices of the dead Union 
soldiers.  The open participation of blacks unnerved the town of Andersonville and 
sparked a “lively discussion” of the “prospect of a riot.”  But by the 1890s, the annual 
event attained such stature that the townspeople of Thomasville, Georgia, desired to take 
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advantage of their relative proximity to the festivities.  In 1893, the Thomasville Review 
dedicated its front page to advertising “must see Andersonville!”  As the “Mecca for 
thousands of tourists each year,” the paper asked, “can you afford to miss it?”  After all, 
the prison not only inspired “patriotic pride” but also the “most wonderful forensic 
combat that ever occurred in our national legislative hall—that between the late lamented 
Senators Blaine and Hill.”  Special trains shuttled interested parties between Thomasville 
and Andersonville.  Like their northern brethren, southerners embraced the opportunity to 
both commemorate and profit off the attention that Civil War prisons like Andersonville 
inspired.21    
The same year that Thomasville embarked upon its tourism campaign, the 
Women’s Relief Corps, an organization affiliated with the Grand Army of the Republic, 
in response to the surging curiosity about Andersonville, agreed to purchase the prison 
site and care for the grounds.  Although the government owned Andersonville National 
Cemetery, the prison site itself had been dormant under the ownership of the Georgia 
department of the Grand Army of the Republic, which could not afford the expense of 
maintaining the location.  In 1896, the WRC started improving the site by building a 
cottage that also served as an informal visitor center and installing fences, bridges, roads, 
paths, and walkways.  By 1898, according to one newspaper headline, “The Old Prison 
Pen is Now a Pleasant Park.”  Since the WRC was a non-profit organization, its efforts to 
preserve and beautify Andersonville represented an altruistic attempt at memorialization, 
in contrast to Gunther’s brazenly commercial Libby Prison War Museum.  In practical 
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terms, however, with nearby communities like Thomasville hoping to cash in on the 
proximity to a place of national interest, little difference separated the conversion of the 
old prisons into tourist attractions.  The decades of animosity, and the ongoing bitterness 
of the debate even in the 1890s over the horrors and responsibility for the treatment of 
prisoners during the Civil War, created a natural interest among all Americans, regardless 
of section, in these sites.  The overt commercialization of Libby and the combination of 
memorialization and tourism at Andersonville offered Americans an enjoyable 
opportunity to see for themselves firsthand the magnitude of what it meant to be a 
prisoner during the Civil War and simultaneously gain appreciation for the sacrifice of so 
many dead.  As northerners and southerners embraced the idea of using the prisons as a 
source of financial profit, the intermingling of patriotism with capitalism helped unify not 
only the tourists, but the sections themselves.  For all the tension industrialization created 
in the late nineteenth century about the role of the individual in an organizational society, 
widespread commercialization also began to offer Americans a comforting interpretation 
of their country’s exciting past.22     
Even though the commercialism and commemoration surrounding the prisons 
increased, the sectional condemnation persisted as strongly in the South as the North.  By 
the 1890s, southern confidence continued to rise as southerners actively sought ways to 
celebrate the memory of their prison dead while decrying the perceived northern 
hypocrisy over the prison controversy.  If the SHSP led the fight to clear the Confederate 
prison record, the Confederate Veteran spearheaded southern efforts to remember the 
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dead Confederate prisoners while asserting that in regards to the prison controversy, 
“history must affix on the United State government its lasting condemnation.”  As the 
voice of Confederate veterans, the publication frequently included prisoner accounts and 
defenses of the Southern prison system voiced in the same aggrieved manner as the 
SHSP.  But the reverent approach of the Veteran and its desire to praise the heroism of 
the southern soldier led naturally to a preoccupation with preserving the tangible 
evidence of that sacrifice, the graves of the dead prisoners in the North.  In 1894, the 
Veteran announced plans to identify and order the graves of the Confederate dead in 
Indianapolis, which “lie leveled and unmarked.”  The following year, in Chicago, “our 
monument” was unveiled in commemoration of the Confederate dead buried in Chicago, 
many of them casualties of the prison at Camp Douglas.  Although not specifically a 
monument to Confederate prisoners, it was dedicated in part “to the brave men who died 
in our city, while prisoners of war,” and celebrated those “men who were as true to their 
convictions, and as loyal to their leaders, as any class of men that ever put on the 
uniform, listened to the bugle-call, or marched to battle.”  Part of the reason the event 
seemed so moving, according to the Veteran, involved the participation of Union 
veterans, who demonstrated a “soldier respect for soldier that you can not put into 
words.”23   
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In 1896 and 1897, the Veteran publicized and requested support for the efforts, 
often supported by northerners, to care for “the graves of our known and unknown dead 
buried” at, among other places in the North, Camp Morton, Camp Douglas, Camp Chase, 
Point Lookout, and Johnson’s Island.  “It is our sacred duty,” required by “the dictates of 
honor,” the Veteran declared, to “keep fresh the memory and green the graves of those of 
our heroes whose arms are nerveless, many of whose families are helpless, and they 
sleeping so far away from homes and kindred.”  Although the Veteran expressed the 
South’s appreciation for northerners who assisted the process of decorating and 
memorializing the prison graves, the overall tone of the periodical in dealing with the 
prison controversy remained strident.  According to Henry Howe Cook, in an article 
published in March 1898, “the Federal Government was criminally negligent in her 
treatment of Confederate soldiers, and in many respects” committed “willful, intentional 
cruelty.”  Commemoration, even when both North and South participated together, still 
did not translate into reconciliation.  Nor did it end feelings of southern defensiveness, 
evident in Cook’s declarations that “we were a more civilized and Christianized people 
than were our Northern brethren.”  The bitterness of the 1860s remained evident in the 
angry rhetoric of the 1890s.24    
Although rancor still dominated the public perception of the prison controversy, 
the fate of Libby and Andersonville and the southern interest in memorializing the prison 
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graves in the North indicated the beginning of a shift in the way Americans approached 
the subject.  Along with the increasing interest in memorializing and commercializing the 
prisons came the first opinions that, perhaps, it was time to let go of the old animosity 
over the prisons.  In 1891, John Wyeth of New York wrote a letter to the editor of the 
Springfield Republican, a letter later published by the SHSP, in which he declared that 
any “reasonable and fair-minded being” knows that there was “as much culpability on 
one side as the other.”  The reason that passions remained heated after more than twenty 
five years, Wyeth believed, was that “the Southern side of the prison question has never 
been made known to the Northern people.  Though a good deal has been written, it 
appeared in Southern magazines,” and as a result, never found “its way to the masses of 
the North.”  In contrast, Wyeth argued, “the narratives of Union prisoners have been 
widely diffused through the daily papers, made the texts of passionate oratory by the 
statesmen of a day, elaborated by the illustrated journals, and emphasized by the 
immense circulation and influence of the Northern magazines.”  All this one-sided 
publicity, Wyeth asserted, prolonged the northern anger over the treatment of prisoners 
and prevented a true understanding of the “cold and unanswerable” facts.  Sir Henry 
Morton Stanley, imprisoned at Camp Douglas, instead of blaming either side, thought 
that “it was the age that was brutally senseless and heedlessly cruel.”  With this argument 
Stanley became one of the first observers of the prison controversy to find the real fault in 
the nature of modern war itself.  Whether both the Union and Confederacy shared 
responsibility or deserved to be excused because of what Stanley called the “moral 
epidemic” surrounding the entire Civil War, both men demonstrated a willingness to 





minority, offered evidence that at some point the sectional hostility over the prison issue 
might cease.25  
The work of one author, Herbert Collingwood, also showed a deep commitment 
to sectional reconciliation.  In 1889 Collingwood published Andersonville Violets: A 
Story of Northern and Southern Life.  Born in New England, in the 1880s, Collingwood 
moved to the South and spent a few years farming in Mississippi before returning North 
and writing his novel, which he hoped would remind readers that it was “the duty of all 
patriotic citizens to lend their best efforts to the task of looking at the causes of the war, 
and its results, fairly and intelligently.”  The plot of the novel centered on the mutual 
respect between a Union prisoner who daringly escapes from Andersonville and a 
Confederate guard discharged for refusing to shoot a prisoner who crossed the dead-line.  
When, years later, the two men find themselves living in the same Mississippi town, they 
recognize each other and become fast friends.  Throughout the novel, in which 
Collingwood reveals his concerns about a South torn by racial questions and commercial 
exploitation, the horrors experienced at Andersonville represent the burden of the 
southern past.  Despite the obstacles, however, Collingwood’s characters find peace and 
strength in the bonds they formed at the prison, and “so much happiness” replaces “so 
much misery.”  Collingwood’s optimism showed in his sincere belief that even the 
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brutality of Civil War prisons should not discourage a spirit of forgiveness between the 
North and South.  In reconciliation America would discover new strength.26    
Although the open-mindedness of Collingwood, Wyeth, and Stanley revealed the 
first signs of a desire to end the long hostility over the treatment of Civil War prisoners, 
those signs remained overshadowed by the ongoing animosity that most Americans still 
held regarding the prison controversy.  Bitter rhetoric continued to dominate the subject 
as it had since the 1860s.  The intensity with which Americans contested the meaning of 
the prisons in the late nineteenth century reflected the uncertainty of a country in 
transition.  The myriad, often conflicting interpretations of the prison legacy by different 
groups existed as part of the larger process of shaping how an emerging modern America 
understood its past.  Republican politicians and Union prisoners rehashed the traditional 
argument for the prison tragedy, that evil Confederate individuals perpetuated the 
horrors, in an attempt to bolster support for the Republican party and a sense of reverence 
for the heroism and sacrifice displayed by Union prisoners.  Southerners refused to accept 
their assigned role as depraved villains and mounted a spirited rhetorical campaign to 
exonerate themselves, if not in the eyes of the North, at least in the verdict of history.  
Along with the sectional arguments, however, new trends emerged adding further 
complexity to the legacy of Civil War prisons.  The commercialization of Libby and 
Andersonville offered Americans an increasingly popular chance to experience the 
history of Civil War prisons for themselves, while the efforts to commemorate dead 
prisoners testified to the potent influence the Civil War still had on American public 
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memory.  For a few, the prison controversy reminded Americans of the powerlessness of 
the individual, no matter how heroic, against the increasing capability of governments 
and organizations for evil.  The turbulence of the period between 1877 and 1898, an era 
of social, economic, and political uncertainty, manifested itself in the appearance of these 
varied perspectives on the history of Civil War prisons.  Regardless of whether 
Americans restated old arguments or investigated new explanations, the urgency with 
which they disputed the legacy of Civil War prisons resulted from the shared sense that, 
in a rapidly changing world, the ability to define the meaning of the past offered one 
potential source of stability.       





         CHAPTER 5: “TRUE HISTORY” 
 
In 1898, the outbreak of the Spanish-American War confirmed the restoration of 
the bonds between the North and South.  The sweeping success of the United States 
military in Cuba and the Philippines contributed to the growing feeling that perhaps at 
long last the terrible divisions of the Civil War could be considered healed.  As the war 
swiftly ended and the United States joined the ranks of imperial powers, the bright 
American destiny, once imperiled by the devastation of the Civil War, now appeared but 
slightly delayed.  On December 14, 1898, President McKinley, basking in the afterglow 
of the convincing victory over Spain, remarked to an Atlanta crowd that “sectional 
feeling no longer holds back the love we bear each other.”  The proof, he argued, “is 
found in the gallant loyalty to the Union and the flag so conspicuously shown in the year 
just passed.”  The popularity of the Spanish-American War, especially in the South, 
testified to the true patriotism of the maligned ex-Confederate states and heightened the 
spirit of reconciliation across America.    The resulting sense of optimism created by the 
Spanish-American War and the demonstration of American military prowess also fueled 
an increased national appreciation for the fading Civil War generation, the rapidly 
disappearing war heroes of the 1860s.  With America secure in the knowledge that her 
fortunes were once again on the rise, the deaths of most of the remaining Civil War 
veterans between 1898 and 1913 provided Americans with a final chance to acknowledge 
the shared sacrifices of the soldiers of the Union and Confederacy.1   
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Between 1865 and 1898, celebrations held by and for Civil War veterans focused 
primarily on parades, monument unveilings and battlefield gatherings, and were attended 
with increasing frequency by both Union and Confederate soldiers.  These types of 
reunions remained popular for many reasons.  As historian Stuart McConnell points out, 
the United States, “long since saved,” faced no threat from the ex-rebels, as “few of those 
who remained looked likely to lead a second insurrection.”  And so year after year, 
battlefields such as Gettysburg hosted reunions where the dwindling numbers of blue and 
gray mingled, swapped stories, and relived the excitement of the war.  Naturally the 
battlefields attracted the largest crowds, because, as scholars Gary Laderman and Edward 
Linenthal attest, the grounds, consecrated by the tragic end of the hundreds, at times 
thousands, sacrificed there, had become “sacred” sites for all Americans.  And finally, as 
historian Cecilia O’Leary argues, “the new unity” of the white veterans on both sides 
“came at the cost of abandoning Reconstruction and severing the link between the 
memory of the Civil War and the struggle for racial equality.”  Northern acceptance of 
the Lost Cause and Jim Crow contributed to the shared spirit of self-congratulation 
surrounding the Civil War.  At these memorial events, speakers acknowledged the equal 
bravery and martial spirit of both sides, and with the important outcome achieved, the 
preservation of the Union, the question of race faded from the American mind.  With the 
smashing success of the Spanish-American War, the growing sentiment of mutual 
forgiveness and shared celebration even extended to the still painful and controversial 
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subject of Civil War prisons, as the rituals of reunions and monuments finally extended 
past the battlefield to old prison sites.2  
During the period between 1898 and 1913, many northerners, inspired by the 
national sense of reconciliation, finally demonstrated forgiveness for the southern 
transgressions against Yankee prisoners during the Civil War.  In the immediate 
aftermath of the Spanish-American War, numerous Union veterans made pilgrimages to 
the old Confederate prison sites of Andersonville, Georgia, and Salisbury, North 
Carolina.  During the first two decades of the twentieth century almost all the northern 
states commissioned and unveiled monuments at one or both of these Confederate prisons 
in commemoration of the thousands of dead Union soldiers.  The construction of 
memorials at Andersonville and Salisbury offered a way to acknowledge the sacrifice and 
heroism displayed by Union prisoners of war.  Not only did these tributes recognize the 
dead, but they also testified to the example of courage displayed by those fortunate 
enough to have survived the ordeal.  The process of dedicating these monuments also 
encouraged the spirit of reconciliation.  Instead of continuing to harp on the old 
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accusations of deliberate brutality, most participants in the ceremonies surrounding these 
monuments at last seemed willing to part with their anger.    
In 1898, New Jersey commissioned the building of a monument at Andersonville 
in the cemetery, adjacent to the old stockade grounds, where the 13,000 dead prisoners 
lay.  The two thousand dollar monument, constructed primarily of granite, honored the 
235 New Jersey soldiers who died at the Georgia prison, “heroes” who, as the inscription 
on the monument stated, chose “death before dishonor.”  Dishonor would have been to 
swear loyalty to the Confederacy and gain freedom from the suffering inside the 
Andersonville stockade, an option taken by relatively few Union captives.  The New 
Jersey contingent that attended the unveiling of the monument on February 3, 1899, took 
pride in the “creditable distinction of having first erected a monument to the memory of 
its dead, buried in this cemetery.”  The northern rancor normally directed at Wirz, Davis, 
Winder, and southerners in general, was markedly absent from the proceedings.  “The 
prison,” the report of the dedication concluded, instead of being noted as a place of 
unprecedented brutality and inhumanity, “was a place where true character developed 
itself.”  New Jersey’s attempt to recognize permanently the positive memories of 
Andersonville, of Union prisoners caring as best they could for one another while 
suffering loyally, in a spirit of sacrifice, for the Union cause, represented an important 
step forward in the process of sectional reconciliation.  At last Union veterans seemed 
willing to extend an olive branch on the subject of Civil War prisons.3  
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Following New Jersey’s lead, more Union states over the next decade 
commissioned and dedicated monuments of their own, and as the years passed, both the 
monuments and the ceremonies grew increasingly elaborate.  On December 7, 1905, 
Pennsylvania dedicated its ten thousand dollar monument, spending an additional sixteen 
thousand dollars on transportation alone so that the state’s Andersonville survivors could 
attend en masse.  Three hundred and eighty-one of the former prisoners, nearly eighty 
percent of the four hundred and eighty-two still living, made the trip south to Georgia, an 
indication of the deep interest in remembering the horrors of the war.  From the opening 
prayer, given by the Reverend J. R. Greene, Grand Army of the Republic Chaplain, 
Department of North Carolina and Georgia, the spirit of reverence for the sacrifice of the 
dead and the new atmosphere of sectional reconciliation dominated the ceremonies.  
Although the dead prisoners “fell not in the front of battle,” Greene stated, “they were 
heroes every one,” demonstrating “patient bravery” and suffering “untold agonies” out of 
an unwavering sense of “loyalty and honor.”  Descriptions of the martyrdom and heroism 
displayed by the Andersonville prisoners had been heard before.  But as Greene 
continued, the importance of the Spanish-American war in finally starting to heal the 
prison wounds became clear.  “Out of the carnage of war has come these days of peace,” 
Greene declared, and “the animosities of the past have been obliterated, that the blue and 
the gray now mingle in fraternal sympathy, and that our sons and theirs go forth together 
to fight the battles of our common country, following the old flag, the one flag, in its 
victories on the land and on the sea.” Greene’s prayer, reminiscent of President 
McKinley’s belief that Americans had finally come to terms with the past, but delivered 





showed that perhaps, given time, the lingering animosity over Civil War prisons might 
fade completely.4 
As officials and dignitaries from the various states came south to Andersonville to 
dedicate their monuments to the dead prisoners, the spirit of forgiveness they 
demonstrated corresponded to the warm welcome they received from their Georgia hosts.  
The guests from Pennsylvania, according to a December 8, 1905 article in the Americus 
Daily Times Recorder, received a “cordial welcome,” and “fraternal good feeling was in 
evidence upon every hand.”   The event stirred such positive feelings of reconciliation 
that both hosts and guests would remember it “with much pleasure.”  With more northern 
states continuing to add to the rapidly expanding collection of monuments at 
Andersonville, Americus, rather than display defensiveness and frustration with the 
attention, instead relished the opportunities to provide true southern hospitality.  When 
Wisconsin scheduled its commemoration exercises for October 17, 1907, and 
Connecticut its monument unveiling for one week later, the Times Recorder announced 
on September 13 that it welcomed the “distinguished party” to at least “stop in Americus” 
and extended an invitation “to make Americus headquarters during their stay in the 
South.”  After all, the editor continued, during the previous visit of the Pennsylvania 
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delegation, the Governor of Pennsylvania and the “entire party were handsomely 
entertained” just ten miles from Andersonville, and “with ample hotel accommodations” 
available, Wisconsin and Connecticut deserved the same courtesy.  Though the potential 
financial windfall of Yankee dollars no doubt contributed to the eager invitations, the 
consistently tasteful and cathartic ceremonies at the prison indicated a growing sense of 
mutual respect between North and South.  In 1911, when New York and Illinois added 
their monuments, an editor at the Times Recorder declared the two new monuments 
“superb,” and stated that “each state monument that is erected at Andersonville seems to 
display better taste and a more gracious spirit than its predecessors.”  That spirit was the 
product of years of interaction between the Union veterans and their once Confederate 
hosts as they met repeatedly at Andersonville to remember the horrors of the past.  
Although intended as a permanent tribute to the thousands of dead prisoners, the process 
of dedicating the northern monuments created a secondary effect—it helped defuse the 
animosity over the prison issue as northern visitors and southern hosts cooperated to 
make each celebration successful.5 
By 1907, the attention paid to Andersonville extended past the periodic 
commemorations of the individual northern states.  As each delegation returned, word 
spread of the gracious treatment encountered in Georgia and the beauty of the prison 
grounds, thanks to the dedicated efforts of the Women’s Relief Corps in caring for the 
site.  Visitors no longer waited for Memorial Day celebrations or monument dedications 
to plan excursions to see the old stockade and cemetery.  That same year Sarah Winans, 
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acting chairman of the WRC, remarked that maintaining Andersonville had become 
“arduous,” primarily due to the constant job of “welcoming the increasing number of 
visitors, comrades especially” who traveled individually or in small groups to the prison 
to pay their own respects.  With more state monuments planned for the future, the effort 
required of the WRC seemed likely to rise.  Many members of the WRC realized that 
their organization had reached the limit of what it could accomplish at Andersonville.  In 
1908, the WRC decided to offer the eighty-eight acre site as a “free gift, unencumbered,” 
to the national government, “because of a belief that these grounds should be under the 
control and protection of the United States.”  On March 2, 1910, President Taft accepted 
the gift, and later that year, at the official deed transfer ceremony, Lewis Call, one of the 
government’s representatives, promised the WRC “that the grounds will ever be held as a 
memorial of the heroism of the men who there proved themselves the highest type of 
patriots.”  The possession of Andersonville prison by the Taft administration, the first and 
only former Confederate prison site under the care of the federal government, added even 
more to the growing sense of the importance of the prison, no longer solely as a place of 
unspeakable atrocity, but now also as a permanent symbol of the brave sacrifice made by 
thirteen thousand Union soldiers and the achievements of the increasingly powerful 
country they died to save.6  
While Andersonville, appropriately, given its central role in the controversy, 
remained the focal point of attention for northern memorials and visitors, Salisbury, 
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North Carolina, also served as host to northern delegations and monuments during the 
early twentieth century.  On June 8, 1908, the Maine contingent arrived to celebrate its 
tribute to the victims of Salisbury prison.  As at Andersonville, the people of Salisbury 
offered a warm reception.  The mayor of Salisbury, A. H. Boyden, a Confederate veteran, 
offered an “earnest, hearty welcome” and declared his excitement that “the season of 
heated blood has passed,” and his wife, as the Star Spangled Banner played, helped 
unveil the monument.  In response to such generosity of spirit, the governor of Maine’s 
representative, Adjutant General Augustus B. Farnham acknowledged that, happily, 
today “only the kindliest feelings existed” between North Carolina and Maine.  After 
another Maine speaker, Charles Newell, reminded the audience of the patriotic example 
of the ex-Confederate turned Spanish-American war heroes, Generals Fitzhugh Lee and 
Joe Wheeler, the crowd “repaired to the handsome home” of the Salisbury mayor, where 
the “visitors received their first real impressions of true Southern hospitality.”  The report 
of the festivities omitted whether any of those who attended the harmonious ceremony 
noted that just a decade before, such an event would have been unthinkable.7  
The tangible harmony of that 1908 North Carolina June reflected the building 
sincere and authentic sense of sectional reconciliation over Civil War prisons, made 
possible by the Spanish-American War and first demonstrated by the New Jersey visitors 
to Georgia in 1899.  But while the themes of forgiveness and brotherhood dominated 
each memorial event, an unmistakable bitterness remained noticeable as well.  At the 
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Iowa unveiling, November 17, 1906, Iowa Governor Albert Cummins, even while 
remarking on the “harmony” of “emotions” of the moment, nevertheless implored the 
crowd to remember “the unparalled inhumanity”  and “cruelty” of Andersonville.  
Another Iowan, Ernest Sherman, who in 1907 published an account summarizing the 
experience of the Iowa delegation, included a sensationalized history of Andersonville 
reminiscent of the 1860s or 70s.  During the war, the Confederate authorities, Sherman 
claimed, openly “boasted” about the brutality of the Georgia stockade.  Even during the 
Pennsylvania unveiling, General Harry White, one of the official members of the 
monument commission, betrayed the lingering anger about the prisons that remained for 
many Union veterans.  White blasted the South for what he termed the “perversion of the 
actual facts of history” regarding the Civil War and its prisons, regrettable “disturbances” 
that threatened the “harmonies of the sections.”  Although Andersonville survivor 
Captain William Bricker followed White and declared himself “highly pleased” with the 
respect paid to the dead prisoners, the atmosphere of sectional reconciliation had been 
diminished.8  
 The same ambiguity did not appear in the prison memoirs of Union veterans 
during and after the turn of the twentieth century.  Many northern prison survivors, such 
as Private William Allen of the 17th Iowa Volunteer Infantry, showed little desire to 
forgive the South.  Allen repeatedly referred to Henry Wirz as a “demon” throughout his 
1899 account of life in Andersonville prison.  In 1904 John Worrell Northrop, veteran of 
the 76th New York Infantry, recalled the “horrors of prison life” and the “barbarity of the 
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treatment” experienced in Confederate prisons, which he described as “dark and 
loathsome spots.”  Others were more sensitive.  At times northern prison survivors, 
expressed, as in a 1910 address by John Read, member of the Loyal Legion, a 
“hesitation” about discussing the prison subject, which he referred to as “that dark 
episode.”  Despite his concerns, however, Read continued, hoping that the “desire in the 
hearts of all for reconciliation” would overcome any sectional bitterness or “harsh feeling 
of criticism.”  As he concluded, Read declared that “the lack of shelter” in Confederate 
prisons “cannot be understood or explained,” a statement reminiscent of the old 
accusations of deliberate cruelty towards the Union prisoners in the South.  These 
potentially inflammatory statements, he attested, were necessary to “preserve the memory 
of the brave men who died for the honor of their country.”  By faithfully recounting the 
old tragedies, in this case to an audience of fellow veterans, Read and other prison 
survivors attempted to fulfill an obligation to celebrate the history of the Civil War and 
the successful quest for Union and also to recognize the memory of their fallen comrades 
whose sacrifices enabled victory.  Although aware that this duty would jeopardize the 
process of reconciliation by freshly recounting the sins of the South, Read, along with 
many in the North, could not let the “memory be unspoken.”9  
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 By the twentieth century, then, in the minds of the remaining prison survivors in 
the North, there was a feeling that, before they died, they owed it to the memory of the 
thousands of dead Union prisoners to continue to pay homage to the heroism, bravery, 
and sacrifice of those who survived the ordeal as well as those who did not.  Ezra Ripple, 
Andersonville survivor, in 1902 best summarized this sentiment as he began the tale of 
his prison experiences.  He reminded his readers of the “suffering,” the “great mortality,” 
and the “horrors of the Southern prisons,” and apologized, because “the subject is not a 
pleasant or attractive one.”  “We would all sooner listen,” he acknowledged, “to a 
description of a grand battle where all the bravery and dash of trained soldiers in assault 
and defense is portrayed in the most vivid and glowing colors than to a tale which has 
little in it but that which is revolting, sickening and sorrowful.”  The reason Ripple 
subjected his audience to this depressing account, he claimed, was that it was “necessary 
to the preservation of the true history of those times.”  Victory in the war itself, while 
satisfying, would not suffice.  Before they disappeared completely, the Northern prison 
survivors intended to win not only the war but the battle for posterity and the historical 
record.  They naturally and understandably feared that if the memory of their suffering 
and sacrifice faded, it threatened to diminish the value of their experiences, their service, 
and their lives.  Too many soldiers lay in the cemeteries of Andersonville and other 
southern prisons to allow Americans to forget.  And so, whether motivated by personal 
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desires to remind people of their individual courage or the surge of patriotism following 
the Spanish-American War, as the remaining northern prison survivors entered the 
twilight of their lives they realized that while the Civil War officially ended in 1865, by 
the 1900s discussion and interpretation of the conflict continued, prisons included, and 
would still continue long after they died.10 
 If the growing obsession with history and memory by Union survivors of southern 
prisons motivated men like Ripple to speak out about Civil War prisons, it also revealed 
an irony about the nature of “true history.”  By 1902, when Ripple wrote, or 1912, when 
the account of George Putnam, another prison survivor, was published, forty or fifty 
years had passed since the actual events described took place.  Putnam openly avowed 
that, since “forty-eight years have elapsed,” he could not “undertake to say that my 
memory can be trusted for all of the details or incidents.”  Putnam did pledge that his 
account had been composed in “good faith.”  Ripple, meanwhile, admitted that he wrote 
his account using only “a retentive memory on which the events had been indelibly 
impressed,” and also confessed to reading “many other accounts of prison life.”  
Although he insisted on the veracity of his memoir, in the end he argued that what was 
really important about his book was its message.  “If you appreciate the sacrifice,” he 
implored, “teach your boys and girls their duty in preserving to posterity this Union for 
which their lives were so freely given.”  In appealing to his readers’ patriotism, Ripple 
revealed the concerns of the aging prison survivors as to how Civil War prisons would 
continue to be remembered.  Ripple and his comrades intended to remain heroes in the 
history of the Civil War, and that status demanded constant vigilance against southern 
                                                 





heresy.  By the early 1900s, prison chronicles no longer focused solely on the bitter 
accusations of the past, although the authors rarely missed an opportunity to rehash the 
old belief that southerners deliberately imposed cruel treatment on Yankee prisoners.  
Instead writers of the accounts, like Ripple, cloaked their arguments in the guise of 
reconciliation and patriotism in the hope that the accumulation of subjective memories 
would eventually gain acceptance as objective history, and in the process permanently 
recognize the heroic sacrifice made by Union prisoners.11 
 As the battle for history continued, on February 1, 1911, Lieutenant Thomas 
Sturgis, from Massachusetts, delivered a lecture on Civil War prisons to a New York 
branch of the Loyal Legion.  Sturgis possessed a unique set of qualifications on the 
subject.  During 1864, his regiment served as the guard at Camp Morton, a Union prison 
outside Indianapolis, and later that year, he was captured and imprisoned at Libby prison 
in Richmond during the final grueling winter of the war.  In his speech, reprinted in 
augmented form the following year, Sturgis offered insight into the northern perspective, 
and a sense of how little had changed, even after nearly fifty years of controversy.  Of the 
treatment of the Confederate prisoners at Camp Morton, he insisted that “everything was 
done to minimize any unsanitary conditions” and that there “was no desire on the part of 
our men anywhere or at any time wantonly to take a prisoner’s life.”  Sturgis concluded 
that “certainly our Government dealt with its prisoners with conscientious regard for 
life.”  Rebel prisons, such as Libby and Andersonville, however, existed as 
manifestations of a “spirit of malice or as a vindictive display of power.”  A sense of 
justification and righteousness infused Sturgis’ words as he openly attacked the morality 
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of the South.  “We are the living witnesses,” Sturgis declared, “rapidly passing away 
from this scene.”  “Before we go,” he argued,” in the interest of history, in justice to the 
way our people conducted the war,” in contrast to “the actions of our antagonists,” we 
must “leave our testimony.”  This need to testify confirmed the need of the aging 
survivors to preserve the legacy of the Civil War as they understood it.  For northern 
veterans like Sturgis the war always remained the ultimate experience of their lives, the 
years that defined them and gave meaning to their post-war careers.  As they participated 
in saving the Union, reconstructing the nation, and the decades of growth that saw the 
United States emerge as a world power, America’s success confirmed the worthiness of 
their sacrifices at Libby and Andersonville and reassured them that there was a purpose to 
the horror, a greater good to emerge from the suffering.  That comforting understanding 
depended, however, on maintaining the traditional depiction of Civil War prisons.  Union 
prisons represented good, while Confederate prisons represented evil.  The half-century 
of American progress, in the eyes of Sturgis, Ripple, and other survivors, owed its origins 
to their heroism in overcoming that evil, and they intended to continue reminding 
America of their sacrifice.12 
 Another reason for the strident language of Sturgis and other Union veterans at 
this late date centered on the appearance of a new phenomenon after 1900, the first 
substantial histories of the various Civil War prison camps.  The appearance of Clay W. 
Holmes’s The Elmira Prison Camp in 1912 raised few eyebrows in the North, as Holmes, 
an Elmira native, described one of the worst Union prisons as being a place of “Christian 
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humanity.”  Likewise, William H. Knauss’ 1906 The Story of Camp Chase focused not 
on describing the hardships experienced by Confederate prisoners at Camp Chase and 
Johnson’s Island, the two Ohio prisons during the war, but instead on the spirit of 
reconciliation.  Knauss spent many years trying to restore and decorate the graves of the 
more than two thousand Confederates who died at the Columbus prison during the war.  
Despite some resistance, including threats of violence, Knauss persisted in his efforts 
“with no thought but that of pride and admiration for the great American people, 
regarding no North or no South, but a land rich in memories of its brave deed.”  Both 
volumes were written by locals who defended the conditions of the Union prisons and 
rejoiced in the national climate of reconciliation after 1898.13   
In 1911, however, the first ostensibly national history of Civil War prisons 
appeared as part of Francis Trevelyan Miller’s The Photographic History of the Civil War 
in Ten Volumes.  The bulk of volume seven, covering prisons and hospitals in the war, 
came from the pen of Dr. Holland Thompson, who at the time held an assistant 
professorship in history at the College of the City of New York, but originally hailed 
from North Carolina.  Over the course of several brief chapters, interspersed with dozens 
of photographs, Thompson discussed various aspects of the prison controversy, including 
the experiences of prisoners on both sides and the question of why the policy of exchange 
ended, necessitating the creation of prisons like Andersonville.  For the first time, 
pictures of both Union and Confederate prisons and prisoners appeared side by side, and 
Thompson intentionally juxtaposed the images to support his argument.  Thompson 
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suggested that the mortality in “the prisons of the Civil War, North and South,” resulted 
from the use of “temporary makeshifts, hastily constructed, and seldom suitable for 
human beings in confinement.”  “If judged by standards now generally accepted,” he 
continued, they “would have been condemned for the lack of the most elementary 
sanitary requirements.”  Thompson’s position shocked veterans like Sturgis, because 
Thompson lumped the prisons on both sides together and labeled them as equal examples 
of inhumanity, so that Elmira and Camp Chase became kin to Andersonville and 
Salisbury.  Sturgis felt betrayed because Thompson had relied on him, along with Read 
and Putnam, for “courtesies” during the preparation of the manuscript.  Thompson even 
thanked Sturgis in the preface to volume seven.  Outraged by the public connection of his 
name to this atrocity of history, Sturgis attacked Thompson in the 1912 printed edition of 
his 1911 New York speech.  While crediting Thompson with an “earnest effort” at 
impartiality, Sturgis felt it his duty to remind readers of flaws in Thompson’s work.  Not 
only had Thompson been born after the Civil War, and so relied entirely on “second-
hand” information, but he was also “a native of North Carolina.”  These “insurmountable 
difficulties,” according to Sturgis, proved that Thompson suffered from “unconscious 
bias.”  Only a southerner, Sturgis insinuated, could possibly conclude that the prison 
systems of the Union and Confederacy shared more similarities than differences.  With 
heretics like Thompson challenging the traditional interpretation and understanding of the 
prison controversy, Sturgis and his fellow veterans felt compelled to protest vociferously 





strident, it was only because they knew that they were running out of time “before we 
go.”14    
The defense of “true history” explains in large measure why the familiar tone of 
animosity persisted among Union veterans, even in the midst of monument dedications 
devoted to spreading the message of forgiveness about Civil War prisons, and after the 
healing impact of the Spanish-American War.  The paradoxical feelings of the survivors 
of Confederate prisons testified to the still uncomfortable juxtaposition of the positive 
story of reconciliation with the ongoing sense of bitterness.  Former Union prisoners 
shared the national excitement over the achievements of the United States since 1865 and 
felt justifiably proud at their role in winning the war that put America on that path to 
glory.  In that sense men like Read and Ripple recognized that the rancor of the past 
seemed less important in a more optimistic and forward-looking present.  Yet a fear 
remained that during that rapid march of progress, public remembrance of their part in 
the Civil War, or even the war itself, might fade into oblivion.  As they revisited the 
hatred inspired by and encountered in the prisons, survivors apologized for disturbing the 
process of reconciliation.  Compelled by the need to preserve their place in history, 
however, they refused to stop.  Even for men accustomed to sacrifice, to allow the 
annihilation of their past proved more than they could bear.      
The enduring bitterness of former Union prisoners of war also testified to the 
distinct conflict between the purpose of public and private memory.  From a national 
perspective, as evidenced by the statements of President McKinley, the Spanish-
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American War represented confirmation that the United States had fully recovered from 
the trauma of the Civil War.  The monuments built at Andersonville and Salisbury 
showed that many northerners agreed with McKinley.  For many northerners, these 
monuments provided a final opportunity to acknowledge the sacrifice of the Civil War 
generation before permanently turning their attention forward to the American future.  As 
individuals, however, former prisoners felt that no statue, ceremony, or statement could 
bring closure to their suffering.  Only death would end many of the personal grudges of 
northern prison survivors.  No matter how much time passed, for many northerners the 
old accusations and sense of outrage at the actions of the South, particularly regarding the 
treatment of prisoners, defined the meaning of the war and permeated any attempt at 
discussion or objective analysis of the issue.  Much of the tenacity with which ex-
prisoners clung to their antipathy reflected a natural frustration as the construction of 
public memory, with its positive interpretation of reconciliation, slowly but inevitably 
whitewashed over the private memories of those individuals who refused to forget the 
bitter past.  
If some northerners resented the disappearance of sectional hostility, during the 
Spanish-American War and its immediate aftermath, southerners eagerly participated and 
welcomed the conflict as well as McKinley’s declaration that reconciliation was 
complete.  Perhaps naively, southerners assumed that that reconciliation extended to the 
subject of Civil War prisons and that northerners might finally acknowledge the suffering 
that occurred in Union prisons during the Civil War.  At the 1898 United Confederate 
Veterans convention, as if to test the waters, Surgeon General C. H. Tebault delivered a 





human life…rests entirely upon the authorities at Washington.”  With southern 
confidence on the rise once again, many southerners focused their optimistic energy on 
the ongoing campaign to care for and mark the graves of Confederates in the North, 
particularly prisoners.  By 1901, however, their efforts yielded only slow progress.  The 
report that year of Samuel Lewis, Commander of the Charles Broadway Rouss Camp of 
the UCV, located in Washington, DC, discussed the painstaking process of disinterring 
and reburying the remains of two hundred and sixty-four Confederates in Arlington 
cemetery, as well as marking their new graves with marble headstones.  Although the 
process met with McKinley’s approval in 1899, not until 1901 were the necessary funds 
allocated and the process completed.  More sobering, from Lewis’ perspective, were the 
“28,000 Confederate dead remaining uncared for in the North.”  “Attention to the care of 
these dead,” Lewis argued, “would be productive of much good,” and help “remove from 
discussion a still fruitful source of irritation.”15 
Decorating and restoring the oft-overlooked graves became a priority for southern 
memorial organizations like the Confederate Southern Memorial Association and the 
United Daughters of the Confederacy, two groups that expressed the desire to honor 
properly these 28,000 southern heroes in a manner reminiscent of the northern 
monuments built at Andersonville and Salisbury.  One small success came in 1899, when 
the Ladies Memorial Association dedicated a monument in Americus to the one hundred 
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and fifteen Confederates who died at Andersonville.  Their graves had been “neglected” 
at Andersonville, and in 1880 their bodies had been re-interred in Americus, just a few 
miles away.  The “suitable” monument and the new marble headstones offered a much 
more fitting tribute.  But the refurbished Georgia graves offered little solace to 
southerners still concerned about the thousands of Confederate dead in the North.  During 
the early 1900s, although memorial efforts persisted to decorate graves in Chicago, site of 
Camp Douglas, and New York, the location of Elmira, the UDC focused much of its 
attention on Camp Chase, Ohio, where Union veteran William Knauss continued to labor 
for the cause of sectional reconciliation.   In the mid 1890s, Knauss undertook the cause 
of caring for the more than two thousand Confederate graves because of the “unutterable 
loneliness and shameful disorder of Camp Chase Cemetery.”  Over time his efforts 
helped lead to the creation of a Columbus chapter of the UDC, and by 1902, the chapter 
members stood ready to take over the care of the cemetery grounds from Knauss.  All 
that remained were the ceremonies of June 7, 1902, the day that the UDC helped unveil a 
memorial arch near the entrance of the cemetery.  Financed by Knauss and his friends, 
the first monument dedicated entirely to Confederate victims of Union prisons bore the 
simple inscription, “Americans,” a sentiment that seemed appropriate in the new climate 
of sectional reconciliation.  Unlike the unveiling of the Andersonville monuments, 
however, where the northern delegations enjoyed a warm reception, locals anonymously 
threatened vandalism and even to blow up the monument.  Although the ceremonies 





the commemoration confirmed a joyous “epoch of fraternal love and peace,” the 
promised violence, even though never realized, tarnished the proceedings.16 
The 1902 dedication of the Camp Chase monument, which on the surface 
represented the positive post-1898 culmination of reconciliation and provided an example 
of cooperation between North and South, also reinforced the growing suspicions of many 
southerners that perhaps the process of reconciliation, particularly in reference to the 
prison controversy, remained incomplete.  Reconciliation promised forgiveness to the 
South, but as southerners examined the North’s superior attitude on the subject of prisons 
after 1898, they increasingly remembered that, concerning Civil War prisons, they had 
done nothing to be forgiven for, or at least nothing that the North had not also done to 
them.  From the perspective of southern defenders, if either section owed an apology over 
Civil War prisons, it was the North to the South for the decades of unfair accusations.  At 
the very least, to confirm the sincerity of northern claims of reconciliation, northerners 
needed to stop denigrating the Confederate prison record and protesting Union innocence 
in the treatment of Civil War prisoners.  Southerners, after all, peacefully and openly 
welcomed Union veterans to Andersonville and Salisbury year after year and listened to 
magnanimous Yankees forgive them for their sins, but when one monument to 
Confederate prisoners was built, northerners threatened violence.  As a result of this clear 
disparity over the memorialization of Civil War prisons, where the North erected 
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monument after monument emphasizing the singular brutality of the Confederate prison 
system, while only one monument and thousands of dilapidated graves testified to the 
South’s inability to convince the Yankees of their part in the tragedy, southerners realized 
that the offer of sectional reconciliation came with a hidden cost.  To further the process 
of reconciliation, the South needed to accept the northern interpretation of Civil War 
prisons.  For many southerners, the northern acceptance of much of the Lost Cause 
mythology and Jim Crow segregation by the early 1900s made it easier to accept blame 
for the prison controversy, especially when, as in the case of Thomasville and Americus, 
Georgia, the community benefited financially from the attention.  Other southerners, 
meanwhile, decided to renew the fight in the name of “true history.” 
 Ever since the late 1860s and 70s, when Jefferson Davis, Alexander Stephens, and 
Benjamin Hill defended the Confederacy’s prison system, some southerners steadfastly 
refused to accept the northern explanation that the Confederacy bore the responsibility for 
the failure of exchange and that its officials deliberately practiced brutality against Union 
captives.  Even after 1900, the campaign to clear the record about supposed southern guilt 
and northern innocence continued as a central part of a larger effort to resist what 
southerners felt was no less than the re-writing of history by the North in an effort to 
permanently humiliate the South.  The previous November, a Confederate Veteran 
article, “School Histories in the South,” republished the report of Dr. Hunter McGuire of 
the Grand Camp Confederate Veterans.”  In his statement, McGuire avowed that the 
South faced an insidious threat from “false teachings” of history.  Southerners were being 
“misled” or else “foolishly” ignoring “the principles and convictions of the past.”  “We 





and vigorously prosecuted.”  For McGuire, reconciliation, instead of yielding a balanced 
perception of history, threatened to obliterate the true meaning of the war.  Winning the 
war alone would never satisfy the Yankees, who persisted in denigrating southerners and 
reminding them of their treachery.  And so the reclamation of history, from the southern 
perspective, continued to drive memorial organizations.  The 1904 History of the 
Confederated Memorial Associations of the South declared that the chief purpose of these 
Southern women centered on the “sacred duty,” the “determined effort to perpetuate in 
history the testimony of the broken hearted women and maimed heroes of ’61-’65.”  And, 
like Sturgis, a sense of urgency infused the organization and the discharge of its duty 
“before the march of time decimates our rapidly thinning ranks.” By 1905, the solidarity 
of the UCV, UDC, Sons of Confederate Veterans, and the Ladies’ Memorial Associations 
as “guardians” of “vital Confederate historical interests” was “gratefully” acknowledged 
at the annual report of the historical committee at the UCV convention.  The “extreme 
vigilance in guarding our posterity against error,” stated committee chairman Clement 
Evans, protected southern “intelligence, patriotism, courage, and honor.”  With so much 
at stake these southern organizations promised to hold firm against the Yankee invasion 
of their history.17 
 By 1905, the United Daughters of the Confederacy already possessed a reputation 
as one of the most “zealous” of the memorial organizations in the South and as vigorous 
defenders of the historical memory of the Confederacy.  At the annual UDC convention 
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at San Francisco that year, the president of the Georgia Division of the UDC, Sarah Hull, 
unable to attend the “far-off” proceedings, instead sent a report updating the progress of 
their ninety-one Georgia chapters.  After some discussion of fund-raising, scholarships, 
and memorial events, all part of “fulfilling” the “sacred duty we owe to our great dead,” 
Hull concluded her statement: 
There is one memorial work to which we wish it were in our power to 
direct the attention of the United Daughters of the Confederacy.  This is the 
erection of a monument at Andersonville.  We have nothing there to refute 
the lies and slanders proclaimed in marble on all sides, nothing to bear 
witness to the Truth, and to the brave testimony of Wirtz and the men who 
died with him.  What greater work is there for us, when the monument to 
our President is completed, than to turn our attention to this, and so proclaim 
to the world in the simple, straightforward language of Truth, which needs  
no adornment, the facts of that prison at Andersonville.  Awful they were, we 
know, but no more so than the prisons in which our own men were held; and  
we had this palliation: Our government did the best it could, and the prisoners  
fared as well as our soldiers in the field.  Truly the work will never end, 
Daughters of the South, and the more we do the more we find to do, as is  
always the case in life. 
 
Following Hull’s announcement, the convention listened to the report of Mary Young, 
historian of the Savannah chapter.  Since the northern monuments at Andersonville 
“inscribed a false presentation of Wirtz,” Young declared, duty called the UDC to right 
the injustice committed against southern honor and proper history.  She suggested that a 
national fund-raising campaign commence, with the goal “to erect a suitable memorial to 
his memory,” including “a lasting record of his murder under false charges.”  So began 
the most heated battle over the historical record of Civil War prisons since the Hill-Blaine 
debate of the 1870s.18 
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 During the fund-raising and planning stages of the Wirz monument after 1905, 
southern memorial organizations lined up in support of the UDC’s proposal.  The April 
1906 Confederate Veteran publicized the initial campaign, announced the formation of 
three UDC-subcommittees, “Selection of Site,” “Inscriptions,” and “Design,” and 
solicited “liberal” donations from those loyal southerners willing to support the project.  
That same year, R. A. Brock, editor of the Southern Historical Society Papers expressed 
his excitement about the monument, stating that “it is gratifying to be informed that the 
cruel stigma may be removed from the memory of Henry Wirz.”  By November 1907 the 
UDC commissioned C. J. Clark of the Americus-based Clark Monumental Works to 
build “the handsome marble shaft.”  No doubt the fine worksmanship Clark exhibited in 
building several of the Andersonville and Salisbury monuments contributed to his 
obtaining the Wirz monument contract.  The twenty-five to thirty foot tall shaft, when 
completed, seemed destined for either Americus, or, as originally conceived, the 
Andersonville prison grounds, as a “rebuttal to the State monuments” located at the 
prison and cemetery.”  As news of the Wirz monument reached the North, however, 
controversy flared.19 
 On January 28, 1908, the editor of the Americus Times Recorder announced that 
the UDC’s proposed tribute to Wirz had “kicked up” a “storm of indignation” in the 
ranks of the Grand Army of the Republic, the “fanatical element of south haters.”  Instead 
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of placing the monument in the town of Andersonville, a compromise location anyway, 
since the national government had no intention of allowing the Wirz monument anywhere 
on the Andersonville prison grounds or cemetery, the editor suggested that in order to 
calm the “tempest,” the town of Americus would accept the monument, further 
preventing any estrangement between “the two sections.”  Many southerners recognized 
that perhaps the monument would cause less controversy if located away from 
Andersonville.  A former member of the Georgia UDC, E. F. Andrews, wrote her friend, 
a Mr. Oglesby, in April of 1907, and acknowledged that even though she was no longer 
part of the organization, she hoped “that the kind-hearted women of Georgia will place 
their monument either on Wirz’s grave, or in some Georgia town where it will stand a 
chance of being treated with respect.”  The debate over where to build the memorial grew 
throughout 1908, and members of the UDC, motivated by what the Times Recorder 
called “strenuous objection in all parts of the state towards putting the monument at 
Andersonville,” considered placing the monument at several locations, including 
Richmond, Virginia, as well as Macon, Americus, and Andersonville.  By December 8, 
1908, the monument appeared headed to Richmond to stand “in close proximity to the 
graves of the Davis family,” and the Times Recorder declared in exhaustion that the 
“vexed question has been settled at last.”20 
 One week later, the Times Recorder reported, some “dissatisfied” Georgia 
members of the UDC requested a “reconsideration” of the “decision to remove the 
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monument from Georgia soil” and announced a new convention, scheduled for March of 
1909, to reach a final decision on the location of the Wirz monument.  On March 18, 
1909, after a vote of 125 for Andersonville, 65 for Macon, and 5 for Americus, the Times 
Recorder announced with resigned relief, “Andersonville was selected as the site for the 
famous Wirz monument.”  The resolution of the controversy ended “the discussion that 
has been raging for four years.”  Only the construction and unveiling of the monument 
remained.21 
 Throughout the process of turning the proposed Wirz monument into reality, 
progress, particularly in terms of the selection of the site and the final decision on the 
inscription, moved slowly largely because of the dogged resistance of Union veterans to 
the very idea of such an affront to “true history.”  The Iowa delegation that visited 
Andersonville in November 1906 demonstrated a keen awareness of and indignation 
about the growing southern support for the Wirz monument.  General E. A. Carman, 
representing the Secretary of War, in his speech at the Iowa dedication, praised the 
women of Georgia, who, during the Civil War, demonstrated a “womanly tenderness” 
towards the Union prisoners.  The “sympathies” of those women, Carman announced, in 
a direct attack on the UDC, “will be remembered long after the names of those who seek 
to erect monuments to the memory of one whose cruelty was a shock to humanity shall 
have been forgotten.”  In his summary of the Iowa proceedings, Ernest Sherman 
expressed his disgust at the actions of Wirz’s defenders.  “God grant that the proposition 
of certain misguided women,” Sherman stated, “to erect a monument to the memory of 
Captain Wirz, may never be realized.  There are some things in this world that are best 
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forgotten.  This arch fiend of Andersonville is one of them.”  And by early February 
1908, an encampment of the Grand Army of the Republic issued its official response to 
the Wirz monument.  “This insult to the honored dead of the Union should be stopped,” 
the veterans declared, “if by no higher authority then by the conscience of the Southern 
women, who would as violently denounce any similar desecration of the memory of their 
own justly honored heroes.”  Any “consummation of this contemplated slur upon the 
martyred dead,” the outraged northerners resolved, would “disregard” the “truth of 
history.”22 
 Although the salvos of northern vitriol towards the Wirz monument divided the 
UDC members and delayed the selection of the final site for the shaft, the verbal attacks 
on southern women only further galvanized the support of the Southern Historical 
Society and both the UCV and SCV for the Wirz cause.  In 1908, J. R. Gibbons, a 
member of J.E.B. Stuart’s Cavalry, wrote in the SHSP that “we will stand many things” 
in the South, but when northerners say “anything about our women,” it “gets all of the fuz 
turned the wrong way.”  Gibbons declared that, furthermore, “it is a little peculiar that the 
people of the North can put up their fine monuments in the South, right under our noses, 
falsifying history, and think it is all right, but the Southern people must say nothing.”  
Even if the Union veterans abhorred the idea of the Wirz monument, Gibbons pointedly 
commented, “the ladies of the South are going to erect one, and it will be built just as tall 
as it will be possible for them to get the money to build it, and they will inscribe upon it 
the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.”  Throughout 1908, the Confederate 
Veteran also staunchly supported the Wirz monument, although one editor confessed that 
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“the inscription is anticipated with anxiety.”  What the final monument would say 
remained a secret.  While awaiting its appearance, southerners, men and women alike, 
continued to defend their historical perspective against what they perceived to be the 
North’s intentional distortion of history and as a rejection of the hypocritical promises of 
reconciliation.23 
 Southerners received an additional morale boost in 1908 from the publication of 
Union veteran James Madison Page’s The True Story of Andersonville Prison, portions of 
which appeared in the Confederate Veteran and southern newspapers.  Page’s popularity 
in the South resulted from his conviction that “prejudice” and “warped” memory created 
the northern perception of Wirz as a demon.  Page, a prisoner for seven months in 
Andersonville, explained his motivation for writing this account.  “After forty years we 
can at least afford to tell the truth,” he argued, that “we of the North have been acting 
unfairly.”  “We profess unstinted friendship towards the South,” Page continued, but “we 
charge the South with all the blame for all the horrors of the Civil War.”  Page, like 
William Knauss, believed that the time for recrimination was past and that the North, 
with its hypocritical treatment of the South concerning the prison controversy, was only 
prolonging the bitterness.  Southerners delighted in the fact that at least one Yankee 
finally understood.24 
 On May 12, 1909, the Wirz monument, after surviving the arduous debate about 
its merits and location, made its public debut in the “historic little town” of 
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Andersonville, a short walk from the prison grounds and cemetery.  The Times Recorder 
estimated that some three to four thousand cheering spectators turned out, and without 
incident, enjoyed the “magnificent” occasion.  The UDC deserved congratulations, the 
Americus paper admitted, for “this splendid consummation of their work of love and 
devotion to the cause which they represent.”  Unlike the dedication of the Northern 
monuments at Andersonville, however, no mention of forgiveness escaped the lips of the 
southern presenters.  According to the southern defenders of history, Wirz, as a 
Confederate “martyr” and symbol of “humanity,” offered a true contrast to “the North’s 
terrible policy” and Edwin Stanton’s “cold blooded cruelty.”  One part of the inscription 
on the finished shaft quoted Jefferson Davis, one of the few Confederate officials vilified 
even more than Wirz and a constant defender of the Confederate prison system before his 
death.  “When time shall have softened passion and prejudice,” Davis once, either 
optimistically or naively, stated, “when reason shall have stripped the mask of 
misrepresentation, then justice, holding even her scales, will require much of past censure 
and praise to change places.”  For the Southerners who witnessed the ceremonies, at least 
for one day, those scales seemed a little more balanced.25 
 After the unveiling of the Wirz monument, northerners continued to express 
disgust at the audacity of the UDC and the “misguided” southerners who supported their 
efforts.  Just over a month after the mid-May Andersonville ceremony, the Women’s 
Relief Corps held its annual convention in Salt Lake City, at which the Andersonville 
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Prison Board reported that “the beauty” of the park “is grand,” with only “one object to 
mar” the “view, and that is the monument erected to the infamous, inhuman keeper of 
this prison.”  The members of the WRC openly wished for a “thunderbolt” to “lower the 
statue with the name ‘Wirz’ chiseled upon it.”  In 1910, General John Stibbs, the last 
surviving member of the military commission that tried Wirz, ended his long public 
silence on the subject at a speech in Iowa City, Iowa.  “After a monument was erected to 
perpetuate the memory of Wirz and he was proclaimed a martyr who had been unfairly 
tried and condemned,” Stibbs explained, “I wanted” to “tell, as I alone could tell,” the 
“unanimous action of the Court in its findings.”  Stibbs swore to the impartiality of the 
Wirz commission, reminded his audience that “there were no dissenting opinions” among 
its members, and, as “for myself,” he insisted that “there has been no time during the 
forty-five years that have intervened since this trial was held when I have felt that I owed 
an apology to anyone, not even the Almighty, for having voted to hang Henry Wirz by 
the neck until he was dead.”  Thomas Sturgis, unsurprisingly, also entered the fray in his 
1911 speech, condemning the “personal brutality” of Wirz.  “I am led to speak” about 
Wirz, Sturgis said, “because many of our younger generation are ignorant of the facts, 
and because the women of Georgia recently erected a statue to him as a martyr.”  The 
ongoing northern outrage, focused on how the Wirz monument undermined the real story 
of Civil War prisons, reflected the larger concern, particularly among veterans like Stibbs 
and Sturgis, that if the South won more historical victories by establishing more 
monuments like the Wirz shaft, the cause of “true history” faced grave peril.  Future 





them, might unknowingly begin to accept the heresies symbolized by the Wirz monument 
as truth.26 
 One of the reasons the Wirz monument seemed such an overt threat to the 
northern interpretation of history was that throughout the early 1900s southerners 
continued to construct their own alternative version of history.  In 1899, the Southern 
History Association republished an article from the mid-1890s by Reverend Adolphus 
Mangum describing Salisbury prison, which after Andersonville, held notoriety as one of 
the worst Confederate prisons.  A resident of Salisbury for part of the war, Mangum felt 
inspired to write about the prison, and the efforts made there to care for the Union 
prisoners, primarily because of two questions: “Why, then, all this unrelenting 
bitterness—this bloodthirsty, inexorable vengefulness towards the South,” and “where is 
the apology for the barbarities and murders of Northern prisons?”  “Impartial history,” 
Mangum concluded, “will show that in the article of prisons,” the South “‘was more 
sinned against than sinning.’”  Southern prison survivors also produced more accounts of 
their suffering throughout this period as well—memoirs that still displayed a deep-rooted 
anger at the northern public’s insistence of the superiority of Union prisons.  In his 1904 
book, Dr. John King, motivated by the northern “spirit of enmity,” confessed that he 
lacked the ability to properly depict his experiences at Camp Chase.  “I have no words at 
my command,” he stated, “with which to describe the horrors of the Yankee prison at 
Camp Chase.  One would have to follow ‘Dante’ in his descent to Hell, and in his 
wanderings among its inmates, to find an approach to it.”  Like Sturgis, King and his 
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fellow chroniclers of prison life in the North felt compelled to write even after all these 
years because they shared the same goals, if opposing viewpoints, and similar tales of 
suffering.  But by the early 1900s, southern prison survivors no longer fought the battle 
for history alone.  A combination of southern voices, male and female, sons and 
daughters, all protested, like the Wirz monument itself, against the supposed northern 
innocence and purely southern guilt concerning the subject of Civil War prisons.27 
 The fact that so many voices on both sides of the prison controversy continued to 
extol their sectional virtues and the faults of their former enemies between 1898 and 1913 
is ironic, given that on the whole, from a national perspective, it was truly an era of 
sectional reconciliation.  Adding even more irony to the ongoing hostility was that the 
same factors that encouraged national reconciliation continued to promote discord in the 
specific instance of Civil War prisons.  The first trend involved the impending deaths of 
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the Civil War generation in the years immediately following the Spanish-American War.  
As they passed from the scene, veterans on both sides rejoiced that they lived long 
enough to witness the incredible emerging power of the United States on the world stage.  
And as both sides met at battlefield reunions, no one could dispute the intensity and 
devotion displayed by the North and South.  Regardless of side, all congratulated 
themselves that their martial spirit of their mutual brotherhood remained strong in the 
current generation of soldiers.  But that shared recognition of what it meant to be a 
soldier only extended to the battlefield.  In the prison camps of the Civil War, however, 
the vast majority of soldiers who endured capture saw only the one terrible half of the 
equation, the experiences that many could never forgive or forget.  Before they died, 
prison survivors, and those dedicated to their memory, felt a duty to remind future 
Americans of the horrors of the prison camps, and thus, over and over, reopened the 
wounds anew. 
 The other reason for the lingering hostility over the prison controversy during this 
period centered on the very nature of reconciliation itself.  The idea of reconciliation 
implies a mutual sacrifice, to be made by one or both parties, who admit to their sins and 
agree to attempt to put the past behind them.  Again, from a national perspective, for 
many Americans from both sections, by the 1900s, given the incredible development of 
the United States, 1865 was a long time ago.  But for the prison survivors and those, 
North and South, who remained emotionally invested in the topic, reconciliation could 
only become possible with a complete annihilation of the historical perspectives of the 
previous forty years.  In the North, Union veterans, their health destroyed by their prison 





brutalities of the Confederate prison system, and in the South, Confederate veterans did 
likewise against the Union prisons.  Having ravaged them physically and mentally, the 
prison camps of both sides committed a final injustice against these men—defining their 
identities and hardening their prejudices throughout their final decades.  That was why, 
by 1913, reconciliation on this particular subject remained impossible.  Northern 
overtures of forgiveness, as demonstrated by the Andersonville monuments, came only 
on the condition that the South accept sole responsibility for the prison suffering.  When 
the South rejected these terms, the rhetorical war resumed, this time for control of the 
historical legacy of Civil War prisons.  Not until the Civil War prison survivors finally 
disappeared and Americans discovered anew the horrors of war would sincere 












       CHAPTER 6: “A MORE PROPER PERSPECTIVE” 
  
By 1914, the year World War I began, fifty years separated the Civil War 
generation, most of whom were long in their graves, from the terrible memories of their 
prison experiences.  Despite the passage of time and veterans alike, those horrors still 
evoked emotions from Americans, as the controversy over the Wirz monument made 
apparent.  But with the onset of the shocking carnage of the World War I, the even 
greater devastation of World War II, and the uneasy brinkmanship of the early Cold War, 
Americans of all sections gained a new perspective on the past tragedy of Civil War 
prisons.  An understanding emerged that perhaps places like Andersonville and Elmira 
were not isolated examples of unparalleled human cruelty, but were, when compared to 
the Holocaust or internment in a Japanese prison camp in the 1940s, instead symptoms of 
the cost of modern war.  For the first time, instead of overt sectional bias determining 
where the blame or guilt should fall for the 56,000 dead Civil War prisoners, the 
generations in the midst of learning anew man’s destructive capabilities began to look 
beyond the emotions stirred up by the Civil War.  The flood of prison accounts rehashing 
the old arguments slowed to a trickle, and then all but stopped, while the first objective 
attempts to re-assess the Civil War prisons appeared.  The decreasing intensity of the old 
sectional perspectives testified to the critical, if depressing, realization that, when 
interpreted in the harsh new light of the wars of the early and mid-twentieth century, the 
prison experience of the Civil War did not represent a break from the past but perhaps 





 In 1914, however, thanks to Woodrow Wilson’s official policy of neutrality, the 
growing horror of World War I still seemed far away.  Both North and South continued 
the process of honoring, or defending their treatment of, what had become, in the words 
of New York’s Andersonville Monument Dedication Commission, which that year 
finally unveiled its long-delayed monument, “a handful of survivors of the many 
thousands of their comrades with whom they had shared unutterable privations in the war 
that saved the Union.”  Two years later, Minnesota added its monument to the collection 
at Andersonville, joining Connecticut, Indiana, Iowa, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, 
New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Wisconsin, and curiously, 
Tennessee in doing so.  Confirming Tennessee’s status as one of the states most divided 
by the Civil War, in 1915 Grand Army of the Republic veterans from the state dedicated 
a monument at Andersonville to the 712 Tennesseans who died there.  The monument 
committee admitted that while the final, “somewhat inartistic” sculpture could not match 
the beauty of the other more lavishly funded northern monuments, some of which cost 
ten or twenty thousand dollars each to build, it accurately reflected the “rugged loyalty” 
of the Union men from Tennessee.  Despite some embarrassment at raising only eight-
hundred and sixty-six dollars for the project, seven hundred and fifty of which went to the 
construction of the monument, the finished product took its rightful place in 
Andersonville as a testimonial to the “patriotism of the men.”  The lack of financial 
support from many in Tennessee revealed the ongoing split between Union veterans who 





who remained frustrated with what they felt was unparalled hypocrisy at the one-sided 
interpretation of Civil War prisons.1 
 While state monuments dominated the Andersonville prison and cemetery 
grounds, the Women’s Relief Corps continued to play an important role in memorializing 
the prison site as well.  Between 1901 and 1928, the organization dedicated several small 
monuments at Andersonville, including one in 1915 honoring Clara Barton for her role in 
organizing the national cemetery and identifying the names of more than twelve thousand 
out of the thirteen thousand dead prisoners.  In 1936, the WRC fittingly brought this 
period of monument construction to an end with the unveiling of the “8 State 
Monument,” a tribute to the prisoners who died from states that had yet to build their own 
shrines.  The monument recognized the nearly fifteen hundred victims of Andersonville 
from Delaware, Kansas, Kentucky, Maryland, Missouri, New Hampshire, Vermont, and 
West Virginia.  With all the Union states officially present and accounted for at 
Andersonville, the process of honoring their sacrifice seemed complete.  Several decades 
would pass before new monuments appeared.2 
 As the final state monuments went up at Andersonville, the few living Union 
survivors of Confederate prisons offered their testimony about what they endured in 
captivity.  In 1922, Captain H. M. M. Richards compiled a tribute to one of the last prison 
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survivors, Samuel B. Trafford.  One more time the old accusations surfaced, as Richards 
described the “deliberate attempt to starve the prisoners to death” and lamented how 
“many” captives “were driven insane” by the Confederacy’s treatment of them.  When 
Peterson Cherry published his 1931 memoir, Prisoner in Blue: Memories of the Civil War 
after 70 Years, along with his discussion of the “awful confinement,” he included 
inflammatory drawings of prisoners being attacked by hounds and of Jefferson Davis 
trying to escape by disguising himself as a woman.  Cherry’s rehashing of the traditional 
insults towards the South negated his attempt at magnanimity when he concluded, despite 
“my being chased by bloodhounds, my capture and terrible mistreatment,” the “Civil War 
is so far past that, no matter what was done by either side in the heat of conflict, such 
spiteful letters and acts should stop.”  Appropriately then, Cherry’s account was one of 
the last Union prison memoirs that had, since the 1860s, recycled the same arguments of 
exceptional southern cruelty.  By the 1930s, with the death of all the Union prisoners, the 
“spiteful” accusations finally started to diminish.  Only a handful of edited prisoner 
accounts appeared between the late 1930s and 1960.3 
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 In response to these last living Union prisoners, between 1914 and the 1930s, 
southerners, particularly Confederate prisoners and those in memorial organizations like 
the United Daughters of the Confederacy, continued to defend the South’s treatment of 
prisoners.   The central theme of their efforts remained combating the northern 
interpretation of the Civil War prison history that portrayed good Union prisons in 
contrast to bad Confederate prisons.  The last survivors of Union prisons released 
accounts such as The Life Record of H. W. Graber, which discussed Graber’s 
imprisonment at Camp Chase and Fort Delaware in part in a chapter entitled, “The 
Inhumanity of the Federal Government.” These former Confederate prison narratives 
retained their bitterness towards the Union prisons as well.  David E Johnston, in a 1914 
memoir discussing his captivity at Point Lookout, recounted his amazement at losing 
nearly forty pounds in just over two months as a prisoner.  “Carrying out the ratio,” he 
stated, “if I had stayed there six months I would have weighed nothing.”  Like their 
Union counterparts, the ex-rebels still fervently believed in the singular brutality of their 
treatment and blamed the Union for destroying the exchange cartel.  These ex-
Confederates insisted that for these reasons, responsibility for the prison suffering 
belonged to the Union.4 
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 After 1914, the loudest defenders of southern innocence in the prison controversy 
came not from Confederate veterans, but from the organizations that had spent the 
previous decades venerating the Lost Cause.  Although after 1913, the Southern 
Historical Society Papers focused on reprinting the proceedings of the Confederate 
Congress, the Confederate Veteran, until its final issues in the early 1930s, remained 
steadfastly devoted to the southern perspective on Civil War prisons.  Within its pages, 
month after month, articles appeared discussing the prison controversy.  Some pieces 
focused on commemorative events, such as the memorial shaft placed at Fort Delaware 
by the United States Government in 1914 “to mark the burial place of 2,436 Confederate 
soldiers who died at Fort Delaware while prisoners of war,” while others, like “Seventeen 
Months in Camp Douglas,” described the “barbarity” of the Chicago prison.  Periodic 
discussions of “Treatment of Prisoners of War,” and “Prison Horrors Compared” also 
indicated an ongoing desire to vindicate the South’s reputation in the historical 
controversy over the prisons.5 
 Other defenders of southern honor included stalwart groups such as the Sons of 
Confederate Veterans and the United Confederate Veterans, who joined the UDC in 
protecting the South’s good name.  In the aftermath of World War I, in 1920, the SCV 
published The Gray Book, a “purely defensive” publication designed to fend off the 
“attacks and untruthful presentations of so-called history.”  Although The Gray Book 
reflected the traditional general defensiveness of the South, in large part the publication 
was intended as a response to the parallel drawn between Wirz and the German atrocities 
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of World War I.  As a January 1919 William and Mary College Quarterly Historical 
Magazine editorial declared, “it is certainly lamentable” that “the case of Major Henry 
Wirz” and “the execution of this unfortunate officer” was, during World War I, 
“instanced as a just precedent for the execution of Von Tirpitz and the other detested 
leaders of Germany.”  To answer this grievous affront, the third (and longest) chapter of 
The Gray Book, just after two sections on the role of slavery in the Civil War, was 
“Treatment of Prisoners in the Confederacy.”  Motivated by the comparison of 
“Confederate treatment of prisoners with Prussian outrages in Belgium and France,” the 
author of the chapter, Matthew Page Andrews, declared his regret that even now, after a 
reunited America had fought and won two major wars since the Civil War, the “sweeping 
condemnation of James G. Blaine,” delivered back in 1876, “is still, in a general way, 
believed by Americans.”  That belief remained deeply rooted among many Americans, 
stated UCV General A. T. Goodwyn in a 1926 speech, because the execution of Captain 
Wirz “was a smoke screen to divert the attention of the good people of the North from the 
prisoners-of-war question, as well as to misrepresent the South in its treatment of 
prisoners.”  The Northern government used this tactic, Goodwyn argued, because they 
were “conscious that they themselves were morally responsible for the painful conditions 
prevailing in prisons.”  What the North called history, Andrews and Goodwyn called 
conspiracy.  Overcoming the distortions of the past and restoring the South’s reputation 
depended on the active defense of the Confederacy’s prison record.6 
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 Of all the defenders of the South after 1914, none demonstrated the vehemence of 
Mildred Lewis Rutherford, Historian General of the United Daughters of the 
Confederacy.  Throughout her career Rutherford used her position to address the 
historical injustices that continued against the South.  In 1914, Rutherford gave a speech 
titled, “Wrongs of History Righted,” in which she identified seven glaring historical 
inaccuracies, ranging from the causes of the Civil War, to the character of the institution 
of slavery, to Andersonville prison, Henry Wirz, and the “Cruelties in Northern Prisons,” 
which “we of the South have borne too long and too patiently.”  Against the ongoing 
condemnation of the North and “the falsehoods that have crept in and are still creeping 
in,” the only chance to combat this “anti-Southern atmosphere,” Rutherford declared, lay 
in restoring the “truths of history.”  This process, she believed, would restore the South’s 
reputation.7   
A few years later, in 1921, in her capacity as state historian for the Georgia UDC, 
Rutherford set out specifically to challenge the northern portrayal of Wirz as an inhuman 
devil.  Like Matthew Andrews, Rutherford resented the connection of the Swiss-born 
Wirz, and therefore the Confederacy, to the German atrocities of World War I.  Another 
factor motivating Rutherford was an incident of vandalism in the town of Andersonville.  
In May 1919, three U. S. soldiers painted part of the Wirz monument red, black, and 
yellow—the colors of the German flag.  Instead of causing people to forget Wirz and his 
supposed misdeeds, World War I created anti-German sentiment and re-ignited the hatred 
towards the German-speaking Wirz.  In an attempt to show the misguided nature of the 
continued anti-Wirz prejudice, Rutherford wrote a book defending Wirz, titled, Facts and 
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Figures vs. Myths and Misrepresentations: Henry Wirz and the Andersonville Prison.  
Primarily a compendium of excerpts from the trial of Wirz, his execution, and a review of 
the tumultuous process of creating and dedicating the Wirz monument, Rutherford’s 
book, at least in its sources, broke little new ground.  But Rutherford was more interested 
in argument, as her concluding question revealed: “is it any wonder that those boys of the 
North reading in France such vilification of the South should attempt to desecrate that 
Wirz monument when they returned to America?”  By making the truth “known,” 
Rutherford hoped to dispel what seemed to her and many southerners an irrational, and at 
this point in time, unnecessary, prejudice in the North against Wirz.  Given her obvious 
pro-southern viewpoint, however, she convinced few not already in the fold.8  
Rutherford’s fanatical approach infused the UDC with the most endurance of all 
the southern memorial organizations on the subject of Civil War prisons.  Throughout the 
late 1920s and on into the next two decades, the UDC continued to keep alive the fight 
for the southern interpretation of the Civil War prison camps.  And occasionally, as in 
Margaret Mitchell’s 1936 novel, Gone with the Wind, these arguments still surfaced in 
mainstream popular culture.  If “Andersonville was a name that stank in the North,” 
Mitchell wrote, “so was Rock Island one to bring terror to the heart of any southerner 
who had relatives imprisoned there.”  Rutherford herself could not have stated the UDC’s 
position more succinctly—if the South was bad, so too was the North.  While the prison 
controversy obviously received only peripheral attention in Mitchell’s sprawling 
depiction of the destruction wreaked upon the old South, these types of minor successes 
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encouraged the UDC in its devotion to the cause.  One speaker at a UDC gathering, 
Landon Bell, referred to “the inhuman policy of the military despotism,” a restatement of 
the old southern argument that blame for the prison suffering rested on the Union 
government for its refusal to exchange prisoners.  In 1937, the UDC unveiled a 
monument to the approximately three thousand dead Confederate prisoners at Elmira, 
New York.  The Elmira statue joined the existing Confederate monuments at Fort 
Delaware, Camp Chase, Johnson’s Island, and Camp Douglas as the UDC strove to 
balance history by equaling the amount of bronze, marble and granite deposited at 
Andersonville.  At the 1939 annual convention of the UDC, the Georgia Division, 
preferring not to wait for the patient work of Mother Nature, announced its efforts “to 
correct un-true statements which have been carved in marble at Andersonville National 
Cemetery in Georgia.”  Aside from this symbolic and ultimately fruitless effort, 
throughout the 1940s and 50s, as the strongest remaining voice of the pro-Confederate 
South, the UDC continued to publish articles in its monthly periodical such as “Henry 
Wirz, the Martyr.”  But at this late date, closing in on nearly a century since Appomattox 
and with the original and most dedicated generations of Confederates and those devoted 
to their memory long since dead, even the surprising tenacity of the UDC made little real 
impact on the battle for the historical record except to remind southerners, especially 
those already hyper-sensitive to the negative perception of the South, of the ongoing 
discrepancy between the North and South on the prison controversy.9 
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Despite the fervent sectional devotion displayed by a Rutherford or even Cherry, 
their traditional, and by the 1920s and 30s, redundant arguments served not to convince 
Americans that either the Union or Confederacy deserved all the blame for the prison 
tragedy, but instead catered to older generations who remembered the Civil War as the 
central event of their childhood or as the source of compelling stories told them by their 
Confederate or Union grandfathers.  After the gruesome brutality of World War I 
divorced many Americans from their Progressive beliefs and shocked them into the 
modern world, the context of prison suffering changed rapidly, defying the attempts of 
the old defenders of true history to define the prison tragedy in shades of black and white 
at the very moment that those defenders finally faded from the stage.  With the 
monuments built, memoirs written, and stories told, not only was there seemingly nothing 
left to say about the prison controversy, but, with the exception of a few southern 
defenders, no one left to protest as the subject faded from the public mind.  Civil War 
prisons, and the war itself, began to lose relevance in contemporary American culture and 
popular interest in the subject correspondingly waned.   
  The drop in public interest in the prison controversy did not mean the 
disappearance of the subject of Civil War prisons—instead it represented a transition that 
often occurs in the construction of historical memory as events lose the context of their 
immediate relevance and become the property of the historians who interpret them.  
Although most Americans forgot about or were oblivious to the once emotional tragedy, 
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the fading intensity of public discourse also presented historians and writers with an 
opportunity for a more critical appraisal of Civil War prisons.  As a result, a new 
generation of Civil War prison historiography began in the 1920s and 30s, as American 
scholars started to revisit the prisons, not to assign blame, but instead to seek 
understanding of, and perhaps solutions to, the universal problem of how to more 
appropriately treat future prisoners of war. 
In 1924, Major Herbert Fooks wrote Prisoners of War, an examination of how 
prisoners of war fared in captivity from as far back as Philip of Macedon and the Punic 
Wars of Rome (not well) through the end of World War I (somewhat better).  His 
comparative study included chapters on the “Immediate Consequences of Capture” and 
the “Organization of Enclosures” and discussed examples from the Crimean War, the 
Boer War, and the Russo-Japanese War, along with many other conflicts.  But while 
Fooks briefly touched on the treatment of prisoners of war in these various episodes, he 
devoted most of his attention to the Civil War and World War I.  He found that Civil War 
prisons “were poorly organized” compared to enclosures for World War I and “an 
extreme scarcity of food” plagued Civil War prisoners, in contrast to the more “fortunate” 
World War I prisoners.  Fooks also noted unfortunate similarities between Civil War 
prisons and the camps of World War I; some prisoners in both wars suffered from 
maltreatment.  Fooks admitted that because of the “civil strife” between 1861 and 1865, 
“the exact truth” of what happened at places like Andersonville remained somewhat 
clouded by “unpleasant memories, passions, and prejudices,” but nevertheless believed 
that both North and South desired a “humane” policy towards prisoners.  Both sides, 





summarizing some of the sensational accusations made against the officials in charge of 
Union and Confederate prisons, Fooks compared the treatment of Civil War prisons to 
that of World War I.  After exonerating the behavior of the United States towards 
German prisoners, Fooks overlooked his prior statements about the obscuring potential of 
emotion and denounced the German treatment of captives as “frightful.”  While Fooks’ 
objectivity in making that statement remains open to interpretation, the degree of German 
guilt for various atrocities matters less than the fact that for the first time since the Civil 
War, somebody other than Henry Wirz and Edwin Stanton received the accusations of 
deliberately cruel treatment of prisoners.  For Fooks, distinguishing between the Civil 
War prison systems of the North and South was less important than learning from the 
mistakes made by both sides, and his argument emphasized that the traditional sectional 
perception of either the Union or Confederacy as representing aberrant brutality towards 
prisoners no longer made as much sense when one considered the actions of the 
Germans.10 
Another benefit of examining the prisons of past wars in a comparative manner 
appeared as Fooks assessed each conflict on its own merits, stripping each event of the 
bitterness endemic to the discussions of the past.  When viewing the overall pattern of 
treatment of prisoners of war throughout history, Fooks concluded that there was reason 
for optimism on the subject.  The days of killing or enslaving prisoners seemed safely in 
the past; “great progress has been made.”  Here Fooks revealed that despite that progress, 
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the recent experiences of the Civil War and World War I showed that a “great task” 
remained—to ensure that future generations of prisoners fared better, so “that the lives of 
all those who have suffered and died to bring about these results shall not have been 
sacrificed in vain.”  In the end, Fooks declared, in a touching if somewhat naïve 
statement, that only when all nations “bear in mind the golden rule,” a difficult concept to 
grasp during times of war, will prisoners of war finally receive the fair treatment they 
deserve.  No matter how unrealistic the use of the golden rule might be as a protective 
shield against atrocities towards captives, Fooks’ book helped usher in the new era of 
Civil War prison historiography.  Instead of adding to the vilification provoked by Civil 
War prisons in the past, Fooks recognized that, in the aftermath of World War I and its 
own controversy over prisoners of war, perhaps the old story of Civil War prisons 
contained some lesson about how to solve the universal and apparently age-old problem 
of how to improve as captors and captives.  It was a lesson needed even in a modern 
world.11 
Like Major Fooks, William Hesseltine had World War I in his thoughts as he 
approached the subject of Civil War prisons, realizing that the reappearance of such 
horrors begged impartial investigation.  As the first and, until recently, the only 
professional historian to analyze the topic of Civil War prisons, Hesseltine’s landmark 
1930 work, Civil War Prisons: A Subject in War Psychology remains the essential 
historical treatment of the subject.  From the opening page of the book, Hesseltine, born 
in Virginia but professionally trained at Ohio State University, assured readers of his 
objectivity.  “The hatreds of those war times have been cooled,” he stated, and the war 
                                                 





finally “may be dealt with in a more proper perspective.”  And, in the mind of his peers at 
least, Hesseltine succeeded in his attempt to handle the volatile subject delicately; 
reviewers hailed the “judicial spirit” and “cool detachment” of the “critical study.”  
Drawing primarily on evidence from The Official Records of the Union and Confederate 
Armies as well as the scores of published prison accounts, Hesseltine reduced the overall 
controversy over Civil War prisons into individual pieces, including the issue of prisoner 
exchange, conditions in the prison systems on both sides, and the heated emotions 
generated by the suffering.  He then systematically and dispassionately explained the 
reasons behind the tragedy of the Civil War prison camps.12   
Hesseltine began his dissection of the prison controversy by exploring the 
question of responsibility for the breakdown of the exchange cartel.  Had the policy of 
exchange continued throughout the war, instead of halting in 1863, the camps at 
Andersonville and Elmira need never have existed, and so Hesseltine spent over a third of 
the book sorting out how exactly the exchange process came to an end.  Ever since the 
1860s, northerners argued that the Confederacy’s refusal to recognize the rights of 
African-American prisoners prompted the Union’s principled stand of exchanging no 
prisoners with the Confederacy unless black troops received the same treatment as white 
Union soldiers.  Southerners fired back that the Union government always opposed the 
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cartel because it returned Confederate soldiers to the front lines and slowed down Grant’s 
strategy of attrition and that the North used the rights of African-Americans purely as a 
smokescreen to distract northern families from the fact that Lincoln and Stanton made 
conscious decisions to sacrifice their sons in Southern prisons.  On the cartel issue, 
Hesseltine clearly sided with the southern perspective, claiming that the Union 
government waited “until the country showed signs of restlessness” with the lack of 
exchange to declare the South’s policy towards captured African-American soldiers as 
“reason for the non-exchange of prisoners.”13 
But if Hesseltine favored the Confederate position on the issue of exchange, he 
took a different stance on the conditions experienced in the camps of both combatants.  
Given that “both belligerents” lacked proper “organization for the care of prisoners of 
war,” Hesseltine believed that one of the major components of the story of Civil War 
prisons was the scrambling of North and South to create a prison system from scratch, 
first in 1861 as prisoners began arriving behind the lines, and then all over again in late 
1863 and 1864 as the war reached its destructive peak just as the exchange agreement 
collapsed.  Despite the lack of foresight on both sides, Hesseltine credited the North with 
executing “definite plans” to organize its “prison system” and acknowledged the 
“military administration” expertise of the officers in charge in the North.  Of the 
Confederate “prison system,” Hesseltine described it as “less worthy” and as “the result 
of a series of accidents.”  Not until “the last months of the war,” far too late to make a 
difference, did the Confederacy finally establish a proper administrative structure for its 
prisons.  This clear discrepancy, Hesseltine argued, led directly to the terrible suffering in 
                                                 





southern prisons, which Hesseltine thoroughly explored in the individual chapters “Libby 
and Belle Isle,” “Andersonville” and “Other Southern Prisons.”14 
In his emphasis on “organization,” “plans,” and “administration,” Hesseltine 
offered a novel theory about the reason behind the tragedy of Civil War prisons—
bureaucratic inefficiency.  This organizational approach represented a major break from 
the decades of argument over the relative guilt or innocence of individuals like Wirz, 
Davis, and Stanton.  What Hesseltine suggested was that those involved in the historical 
battle of vilifying or defending these polarizing figures were caught in a circular and 
ultimately unanswerable debate.  Individuals certainly should and could have done more, 
Hesseltine believed, but the widespread scale of the suffering testified to the need for a 
deeper explanation of the “prison system.”  Andersonville, as the worst individual prison 
of the Civil War, provided Hesseltine with powerful evidence supporting the 
organizational explanation by showing how that system failed.  Hesseltine described, 
how, from its origins, “execution of the plan” to build a prison at Andersonville suffered 
from “distance,” “delay,” and a lack of men and supplies.  “In the midst of the 
preparations for equipping the prison,” the Confederate government started shipping 
prisoners to the Georgia prison “before the preparations for their reception had been 
completed.”  From Hesseltine’s perspective, prisoners accumulated and died at 
Andersonville because of poor planning and bureaucratic mismanagement, not inhuman 
cruelty.15      
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Hesseltine’s argument that the Confederate prison system lacked organization 
compared to the Union’s camps brought him to the final piece of the prison controversy.  
Why, if the South was derelict in its duty to Union captives, were the death rates of 
Confederates in northern prisons even comparable?  “Polemical” northern writers, 
Hesseltine, “were faced with a problem when they came to an enumeration of deaths to 
prove their thesis that the South deliberately murdered prisoners.  The numbers given in 
the official reports were not sufficiently large for those who desired to prove deliberate 
murder.”  As Hesseltine reported, traditional Union estimates placed mortality rates in 
Union prisons at twelve percent and Confederate prisons at seventeen percent.  
Confederate defenders insisted that the casualty rates stood at twelve percent in Union 
prisons and only nine percent in Confederate prisons.  Whatever the real figures, 
however, what struck Hesseltine was that the death rates were markedly similar, a finding 
that undermined the validity of the organizational explanation given his demonstration of 
the superiority of the Northern “prison system.”  Hesseltine concluded that while 
organizational failings explained the Confederacy’s mistreatment of prisoners, another 
rationale was needed to adequately explain the Union’s almost identically poor prison 
record.16 
Hesseltine found his answer in the fashionable contemporary theory of 
psychoanalysis, which as historian Peter Novick states, scholars of Hesseltine’s era 
believed to be “devoted to unearthing objective truth.” According to Hesseltine, the grim 
record of the more prepared, wealthier, and provisioned Union prisons could only be 
explained as the result of “war psychosis,” a psychological condition which he described 
                                                 





as inspiring “the fiercest antagonism toward that country’s enemies.”  As the war 
continued and northerners heard more about the sufferings taking place in Confederate 
prisons, “the inevitable reaction of the prisoners and the people of the North was to 
demand that the prisoners in the Northern prisons should be given a similar treatment.”  
In other words, the psychological desire for revenge caused the public and Union officials 
to treat their prisoners badly by reducing rations and withholding supplies when, unlike in 
the South, the food and supplies existed to properly care for the Confederate captives.  So 
thorough was “war psychosis,” Hesseltine observed, that even as conditions deteriorated 
in the Union prison system, northerners still believed that “prisoners in the Northern 
prisons were accorded excellent treatment.”  One of the most remarkable features of 
Hesseltine’s “war psychosis” involved its durability.  After Appomattox, “war psychosis” 
still contained such emotional power that it continued to fuel the prison controversy, as 
demonstrated throughout the late nineteenth century with the execution of Wirz, the 
waving of the bloody shirt, and the appearance of scores of prisoner memoirs.  Hesseltine 
thus categorized the postwar years of northern indignation over the prisons as a sincere, if 
hypocritical, reflection of the passion stirred up by the prison controversy during the war.  
Hesseltine’s “study in war psychology” also once again attacked the traditional argument 
that evil individuals bore responsibility for the tragedy and instead confirmed the modern, 
more scientifically nuanced perception of how the world worked.  Hesseltine’s revisionist 
combination of objective psychoanalytic theory and the impersonal dominance of large 
bureaucratic organizations, with their capacity for mismanagement, made for a 
compelling case when compared to the old accusations of singular brutality.17 
                                                 





 If, in his new theories behind the tragedy of Civil War prisons, Hesseltine leaned 
towards the southern interpretation of the prison controversy, one of the main reasons 
could be found in an article he published in The Journal of Southern History in 1935, 
titled “The Propaganda Literature of Confederate Prisons.”  In it Hesseltine expressed the 
understandable frustration he felt during his years researching his ground-breaking book 
as he sorted through the hundreds of memoirs that prisoners published, almost all of 
whom, he argued, “took up a reminiscent pen” in order “to convince his readers of the 
essential brutality of his captors.”  Hesseltine briefly traced how the Union government 
publicized the suffering in Confederate prisons during the war as well as how the post-
war government continued to publish reports and investigations rehashing the treatment 
of prisoners into the late 1860s.  These actions, Hesseltine argued, inflamed northerners 
and “made the recounting of atrocity stories an act of high patriotism.”  From 
Reconstruction throughout the late nineteenth century, as Union prisoners leveled 
exaggerated charges of Confederate brutality in their memoirs, they therefore drew much 
of their inspiration from official sources and the desire to defend the government, just as 
they had on the battlefield between 1861 and 1865.18 
 The focus of Hesseltine’s research on the prison systems and the immediate 
aftermath of the war naturally led to his somewhat pro-southern interpretation of Civil 
War prisons, because northern voices exclusively dominated the debate over the prisons 
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at least until the mid to late 1870s.  This one-sided discourse failed to reflect accurately 
the more ambiguous truth about the prisons.  In his attempt at objectivity, Hesseltine 
overcorrected in an effort to compare more fairly what happened in Andersonville and 
the other Confederate prisons to Elmira and the Union camps.  By emphasizing the 
North’s psychological desire for revenge, Hesseltine made the Union prison casualties 
seem more deliberate when compared to the inept bungling that characterized the 
disorganized Confederate prison system.  But Hesseltine did not excuse the actions of the 
Confederacy.  In his final analysis, both sides bore responsibility for the disaster because 
both the Union and Confederacy played politics with the lives of their men during the 
negotiation and then collapse of the exchange cartel.  Neither made appropriate 
preparations to handle the increasing volumes of prisoners and the Confederacy, in 
Hesseltine’s view, demonstrated flagrant negligence towards their prisoners.  He insisted 
that despite the deteriorating conditions in the South, the Confederacy should have done 
better.  In succumbing to “war psychosis,” Union officials also deserved blame for 
intentionally causing the suffering of their Confederate prisoners while igniting hostility 
over the prisons that still lingered as Hesseltine wrote.  Neither section, from Hesseltine’s 
point of view, despite all their attempts to do so, could still legitimately contend that their 
prison record truly improved on their opponent’s.  That recognition was Hesseltine’s 
most important achievement.  Although it took until 1930, Americans who desired an 
impartial analysis of what took place in Civil War prisons, one that recognized the nature 
of modern war in all its sad complexity and attempted a more scientific evaluation of the 





Between 1930 and 1960, historians, when commenting on the topic of Civil War 
prisons, based their arguments primarily on Hesseltine’s work.  One scholar, Richard 
Hemmerlein, offered his own interpretation of the prisons in his 1934 book Prisons and 
Prisoners of the Civil War.  Although poorly researched compared to Hesseltine’s 
volume (Hemmerlein did not even acknowledge Hesseltine in his brief bibliography), 
Hemmerlein took both North and South to task for abandoning “all human consideration” 
in caring for their prisoners, and, like Hesseltine, concluded that both sides deserved their 
share of blame.  A more reputable historian, Ella Lonn, cited Hesseltine when she 
defended Henry Wirz in Foreigners in the Confederacy, published in 1940.  Lonn 
claimed that Wirz, in part because of his Swiss birth, made an easy, if undeserved, target 
for the “inflamed war feeling” of the North and that his execution, or “sacrifice,” as she 
termed it, occurred solely to satisfy northern demands for retribution.  In a review of 
Lonn’s book, R. Walter Coakley agreed with her that Wirz was “unjustly cited.”  
Although not exonerating Wirz of all blame, Lonn followed Hesseltine’s lead in arguing 
that responsibility in the matter of Civil War prisons, with all of its dimensions, could not 
possibly in fairness rest on the shoulders of one particular individual.  As another scholar, 
Dr. William Maxwell, pointed out in his 1956 study, Lincoln’s Fifth Wheel: The Political 
History of the United States Sanitary Commission, the Sanitary Commission bore some 
of the responsibility for stirring up northern passion over the prisons with the release of 
its 1864 report on the “privations and sufferings” taking place in the Confederacy.  
Maxwell called the report, which attacked southern prisons while absolving northern 
camps of any wrongdoing, a “diatribe” and a “false position.”  The intensity of the war, 





commission to lose “their sense of fairness and objectivity, forgetting the suffering of 
Confederates in Northern camps.”  And one of Hesseltine’s own graduate students at the 
University of Wisconsin, William Fletcher Thompson, declared in his 1960 book, The 
Image of War, the “conditions within the prison camps of both belligerents were 
frightful.”19   
Other historians relied even more closely on Hesseltine’s arguments.  One of the 
foremost chroniclers of the Reconstruction-era “bloody shirt” phenomenon, Reinhard 
Luthin, adopted Hesseltine’s psychological vocabulary when he declared in 1960 that the 
goal of northern Republicans after the Civil War was to keep “the war psychosis alive.”  
Republicans succeeded at this, in part, Luthin believed, because of the efforts of such 
men as James G. Blaine, who in 1876 famously “delivered an incredibly foul verbal 
attack” on the subject of Jefferson Davis’ responsibility for the horrors of Andersonville.  
Public reminders of Andersonville and other Confederate prisons cemented northern 
popular support for the Republican party, Luthin suggested, and helped preserve the unity 
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of the wartime period.  The work of another scholar, Frank Byrne, also revealed the debt 
that historians owed to Hesseltine.  In his 1958 article, “Libby Prison: A Study in 
Emotions,” Byrne explored the implications of Hesseltine’s “war psychosis” theory.  
Byrne concluded that, during the war, the raw emotions stirred up by the Richmond 
prison resulted from the “interaction of the guards’ fear and the prisoners’ hate.”  Libby 
prison became, at its core, “a cauldron of emotions,” and the intensity of feeling, as 
Hesseltine and Luthin suggested, would continue to linger long after 1865 in the form of 
“war psychosis.”  By 1960 then, among serious historians at least, Hesseltine’s 
psychological theory of “war psychosis” had been met with widespread acceptance, as 
had his objective insistence that the tragedy of Civil War prisons resulted from the 
actions of both the Union and Confederacy.  And, of equal if not more importance, 
Hesseltine’s example also started to inspire those outside the inner circle of professional 
historians.20 
 One example of the increasing influence of more rigorous scholarship on the 
subject of Civil War prisons was Hattie Lou Winslow and Joseph R. H. Moore’s 1940 
history, Camp Morton, 1861-1865: Indianapolis Prison Camp.  Although neither was a 
professional historian, Winslow and Moore based their study of Camp Morton on solid 
documentation and traced the wartime history of the facility from its origins as a 
recruiting and training ground for Union soldiers to its eventual conversion to a prison 
camp for Confederate captives.  In its conception, the idea of a history of an individual 
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prison broke no new ground.  But unlike earlier camp histories, such as Clay Holmes’ 
1912 work on Elmira, Winslow and Moore made no apologies about the difficult 
conditions at Camp Morton and openly discussed the prison’s shortcomings, including 
the role that the Union government played in the suffering.  Many of the deaths of the 
winter of 1865, they argued, resulted “from the haggling over hospitals and winter 
quarters” for the prisoners, as poor communications between the officers in charge of the 
camp and Washington prevented proper preparations.  Winslow and Moore’s focus on 
the managerial and bureaucratic nature of the problems that led to prisoner misery at 
Camp Morton once again reflected the influence of Hesseltine’s organizational 
interpretation of Civil War prisons, and the honesty of their assessment led to favorable 
reviews in both The Journal of Southern History and The American Historical Review.  
Anyone interested in the subject of “man’s inhumanity to man,” reviewer Edgar Stewart 
declared,” would find Winslow and Moore’s book “well worth the attention.”21 
 Thus led by Hesseltine, historians after 1930 rejected the old sectional arguments 
about Civil War prisons, of one-sided innocence or guilt, and instead approached this 
particular example of man’s inhumanity to man with the objective goal of more faithfully 
chronically and explaining the horrors of Civil War prison camps in terms of scientific 
theory.  To the credit of these scholars, their efforts, coinciding with the deaths of the 
fierce sectional defenders, started the process of understanding Civil War prisons in the 
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modern context of the 1920s and 30s.  But the victory for objectivity soon proved 
insufficient.  As the 1930s ended with the outbreak of World War II, an even more 
appalling story of man’s inhumanity to man, historians began, in an overt response to the 
numbing violence of the fight against fascism in the 1940s, to address the parallels 
between such atrocities as the Holocaust, the Bataan Death March, and the prisons of the 
Civil War as all being symptomatic of the destructive capacity of modern war.  The 
context provided by World War II lent a further gravitas to the subject of Civil War 
prisons.  The dramatic escalation of the scale of atrocity frightened scholars and 
alleviated any lingering sentiment that the treatment of Civil War prisoners remained a 
quaint, abstract historical problem.  Historians and writers turned with a new sense of 
urgency to the story of Andersonville, not to attribute blame, but in a desperate search for 
understanding.  If the process of atrocity could be explained, then it might be prevented 
in the future. 
 In response to this imperative, the most eloquent discussion of the commonalities 
between the suffering that took place in Civil War prisons and the brutality of Nazi 
Germany came from the pen of James Bonner, chair of the history department at the 
Georgia State College for Women.  In 1947, Bonner published “War Crimes Trials, 
1865-67,” in which he discussed the postwar controversy over the treatment of Jefferson 
Davis and, of course, the trial and execution of Henry Wirz.  From the outset, however, 
Bonner made no effort to disguise his real motivation—the troubling connection between 
1865 America and 1940s Germany, and in particular the question of how to accomplish 
justice in the aftermath of atrocity, whether at Andersonville or Auschwitz.  “Thoughtful 





Nuremberg trial,” would unfortunately find little “tranquility of mind” from “our 
previous experiences with war crimes and atrocities.”  Bonner referred to the concept of 
“war psychosis” and described how it unjustly fueled Wirz’ execution and raised the fear 
that history was repeating itself in the Nuremberg trials.  The “atrocity stories” of the 
Civil War, Bonner argued, “bore some of the flavor of Dachau and Belsen,” and Wirz 
“received more venomous invectives” in 1865 than “Heinrich Himmler, the Nazi Gestapo 
chief” in the 1940s.  Although Bonner agreed with the outcome of the Nuremberg trial, as 
it sealed the “well-deserved fate” of “a group of evil men,” the self-congratulatory 
attitude of America and its allies throughout the process troubled him.  In assuming that 
they were somehow incapable of such atrocities, Americans ignored the precedent of 
Civil War prisons at their peril.  “Will history,” Bonner asked, “accept and justify the 
legality of the war crimes commission, or will future generations associate its proceeding 
with ex post facto and fait accompli achievements,” and can we ever feel assured “that 
retributory crimes of vengeance will not be repeated—that two wrongs do not make a 
right?”  Americans needed to remember the painful lessons of Civil War prisons and 
redouble their efforts for humanity and justice in the future, Bonner suggested, because 
what happened in Nazi Germany was not so far removed from the barbarities of the Civil 
War.  To Bonner, the Holocaust and Andersonville, although separated by time and 
space, confirmed the fundamental evil inherent in modern society.  The only defense 
against the shockingly easy acceptance of atrocity, Bonner warned, lay in constant 
vigilance—repeatedly reminding ourselves to guard against the mistakes of the past.22 
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 The influence of World War II also appeared in the work of one of the most 
prolific historians of the Civil War, Bruce Catton.  Like Bonner, Catton viewed the story 
of Civil War prisons as a combination of Hesseltine’s interpretation that both sides bore 
responsibility for the disaster and that Andersonville and the other camps remained 
relevant to the present as a cautionary tale about the nature of modern war.  In a 1959 
American Heritage article, Catton enthusiastically reminded his readers that “the passage 
of the years has at last brought a new perspective.”  Andersonville remained “the worst of 
a large number of war prisons,” but all prisons, North and South, “were almost 
unbelievably bad.”  “The real culprit” for the suffering, Catton declared, instead of 
“Wirz, the luckless scapegoat,” was “war itself.”  Catton’s focus on the inherent evil of 
war reflected a sense of weariness with the tragic development of world events.  By 1959, 
with the experience of the Civil War, World War I, World War II and the Korean War, 
Catton and many Americans recognized that, starting with the Civil War, in each and 
every instance war meant the infliction of unspeakable cruelty, no matter when or where 
it took place.  “If the people of the North in the fall of 1865 had used the language of the 
late 1940s,” Catton argued, “they would have said that Captain Wirz was a war criminal 
who had been properly convicted and then had been hanged for atrocious war crimes.”  
The only difference between 1865 and 1945, then, was that in a world unfamiliar with the 
atrocities to come in the twentieth century, Wirz had been demonized and executed as 
both a miserable excuse for a human being and as a symbol of everything wrong with the 





in Catton’s words, “did not help anybody very much.”  No one would feel better about 
the atrocities of 1865, and in turn the atrocities of the 1940s, except with time.23 
 Throughout the decades to come, historians would search for links between the 
atrocities of different generations in an effort to find understanding, if not meaning, in 
what happened in Civil War prisons.  But, as is often the case, historians did not engage 
in this quest by themselves.  By the late 1950s, particularly in the field of literature, two 
authors in particular, MacKinlay Kantor and Saul Levitt, were already inspired, if such a 
word could be appropriate, to revisit the story of Civil War prisons, and through it, 
perhaps come to terms with the awful reality of the present and find some explanation as 
to why such horrors continued to haunt humanity.  Their mission also testified to how the 
meaning of history and memory had changed by the 1950s.  For the Civil War generation 
and their immediate descendants, contesting the prison controversy provided ammunition 
for the ongoing rhetorical war about the justice of the Union or Confederate cause.  
Beginning with Hesseltine, however, historians and writers, who in theory benefited from 
emotional distance from the prison tragedy, remembered Civil War prisons instead as a 
chance to investigate and perhaps even understand the contemporary horror of modern 
war.  The influence of this new purpose of memory clearly existed in the work of both 
Kantor and Levitt.  Although they wrote about Andersonville, the shadow of the 
Holocaust and its troubling implications appeared throughout their books.         
 In 1955, the first of these two authors, the famous novelist MacKinlay Kantor, 
published Andersonville.  By 1955, the native Iowan had already established a sterling 
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reputation in the literary world based on the merits of his many novels, most notably 
Long Remember, a 1934 retelling of the Battle of Gettyburg that, before Michael Shaara’s 
The Killer Angels, was widely considered the best fictional description of the battle, and 
Glory for Me, a story of the reintegration of World War II veterans back into American 
society, which was adapted to the big screen in 1946’s Academy Award-winning The 
Best Years of our Lives.  But for all his success on these and other projects, Andersonville 
represented Kantor’s crowning achievement.  The idea of a novel about the notorious 
prison camp first occurred to Kantor in 1930, the same year Hesseltine, with whom 
Kantor credited a “specific approach to the topic of Andersonville,” published Civil War 
Prisons.  Over the next twenty-five years, in fits and starts, Kantor researched and 
worked on the manuscript.  After so many years, Kantor finally summoned the will to 
finish the book after a visit to the Andersonville prison grounds in late 1953.  In an 
October 1955 article written for the New York Times Book Review, Kantor described how 
at five o’clock in the morning he stood at the site of the old stockade and listened to the 
ghosts of the thousands of dead Union prisoners.  “They had come,” he wrote, “to tell me 
that there must be no compromise.  I had invoked their name and thought for nearly 
twenty-five years; they were thronging at last to force me to the task.  I was crying.  I had 
not cried in many years, but now I was crying.”  That sincere emotion permeated the 
seven hundred plus pages of the finished novel.24 
 Although emotional, as scholar Jeff Smithpeters suggests in a recent dissertation, 
Andersonville was also an extremely calculated novel.  In investigating Kantor’s 
motivation for the novel, Smithpeters asserts that Kantor, who visited the concentration 
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camp at Buchenwald near the close of World War II, approached the topic of 
Andersonville and atrocity in general through the lens of the Holocaust.  By telling the 
story of Andersonville, Smithpeters argues, Kantor used the setting of the Civil War “to 
sift mid-20th century discourses into a more digestible substance.”  The Holocaust also 
made Andersonville more accessible to the public by providing a natural frame of 
reference.  The power of Kantor’s novel derived in part from the natural connections 
readers made between the images of German concentration camps and the descriptions of 
emaciated Union prisoners.  Indeed, as Smithpeters declares, Kantor counted on evoking 
the Holocaust, not to further denounce the Germans, but instead to facilitate American 
understanding of the universal nature of atrocity.  A pragmatic sense of contemporary 
politics motivated Kantor, according to Smithpeters, to encourage forgiveness of the 
Germans, who by the 1950s had been transformed from enemy to Cold War ally.  
Andersonville thus became Kantor’s subject because he wanted to establish “that a real 
concentration camp and a semblance of a Holocaust had happened in America.”25 
Despite the clear influence of the Holocaust on the novel, at the core of 
Andersonville lay Kantor’s mission of recreating as faithfully as possible the historical 
sequence of events from the selection of the prison site through the removal of all the 
prisoners and the arrest of Henry Wirz.  Although the inhabitants of the town of 
Andersonville were fictitious, as were some of the prisoners, Kantor prided himself on 
creating “portraits” of the Confederate prison officials and many of the prisoners who 
actually suffered in the stockade.  But suffering belonged not solely to the thousands of 
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Yankees prisoners—Kantor also presented a moving and convincing portrayal of how the 
war slowly destroyed the town of Andersonville and degraded the Confederate officials 
and guards in charge of the madness taking place inside the stockade.  The eminent 
historian Henry Steele Commager proclaimed the novel “the greatest of our Civil War 
novels” and praised it for creating a sense of how the prison “submerges” all involved, 
whether prisoner, guard, or observer “in a common humanity or inhumanity.”  Lawrence 
Thompson, another scholar, complemented Kantor for achieving “Olympian objectivity” 
towards “human beings caught in the maelstrom of war.”  While “no student of Civil War 
history need be told that Buchenwald and Belsen would have had no special horrors for 
anyone lucky enough to have survived the pest-ridden valley at Anderson Station in 
central Georgia,” Thompson declared, the sublime nature of Kantor’s achievement stems 
from the author’s desire “to find out what made Wirz and millions of his contemporaries 
behave as they did.”26 
From a purely literary standpoint, Kantor’s novel qualified as an unabashed 
success.  Not only was the book universally acclaimed and selected as the New York 
Times November 1955 Book-of-the-month, it won Kantor the Pulitzer Prize.  But viewed 
from a historical perspective, Andersonville also contained an important flaw.  One of the 
strengths of the novel, noted correctly by both Commager and Thompson, centered on 
Kantor’s ability to recreate a world so corrupt that a place like Andersonville could exist 
even though it horrified those who encountered it.  Kantor’s vision of Andersonville 
showed how barbaric supposedly civilized people become when officials and guards 
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forget their shared humanity with their prisoners, when captives prey upon each other, 
when bureaucracy pushes paper instead of solves problems, and when the local 
townspeople do nothing to ameliorate the suffering.  Kantor implied that, the long 
decades of sectional arguments notwithstanding, neither the Confederacy nor the Union 
alone deserved excoriation on the specific issues of exchange or treatment of prisoners 
but instead both sides together merited universal condemnation for allowing such a 
tragedy.  The power of this insight derived from recognition of the repetitious pattern of 
atrocity in the modern era, of the persistence of apathy, blind obedience, and misguided 
patriotism, and the role these human failings played in history from the prisons of the 
Civil War to the concentration camps of the Holocaust.  While Andersonville thus pinned 
responsibility for the suffering on all involved, a la Hesseltine, because Kantor was a 
novelist and not a historian, he also took certain liberties in the interest of a good story.  
And every good story needs a villain.   
In the case of Andersonville, Kantor had two tailor-made historical figures for the 
role: John Winder and Henry Wirz.  Clearly influenced by Hesseltine’s concept of “war 
psychosis,” Kantor depicted his villains as psychologically disturbed.  Winder was insane 
with “hatred” for his father, whose failed generalship led to the British capture of 
Washington in the War of 1812, and the national government, which “became a 
composite demon” because it refused to recognize his military accomplishments and held 
his father’s failures against him, an injustice that turned Winder’s “blood to black.”  
“John Winder,” Kantor wrote, “desired that children should be trained to scorn the 
National government as he scorned it, to loathe the Yankees as he loathed them, to crush 





and feel the shell pop.”  This irrational hatred finally led Winder “to kill as many of the 
prisoners as he could.  It was as simple as that.” Wirz, meanwhile, crazed with pain from 
a wound at Seven Pines, thinks of the prisoners not as people but as animals.  Although, 
also in keeping with Hesseltine, Kantor infuses Wirz with the organizational desire to 
bring a spirit of “order” to the administration of the prison, Wirz’s psychological failings 
lead him to view the Union captives as “fast-bred rodents.”  Kantor also exaggerates 
Wirz’ tendency to lapse into his native German, and so he punctuates Wirz’ dialogue 
with “ja,” “nein” and “ach” (which although not a word sounds stereotypically German), 
along with other German words.  Near the conclusion of the novel, Union troops arrive at 
Andersonville to arrest Wirz.  After years speaking English in times of peace and war, 
Kantor has Wirz pretend not to be able to understand English.  While Kantor’s novel 
warns us of the inherent predilection of man for evil, by portraying Winder and Wirz, the 
two men most directly involved in the running of the camp, as insane, he dilutes that 
message.  By making the immorality of Winder and Wirz result from their personal 
demons and individual failings, Kantor undermines his criticism of the capacity of 
modern government and society for evil, and, perhaps unintentionally, provides the old 
excuse that while modern society may allow such horrors it takes inherently depraved 
men to accomplish them.  And by constantly having the Swiss-born Wirz muttering in 
German Kantor overtly seeks to link the atrocities of Andersonville with the Holocaust, 
which although a valid point, also deflects attention from the fact that while what 
happened at Andersonville paralleled the disintegration of German society into brutality, 
the events of the Civil War resulted from the cracks of our own civilized veneer.  The 





specific criticism of American values or society, unsurprising perhaps given that Kantor 
wrote in an era of conformity.  Although the undeniably powerful novel succeeds despite 
these flaws, part of its appeal lay in how Kantor simultaneously decried modern society 
while subtly pardoning Americans from worrying that such horrors could ever occur here 
again.27             
In its timing and complexity, Andersonville revealed the degree to which the point 
of interpreting Civil War prisons had changed.  Ostensibly a novel about the treatment of 
Civil War prisoners, Kantor’s novel combined numerous perspectives on the prison 
controversy in that it recognized but refused to pander to the traditional animosity 
inherent in the material, nodded to the groundbreaking interpretations of Hesseltine, and 
recast the prison’s history in the context of the Holocaust and the Cold War.  The 
ambition of Andersonville may or may not, as Smithpeters believes, have reflected 
Kantor’s goal to become America’s “spokesman,” but it certainly showed Kantor’s belief 
that the tragedy of the past provided a means to understand the horrors of the present.  At 
its core, Andersonville offered, in the spirit of Hesseltine and Bonner, a cautionary tale 
about the fragile nature of morality, the insidious capacity for evil inherent in humanity, 
and the need for vigilance against future atrocity.28  
With the celebration of Kantor’s novel in the form of awards, recognition and 
publicity, along with its timely moral, Andersonville garnered deserved attention across 
America in 1955.  As an unintended consequence, the popularity of the novel also 
generated an unprecedented wave of interest in Andersonville and the subject of Civil 
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War prisons.  Between 1955 and 1960, academic journals like Civil War History, 
Nebraska History and The Alabama Historical Quarterly all published previously 
unpublished wartime journals or post-war reminiscences of Civil War prisoners.  In the 
December 1956 issue of Civil War History, Ovid Futch’s article about the Andersonville 
raiders, the six Union prisoners who terrorized their fellow captives, appeared, followed 
soon after by Virgil Carrington Jones’ June 1958 piece, “Libby Prison Break,” an account 
of how hundreds of Union prisoners, some fifty-nine of whom succeeded, plotted their 
escape from the notorious prison.  And as Richard Barksdale Harwell prepared his two 
volumes, The Confederate Reader and The Union Reader, published respectively in 1957 
and 1958, he included the testimony of prisoners from both sections.  Clearly 
Andersonville seemed to spark a new public interest in the topic of Civil War prisons, 
although Kantor’s influence was not inevitably positive.  In their 1960 textbook The New 
Nation, 1865-1917, Columbia University historians Dumas Malone and Basil Rauch, in 
describing how the Wirz trial reflected the bitterness of Reconstruction, utilized the 
popular psychological interpretation of Wirz and referred to him as “the crazed and cruel 
Swiss-American who was in charge at Andersonville.”29 
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Of all these Andersonville-inspired publications, one of the most important was 
the 1957 reprinting of This Was Andersonville, by John McElroy, one of the 
Andersonville prisoners whose work, first printed in 1879, contributed to the agitation 
over the subject of Civil War prisons throughout the late nineteenth century and well into 
the twentieth.  Kantor, as he had Hesseltine, openly acknowledged the influence of 
McElroy’s well-written account, probably a result of McElroy’s background as a 
newspaperman in an era when most of his contemporaries enjoyed little literary training.  
The new edition contained an introduction by Roy Meredith, who placed McElroy’s 
incendiary works in the emotional context of Reconstruction and explained that 
“McElroy was extremely biased” and made “erroneous statements in the heat of anger at 
his captors.”  The real importance of McElroy’s book, as interpreted through the eyes of 
Meredith seventy-eight years later, came from its relevance as an account of the most 
“appalling incident during the Civil War, which had no precedent until the Second World 
War, when the prison camps of Belsen and Dachau and the unforgettable Death March in 
the Philippines overshadowed anything that had gone on before in warfare.”  Meredith 
finished his introduction by stating the lesson so painfully learned not just at 
Andersonville, but in the much more recent past.  “All that can be said for Andersonville, 
after almost a century, is that it stands as an indictment against war in all its forms,” 
Meredith claimed, “and places the Civil War in the category where it belongs, as one of 
the most terrible wars the world has ever known.”  Although depressing, the subject of 





what happened at Andersonville and in the Holocaust as unacceptable, but to caution 
future generations to guard against such horrors.30 
Besides the thought-provoking questions of morality and responsibility posed by 
Kantor’s novel, Andersonville also sparked a revival of interest in the prison site itself.  
On May 28, 1957, an editor for the Atlanta Journal stated that “until the publication of 
McKinley Kantor’s best-selling novel, ‘Andersonville,’ this peaceful cemetery and prison 
park was seldom visited by tourists and usually ignored by nearby residents.”  With the 
“throngs” now jumping “by leaps and bounds,” the editor reported, “park employees are 
bracing themselves for an increasing influx of visitors.”  A few days later, W. S. 
Kirkpatrick wrote an article in the Atlanta Constitution declaring that “The Bitterness is 
Gone at Andersonville.”  According to Kirkpatrick, Kantor deserved credit for providing 
“evidence to show that Southerners of the 60s were not the beasts the hysteria of the 
times caused them to be considered in the North.”  As a result more and more tourists 
came to Andersonville each year, not to rehash old arguments but simply out of a 
curiosity to see the grounds after reading Kantor’s novel.31 
With traffic through and around the town of Andersonville on the rise, in 1957, it 
came to the attention of the Georgia UDC that the old monument to Wirz, which stood 
“in the midst of a cluttered commercial-garage district, oftimes surrounded by garbage,” 
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badly needed repair.  In January 1958, the UDC sponsored a resolution to appropriate 
state funds “to clean the stained and corroded statue.”  Controversy over Wirz once again 
flared, and, after a debate led by seventy year old Representative Ulysses S. Lancaster, “a 
former school-teacher with a knowledge of history,” who stated that “according to what 
I’ve heard about it we did a lot of the things we’ve accused the Germans of doing,” the 
measure failed to pass.  Refurbishing the monument to “the Himmler of the 
Confederacy,” as columnist Celestine Sibley called Wirz, would have to wait.  The 
reluctance of most Georgians to support the measure seemed understandable in the 
context of the 1950s, as many locals started to realize the benefits of a more positive and 
accommodating attitude towards the prison controversy.  With the success of Kantor’s 
book, the growing acceptance of the objective theory of Civil War prisons as a mutual 
rather than sectional failure not only helped restore the reputation of the Confederacy but 
also brought financial rewards through tourism.  Choosing this moment to make a stand 
in defense of Wirz, always one of the most controversial figures of the Civil War made 
little sense, except to the UDC, because it threatened the goodwill created by the novel.  
Americans, and northerners in particular first introduced to Wirz by Kantor, would not 
find Wirz particularly deserving of sympathy, much less a monument.32 
As the attention surrounding Andersonville grew, writer Saul Levitt also found 
himself captivated by the historical events at the Georgia prison, and the figure of Henry 
Wirz in particular, during the mid to late 1950s.  Around 1956, Levitt started the script 
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for what eventually became “The Andersonville Trial.”   Originally conceived as a 
television program (a one-hour version aired on the CBS show, “Climax”) over time 
Levitt’s idea grew into a full-length play about the Wirz trial.  On December 29, 1959, 
“The Andersonville Trial” made its debut on Broadway, and eventually made its way to 
London and Andersonville itself.  From the outset, Levitt expressed frustration with the 
reviewers of the show, who inferred a connection between the Wirz trial and the 
Nuremberg trial, and in one interview he tried to explain his motivation for the play.  “I 
didn’t write this play because of a dedication to Civil War events,” Levitt declared, and “I 
also didn’t write it because I wanted to make a preachment about war criminals linked to 
the experience of our own time with the trials of the Nazi leaders at Nuremberg.”  Given 
the content of the play, critics could be forgiven for scratching their heads at Levitt’s 
cantankerous response.33  
“The Andersonville Trial” commences with the beginning of the Wirz trial 
proceedings, and for the first three-fourths of the script, Levitt recreates the feel of the 
actual Wirz trial, even accurately keeping the historical identities of most of the important 
characters.  To give the audience a feel for the atrocities committed at Andersonville, 
Levitt condenses the huge Wirz trial transcript into a few key witnesses who testify about 
the horrible conditions Andersonville prisoners endured and whether or not Wirz 
personally killed any of the prisoners.  From the outset, Wirz has no illusions about the 
purpose of these proceedings, exclaiming in the first act that “all that is wanted of me is 
my life.”  Although the outcome of the trial is never in doubt, as the government’s case 
against him accumulates, in the second act Wirz takes the stand to defend himself.  The 
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resulting battle of wits between Wirz and Chipman, the prosecutor, directly reveals the 
theme of Levitt’s play.  In his attempts to defend his actions, Wirz repeatedly states that 
his duty as an officer in the Confederate army requires him to obey his superiors, in this 
case John Winder.  “One does,” Wirz argues, “as he is ordered.”  Even though he 
watched the suffering of the thousands of Union prisoners, the “situation,” Levitt has 
Wirz declare, “was General Winder’s responsibility—not mine.”  From the perspective of 
Wirz, the terrible suffering “was to me a military situation.”  Chipman, however, refuses 
to accept Wirz’s argument that he merely followed his orders to the best of his ability.  
“Why did you obey,” Chipman asked Wirz, when “we who are born into the human race 
are elected to an extraordinary role in the scheme of things.  We are endowed with reason 
and therefore personal responsibility for our acts.”  By failing to follow a higher law than 
that of the chain of command and find some way to ameliorate the suffering of the 
captives he ruled over, Wirz, at least from Chipman and the North’s perspective deserves 
the death sentence the play concludes with.  As Wirz’ lawyer, Baker, exits the courtroom 
following the verdict, he tells Chipman that the prosecutor’s faith in human potential is 
naïve given humanity’s inherent weaknesses.  “It was a worthy effort,” Baker explains in 
frustration, “though it hasn’t anything to do with the real world.  Men will go on as they 
are, most of them, subject to fears—and so, subject to powers and authorities.  And how 
are we to change that slavery?  When it’s of man’s very nature?”  Levitt’s intentionally 
dark conclusion reflected his desire to convey the danger of accepting Baker’s pessimistic 
description of human nature and deny any validity to the idea that following orders 
constitutes a legitimate defense for atrocity.34 
                                                 





Levitt’s main theme in “The Andersonville Trial,” the responsibility of each 
individual when torn between organizational duty and individual conscience, betrayed his 
statements to the press.  By fictionalizing the proceedings and putting Wirz on the stand, 
which never happened in the 1865 trial, Levitt clearly wanted to make a statement about 
human nature and about how people often fail, as did Wirz, when forced to choose 
between their morals and the demands made on them by organizations.  The reason so 
many critics immediately associated the play with Nuremberg instead of Andersonville 
involved not only the timing but Levitt’s focus on the question of responsibility, an issue 
perceived much differently in 1865 than in the 1940s.  In the actual Wirz proceedings, 
responsibility applied to Wirz because northerners knew his job entailed dealing with the 
Union prisoners.  Despite the difficult conditions he worked with, the assumption in 1865 
was that when someone one failed, of course it was the fault of the individual.  By the 
1940s, when Nazi war criminals explained that they merely followed orders in 
committing their atrocities, that explanation, although dismissed as untenable, sent 
shivers down the spine of Levitt and other observers because everyone, at least in the 
civilized world, lived the same kind of shadowy existence, where, thanks to entrenched 
bureaucracy and organizational structures, responsibility often took a back seat to 
conformity.  Levitt’s suspicion that “man’s very nature” facilitates atrocity came directly 
from the fearful reality of the Holocaust, but even though his play ultimately focused on 
the themes of the present, Levitt’s work revealed the connection between Wirz and the 
Nazis.  It was not that they all spoke German, it was that in 1865 the actions of Wirz as 
an individual were viewed as unacceptable in a civilized society, while in the 1940s the 
                                                                                                                                                 





actions of the Nazis as an organization were viewed as unacceptable in a civilized 
society.  The only differences between the two tragedies involved the scale of the 
slaughter and the fact that the belief in man’s innate capacity for good faced a constant 
challenge from the growing power of organizations.  Even the harsh lessons about war in 
the modern world, however, refused to deter Levitt from exhorting his audience to resist 
organizational evil and trust their individual morality. 
Despite the pessimistic nature of the subject of Andersonville, or more probably, 
because of it, by 1960, the literary achievements of Levitt and Kantor showed that, 
almost one hundred years after their existence, the interest in Civil War prisons persisted.  
Although the period following World War I brought the passing of the generations so 
consumed with the prison controversy and sectional justification, a new generation of 
Americans, led most prominently by Hesseltine, Kantor, and Levitt, endeavored to 
redefine the perception of the prisons.  They did so because, amazingly enough, the 
history and stories of Civil War prisons took on even greater relevance in the context of 
the destructive wars of the first half of the twentieth century.  Traditionally the historical 
record of Civil War prisons divided Americans, but Hesseltine, Kantor, Levitt, and many 
others realized that, in the modern world, avoiding future Andersonvilles or Holocausts 
depended on uniting Americans through a more accurate and usable interpretation of the 
prison camps.  There was an urgency with which these scholars applied new scientific 
explanations, reminded readers of the need for vigilance against evil, and rejected the 
concept that just following orders excused atrocity in any form.  In that sense one small 
positive emerged from the destruction of the first half of the twentieth century—the 





one with the admirable, if potentially unachievable, goal of helping humanity start to 





  CHAPTER 7: “BETTER TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUTSIDERS’ CURIOSITY” 
 
  
From 1960 through the end of the twentieth century, the objective interpretation 
of Civil War prisons, that both sides bore some measure of responsibility for the suffering 
and that both deserved criticism for their failings, became even more firmly entrenched.  
Instead of leading to the disappearance of the subject, however, the widespread 
acceptance of this point of view only increased the attention that Civil War prisons 
received.  As the old stigma of deliberate atrocity faded, Andersonville in particular 
became the focal point of an accelerating trend during these decades—turning Civil War 
prison sites into tourist attractions.  With the success of the emerging tourist interest in 
southwest Georgia, the realization spread that the old prison controversy still had 
commercial potential.  The enduring interest in the Civil War continued to thrive in 
American popular culture, as new prison histories, more prisoner accounts, and even 
movies about or featuring Civil War prison camps appeared.  With reconciliation 
completed and the battle over the prison record seemingly ended, the proliferation of 
these products resulted from two intertwined motives.  The commercialization of Civil 
War prisons reflected a desire to benefit from the tragedy of the past, while the avid 
consumption of prison materials also testified to an ongoing need in American society to 
understand more fully how such atrocities could ever have been possible. 
 The commercialization of Civil War prisons started in earnest in the early 1960s, 
during the celebration of the Civil War Centennial, the one hundred year anniversary of 
the Civil War.  Enthusiasm for this commemoration ran high.  R. B. Moore, executive 





Americans anticipated their chance to relive the war, which after all, remained “the great 
national adventure.”  Remembering “the sterling qualities” of the Civil War generation 
and cherishing “our great traditions” also provided an additional benefit, Moore 
believed—it protected the United States from “communist brain-washers.”  As a display 
of unity, the centennial offered North and South a chance to reconfirm the bonds of 
sectional reconciliation in the crucible of the Cold War.  Participation in the Civil War 
Centennial equated, at least for Moore, to a stand against the communist Soviet Union.  
With so many Americans expressing their patriotism by participating in the ceremonies, 
important Civil War locations prepared for a surge of visitors.  Although tourism, 
especially at Andersonville, where the national government owned the prison site, 
predated the centennial activities, the long-time interest of Union veterans and, more 
recently, the notoriety of MacKinlay Kantor’s novel, attracted visitors to the grounds.  By 
1959, as plans commenced for the national festivities, it became clear that, especially in 
Georgia, the story of Civil War prisons deserved a place of prominence.1   
In part that recognition stemmed from the direction of the national Civil War 
Centennial Commission, which in January 1959 created the Committee on Historical 
Activities to make recommendations about how to effectively promote the centennial and 
encourage participation across the country.  The committee reported that each individual 
state should set up its own Civil War Centennial Commission, which would help 
stimulate local interest and involvement and in the process allow for a more thorough 
recreation of Civil War events in each state.  The committee also pushed for the 
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publication of a national series of official guides to the war that would focus on “topics 
that need to be investigated,” including “prisoners of war.”  Instead of avoiding the once-
controversial subject, the Civil War Centennial Commission thus declared that even the 
terrible subject of Civil War prisons merited inclusion in the celebration.  With these 
national guidelines in mind, Georgia rushed to prepare for its role in the centennial.2 
 Led by its first chairman, Peter Zack Geer, The Georgia Civil War Centennial 
Commission emphasized a “grass roots” approach to commemorating the war in Georgia 
that between 1961 and 1965 encouraged the retelling of “the thousands of true stories of 
heroism.”  In the process, Geer hoped, “each story will endear itself in the hearts and 
minds of every Georgian.”   From the outset, Andersonville featured prominently as one 
of the most important of Georgia’s Civil War sites, as the prison appeared in almost every 
catalog of crucial war locations compiled by various centennial committees.  The Georgia 
Civil War Centennial Education Committee organized a list of ways, including field trips, 
to involve the children of Georgia in the events so that they might learn “the need for 
adjustment from the Old South to the New.”  The Education Committee’s register of 
approved “educational field trips” rated Andersonville as the fourth most important site to 
visit, behind only three sites involved with Sherman’s 1864 campaign for Atlanta.  Radio 
advertisements frequently mentioned the chance for Americans to take the opportunity 
provided by the centennial and come to Georgia to visit not only Atlanta, but 
Andersonville too.  Instead of demonstrating embarrassment over Andersonville’s 
checkered past, the citizens of Georgia responded to the centennial commission’s lead 
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and welcomed the prospect of featuring the controversial prison site as a part of the 
commemoration.3 
 Although sentiments of patriotism and education certainly fueled the embrace of 
Andersonville by Georgians during the centennial, some pragmatic observers believed 
that the success of the occasion and the effectiveness of the centennial committee would 
be best measured in dollars and cents.  On July 23, 1960, Milt Berk of Business Boosters, 
Inc. solicited Geer, informing him of Business Boosters’ ability to manufacture some 
“80,000” promotional items.  Selling these “gimmicks” emblazoned with the logos of the 
various flags of the Confederacy would generate interest among collectors as well as 
advertise the events of the centennial.  Although the products of Business Boosters never 
received official sanction from Georgia Governor S. Ernest Vandiver and the Georgia 
Civil War Centennial Commission, a host of souvenir items, including tumblers, ashtrays, 
flags, cufflinks, cigarette lighters, key rings, bags, and cushions appeared during the 
centennial.  Walt Barber, head of Walt Barber Advertising Specialties and advisor to the 
centennial commission, explained why so many types of products were necessary.  
Georgia “expects to bring forty or fifty million visitors to our state,” he stated, and “the 
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tourists will spend money—forty to fifty million on souvenirs alone.”  In 1959, Bill 
Corley, the commission’s director of promotion, declared that “if we don’t sell a dollar’s 
worth of souvenirs to each tourist who comes into the state, we’re missing an 
opportunity.”  Although few, if any, state-sponsored products specifically bore the name 
or image of Andersonville, the idea that the celebration centered as much on tourism and 
souvenir consumption as the proper remembrance of history eventually made an impact 
on the residents of the town.4 
 Despite the clear emphasis of Governor Vandiver and the state officials in charge 
of the centennial on the importance of tourism and souvenir sales, some Georgians feared 
that their efforts were not enough to take full advantage of the once in a lifetime 
opportunity to cash in on the Civil War.  In an April 1960 editorial in the Atlanta 
Constitution, Cooper Smith worried that Georgia trailed her fellow southern states, 
particularly Virginia, in the preparations for the upcoming centennial.  “Georgia has on 
the national dunce cap again,” Smith wrote, referring to what he perceived as slow 
development of the plans for the centennial celebration.  “Will somebody tell me,” he 
asked, “why this state always has to bring up the cow’s tail?”  Although his concerns 
accurately reflected the bottom line mentality with which many Georgians approached 
the centennial, Smith’s worries proved groundless.  On February 23, 1964, John 
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Pennington, born and raised five miles from the town of Andersonville, acknowledged 
that, even though Andersonville remained “a monument to an unhappy fragment of our 
national past,” the Civil War Centennial “has called new attention to it.”  “Twenty years 
ago,” by contrast, Pennington argued, Andersonville “had faded almost from memory.”  
Thanks to the centennial, and Kantor’s novel before it, even the prison’s location “off the 
beaten path” could not stop the “thousands of tourists” who “manage to find it yearly.”  
The successful incorporation of Andersonville into the centennial celebration as both 
educational subject and tourist attraction indicated that, while its infamy persisted, the 
prison also piqued a healthy curiosity about the difficult legacy of the treatment of Civil 
War prisoners.5 
 Although Andersonville, thanks to the presence of the national cemetery and the 
preservation work of the national government, found itself the best situated to play a 
central role in the Civil War Centennial commemorations, other Civil War prison sites 
also served as locations for anniversary celebrations.  On Memorial Day, 1961, the town 
of Elmira, where the most notorious of the Union prison camps once stood, hosted a New 
York Civil War Centennial Commission function with the dual purpose of “honoring the 
dead of all wars” and uniting America against “the communist menace.”  Again the 
backdrop of the Cold War and the need to maintain patriotic solidarity against the Soviet 
threat provided strong incentive for Americans to celebrate the Civil War as the story of 
how sectional division became national unity.  In keeping with that message, one member 
of the New York commission, Dr. Wilbur Glover, gave a speech in which he offered an 
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objective interpretation of Civil War prisons.  “In this year of 1961, we realize that 
savage as the war became, later accounts have exaggerated the cruelties somewhat.”   But 
today, “we recognize that Northern prisons—as well as Southern—left much to be 
desired.”6   
Tributes to prisoners also extended beyond the actual prison sites of 
Andersonville and Elmira.  In late 1963, the Centennial Center in Richmond, Virginia, 
opened an exhibit titled “The Civil War Prisoner,” which featured pieces of Libby Prison 
and works of art depicting “the capture and treatment of prisoners,” “prison life,” 
“prisoner exchange,” and “retaliation and atrocity.”  The successful and harmonious 
presentation of the Andersonville, Elmira, and Richmond centennial activities showed 
how thoroughly the objective interpretation of the controversial subject of Civil War 
prisons had been reinforced by the environment of Cold War patriotism.7 
 Along with the increasing visits to the actual prison sites, the centennial also 
inspired a surge in the number of publications devoted to the subject of Civil War 
prisons.  People who could not travel to Andersonville or one of the other old locations 
could at least read about what took place there.  Books about Civil War prisons generally 
took one of two forms between 1961 and 1965: official state centennial commission-
sponsored histories of the war and prisons or new editions of previously printed or 
unpublished prisoner accounts.  Although neither source offered any new interpretations 
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of the prisons and thus inspired little change in the public’s perception of the subject, the 
ready availability of these volumes testified to the centennial’s ability to generate interest 
in Civil War prisons among the general public.  And the success of the magazine Civil 
War Times Illustrated, which made its debut in 1962 and remains in publication today, 
proved beyond doubt that stories about the Civil War, and prisoners of war in particular, 
still captivated and entertained audiences.  From its inception, CWTI used a formula that 
remains almost identical today, frequently running excerpts from unpublished prisoner 
accounts.  The April 1962 debut issue included “The Amazing Ordeal of Pvt. Joe 
Stevenson,” an article that recounted the horrors of Andersonville.  With an incredible 
variety of unpublished prison sources to choose from, the current editors of the magazine 
continue to print prison materials, a practice supplemented by occasional articles about 
the various prison camps.8 
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 By including Civil War prisons in the national story of the larger war, the Civil 
War Centennial Commissions, on both the national and state level, encouraged 
Americans to revisit the controversial issue of the treatment of prisoners as part of a 
positive celebration, rather than as a reason for discord.  Although the centennial 
presentations of Civil War prisons broke no new scholarly ground, the festivities exposed 
many Americans to the arguments of Hesseltine, Kantor, Levitt et al. for the first time.  In 
the context of American patriotism and heritage, at the moment when the Cold War threat 
of communism peaked, the early 1960s, the national commemoration helped the 
objective interpretation of Civil War prisons gain further acceptance.  Meanwhile, the 
successful marketing tactics of the various centennial commissions in fusing historical 
interpretation, tourism, souvenirs, and education set a precedent.  After 1965, in order to 
take advantage of the ongoing public interest in the subject of the Civil War and its 
prisons, efforts to commemorate the sacrifices of the dead prisoners increasingly 
combined with the industry of tourism.  Residents of Andersonville provided the 
foremost example of the commercialization of Civil War prisons, as the town embraced 
the business strategy of selling its past to a curious public. 
 In the aftermath of the Civil War Centennial, Andersonville’s remarkable 
turnaround from obscure village to bustling community continued.  When the Mullite 
Company, taking advantage of “the richest deposits in the entire world” of bauxite and 
kaolin, two crucial ingredients in the production of steel, commenced mining operations 
just outside town in 1968, the economic growth of the community accelerated.  The 
infusion of mining dollars into Andersonville’s coffers brought with it an important 
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change.  The once predominantly agricultural town, despite its tiny population of 
approximately 300 inhabitants, started to accumulate disposable income—and at 
precisely this moment, local Georgians began to plan for an even brighter economic 
future.9 
 In the early 1970s, Bobby L. Lowe, the executive director of the Middle Flint 
Area Planning Commission and resident of nearby Ellaville, Georgia, oversaw a scheme 
to capitalize on the historical notoriety of Andersonville and in the process boost the 
economies of the surrounding towns as well.  The challenge lay in properly using the 
potential benefits of Interstate 75, which ushered traffic just to the east of Andersonville 
and the surrounding region.  Lowe believed that in order to lure tourists off the interstate 
into the “real Georgia,” the communities of southwest Georgia, the local towns needed to 
unite their efforts.  Thus the idea of “The Andersonville Trail” was born, a tourism 
campaign that linked Americus, Andersonville, and several other Georgia towns and 
cobbled their historical resources together.  By linking these various historical sites, 
Lowe hoped to transform a once isolated area into what he in 1976 referred to as “a 
unique stop for interstate travelers.”   His decision to center the trail on Andersonville 
made sense in light of the more positive recent portrayal of the prison in the centennial 
commemorations and the lesson that the shame of the past could yield commercial 
benefits in the present.10 
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 Quickly picking up on Lowe’s ideas, the newly prosperous citizens of 
Andersonville, led by their mayor, Lewis Easterlin, embraced an all-out marketing 
strategy in the early 1970s.  In 1973, residents of the town formed the Andersonville 
Guild.  The organization intended to turn “back the clock in Andersonville to make the 
town look much as it did in Civil War days.”  If tourists traveled off the beaten path to 
revisit the controversy of the Civil War, Andersonville intended to give them what they 
expected to see.  Flush with mining dollars, the guild put that money to work.  Its early 
activities included moving an old log-cabin church from the outskirts of town into the 
downtown and installing an old railroad depot as the town’s official information center.  
By 1975, Easterlin and his guild supporters embarked on an even grander plan to increase 
Andersonville’s tourist appeal with the proposal of the “Andersonville Mall.” At an 
estimated cost of nearly two hundred and fifty thousand dollars, one hundred and fifty 
thousand of which would come from a government grant, the initiative called for the 
sweeping redesign of downtown Andersonville.  Containing shops, landscaping and 
pedestrian walkways, along with ample parking, the mall, according to the town boosters, 
would entice tourists who visited the actual prison site on the other side of the highway to 
come spend time and dollars in an authentic Civil War-era town.  The Wirz monument 
provided the main attraction as the literally central feature of the mall, given its location 
in the middle of the town square.  Unfortunately for Easterlin and the guild, the mid-
1970s hopes for the mall never completely panned out.  Over the next few decades, the 
restoration of downtown Andersonville proceeded, one shop or museum at a time, while 





turned out, even the partial accomplishments of Andersonville’s revitalization soon 
garnered attention.11 
 With the reconstruction of the town underway, and the Andersonville Trail 
drawing curious motorists off the interstate, by 1975, the residents of Andersonville 
realized the need for an annual event to increase further the town’s desirability as a 
tourist destination.  In October 1976, the first annual Andersonville Historic Fair drew 
crowds to the small village.  A parade led by Georgia Lieutenant Governor Zell Miller, 
who insisted on riding his own horse at the festivities, highlighted the proceedings, along 
with a performance of Saul Levitt’s “The Andersonville Trial,” staged across Highway 
49 at the national park.  Throughout the late 1970s and 80s, to the delight of Easterlin and 
the guild, the fair brought tens of thousands of participants to Andersonville each 
October.  Over time, besides the traditional parade and play, the celebration expanded to 
include an outdoor flea market,  “bands,” “beauty queens,” “Civil War units,” “magic 
shows,” “clogging,” “puppet shows,” and, in 1985, “a circuit-riding preacher who arrived 
on horseback.”  For all the entertainment the visitors enjoyed, however, the real magic 
trick involved the transformation of Andersonville’s image.  Although Easterlin and the 
Andersonville Guild used the infamy of the town to attract visitors, the general festivities 
that took place at the historic fair often had little or nothing to do with Andersonville’s 
history.  But as the word spread of the charming hospitality of the town, newspaper and 
magazine articles appeared praising the town’s attempts, as one 1982 Florida Times 
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Union and Jacksonville Journal article put it, “to shed its old image.”  So thorough was 
the transformation that the “shackles of shame,” Alan Patureau of the Atlanta 
Constitution declared, the “old Andersonville” had disappeared.12 
 The success of the Andersonville Historic Fair, followed by the creation of the 
Andersonville Antiques fair each Memorial Day, testified to the profitability of 
Andersonville’s public relations campaign.  And the welcome publicity that accompanied 
Jimmy Carter’s rise from Plains, Georgia, located, like Andersonville, in Sumter County, 
to the presidency of the United States, only added to the growth of tourism along the 
Andersonville Trail.  All the while, the marketing strategy devised by the Andersonville 
Guild of presenting their town not as the site of atrocity but instead as simply a Civil War 
village remained effective.  Today, shops, museums, a bed and breakfast, and a restaurant 
still cater to tourists.  Pens, postcards, pamphlets and pins are just a few of the various 
Civil War memorabilia products available for purchase at the town’s gift shops.  At the 
entrance to the town, a billboard welcomes visitors to “Andersonville, Civil War 
Village,” while over in the town square, a short distance from the Wirz monument, sits a 
covered wagon with an identical message.  By camouflaging Andersonville’s specifically 
notorious past with a general presentation of Civil War period history, the opportune 
calculations of Andersonville residents like Peggy Sheppard continue to pay off.  “I 
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figured it was better to take advantage of outsiders’ curiosity,” Sheppard explained to one 
reporter, “than to resent it.”13 
 Beneath the bland veneer of Civil War nostalgia that the town of Andersonville 
peddled, however, Andersonville remained the home of the Wirz monument and Wirz 
Street.  As a result, since the 1970s Andersonville also served as a central attraction for 
diehard pro-Confederate supporters of Wirz.  After the disappearance of the generations 
of southerners devoted to the Lost Cause and the fictionalized portrayals of Kantor and 
Levitt, a relative quiet settled over the subject of Wirz and his execution.  The successful 
rehabilitation of Andersonville’s reputation in the 1970s, ironically, also helped revive, 
on a very limited scale, the flagging interest of southerners who once again began to 
herald Wirz as a martyr to the Confederate cause and clung to the old southern 
interpretation of history—that if either side deserved blame for the prison controversy, it 
was the North, not the South.  The opportunity to confirm southernness by celebrating 
Wirz attracted southerners who sought to assert the legitimacy of their heritage in a 
difficult era of turbulent race relations and political transition.  At a time when the South 
received so much negative attention, the positive atmosphere created by the combination 
of thousands of visitors and the congratulatory press coverage offered hope that 
Andersonville, Wirz, and therefore the South as well, need apologize no longer for the 
past.  As new generations of southerners encountered the Wirz monument, a few 
embraced the history of their forebears and took up the old fight to clear Wirz’s name. 
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 In the late 1970s, the Sons of Confederate Veterans and the United Daughters of 
the Confederacy began co-sponsoring annual memorial services on or around November 
10, the date of Wirz’s execution in 1865.  The SCV awarded Wirz the Confederate Medal 
of Honor in 1981, and Tony Horwitz, whose account of one of these memorial programs 
appears in Confederates in the Attic, reported that the SCV also paid tribute to Wirz by 
declaring November 10, 10:32 A.M. “‘the moment of martyrdom’” and by referring to 
Wirz as a “‘Confederate Hero-Martyr.’”  In the 1980s, newspaper accounts of these 
ceremonies revealed, attendance fluctuated but never reached more than one hundred and 
fifty people, highlighted each year by the small group of Confederate re-enactors who 
fired a volley in Wirz’s memory.  By the time Horwitz attended the event in the mid 
1990s, only forty “neo-Confederates” showed up to protect the “memory of the 
Confederacy and of hero-martyrs like Henry Wirz.”14 
 The persistence of the strange band of Wirz supporters reveals the ongoing 
paradox that many southerners face as new generations, each more divorced from the 
actual events, come to terms with the legacy of the Civil War.  Although Andersonville 
residents like Sheppard continue to defend Wirz’s innocence, the financial interest of the 
town depends on a muted portrayal of the prison controversy.  The community benefits 
far more from the yearly visits of the tens of thousands of casually interested tourists, 
many of whom know nothing about what happened at Andersonville prison and have 
little personal stake in dwelling on the controversy, than from the gatherings of the pro-
Confederate diehards.  For most participants in the Historic Fair, enjoyment of the rustic 
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Civil War town’s appearance is all that matters.  While the reputation of Andersonville 
sparks interest, the design of the town and its annual celebrations acknowledges the 
controversy but refuses to risk alienating potential visitors.    Andersonville thus offers its 
history on two levels, the general ambiance of the Civil War-era, intended to charm the 
crowds of infrequent tourists, and the opportunity to learn of Wirz’s unjust execution, 
targeted at southerners more deeply interested in the subject of Civil War prisons.  The 
resulting presentation of the town’s history feels somewhat artificial; the town remains 
caught in a trap of its own devising.  Andersonville reintroduces visitors to the subject of 
Civil War prisons but, upon arrival, those same tourists encounter little of the actual 
history of the prison controversy.  As the emphasis on general ambiance continues the 
influence and numbers of Wirz supporters correspondingly decline.  Although a few 
southerners cling to the heritage of their Confederate ancestors and make their token 
appearance to honor Wirz every November, the waning intensity of the devotion suggests 
that Wirz, the prison controversy, and even the Civil War itself now exist more as 
curiosity than cause. 
 Through the formalized nature of their tribute, the Wirz defenders also indicate 
just how ritualized, to the point of indifference, the conception of Confederate heritage 
has become in the contemporary South.  The sense of urgency and the need to protect 
southern honor that once inspired the pen of Jefferson Davis or even Mildred Rutherford 
dissipated long ago.  Although the declining intensity of the sectional perspective 
emerged as a natural consequence of the passage of time, the commercialization of the 
prison controversy also explains why the pro-Confederate voices of today lack the 





argument that the Confederacy cared as best it could for its prisoners while the Union 
deliberately refused exchange and intentionally deprived its captives of food and supplies 
still appear, the old goal, to present true history and convert new disciples, has faded.  
Articles in Blue and Gray and The United Daughters of the Confederacy Magazine, or 
books like Andersonville: The Southern Perspective, seem calculated for the small 
minority audience already initiated into the circle of southern apologists.  Current 
devotees to Confederate heritage expect a little protest against the injustices of history, 
not because they still believe that the South will rise at any moment, but because previous 
generations of southerners fought the same rhetorical war as well.  Flashing the scars of 
defeat, in contrast to the disappearance of the old northern sectional argument of 
deliberate southern cruelty in recent years, keeps southern identity alive, albeit on life 
support.  While Yankees can finally afford to let go of the prison controversy because 
they won, Confederate heritage groups cannot because the stain of defeat, and in the case 
of Civil War prisons, years of vicious accusations, still requires refutation.  Holding on to 
Confederate mythology also offers white southerners who participate an opportunity to, 
in a thinly veiled but still socially acceptable manner, confirm their feelings of racial 
superiority.  As a result, the half-hearted recycling of the old prison arguments reflects a 
sense of obligation to the past rather than actual optimism that Wirz or the Confederacy 
will at this late date find their reputations fully restored.  The personal stake in the past 
that once infused the Lost Cause with energy has been replaced by attempts to cash in on 
its corpse.  As long as a few southerners continue to show up in Andersonville on 





books, the defense of Wirz and the Confederate prison system will persist not because of 
devotion to history but the opportunity of profit and the stubbornness of identity.15 
 But the final, and perhaps most compelling, reason for the declining support 
among southerners for the defense of Wirz and the Confederate prison system hinges on 
the fact that since 1960, the traditional sectional arguments, at least in the perception of 
most observers of Civil War prisons, seem increasingly irrelevant and superfluous in light 
of the ever-growing acceptance of the objective interpretation of the prison controversy.  
Over the last few decades, an avalanche of printed materials ranging from articles, 
dissertations and theses, prison histories, prisoner memoirs and comparative studies have 
begun to answer the challenge of meeting “the need,” in the phrase of historians James 
M. McPherson and William J. Cooper, Jr., for a deeper understanding of Civil War 
prisons.  Built on the edifice of the objective approach of Hesseltine, these studies, in all 
their different approaches, reinforce the idea that the story of Civil War prisons was a 
national tragedy with roots in both the Union and Confederacy, and in the process, drown 
out the voices of southern protesters.16 
 In the early 1960s, two works in particular argued for a better national 
understanding of Civil War prisons.  The first was the 1961 edition of James G. Randall 
and David Donald’s The Civil War and Reconstruction.  The second was a 1962 issue of 
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Civil War History devoted entirely to the prison controversy, guest edited by William 
Hesseltine, and later reprinted as a collection of essays titled Civil War Prisons.  Both 
publications reflected prevailing trends on the subject of the prisons such as the national 
embrace of reconciliation inspired by the Civil War Centennial and the scholarly 
perception that responsibility and blame for the prison suffering belonged in equal 
measure to the North and South—or even the nature of modern war.  “The fair-minded 
observer,” according to Randall and Donald, “will be likely to discountenance any 
sweeping reproach by one side upon the other.”  “Whatever be the message of the dead at 
Andersonville and Rock Island,” they concluded, “that message is not to be read as a 
mandate for the perpetuation of sectional blame and censure.”  And while Hesseltine 
acknowledged “that the custodians were hardly a loveable lot” and deserved the criticism 
they received, he also declared that the prison controversy revealed “that the atrocities of 
the prison camps were only phases of the greater atrocity of war itself.”  The real point of 
studying Civil War prisons, these scholars concluded, was that it was less critical to 
measure the exact amounts of sectional responsibility, as had been the goal for so many 
decades after the war, than to instead push for a recognition of the horrors to insure that 
history would not repeat itself in the future.  By 1988, when James M. McPherson 
published his best-selling Battle Cry of Freedom, the idea that responsibility was even 
worth arguing seemed increasingly outdated.  “The treatment of prisoners during the 
Civil War,” McPherson stated, “was something that neither side could be proud of.”  
Even recent attempts at revision of the objective interpretation, led by Charles Sanders, 
who claims that conscious policy choices, rather than “war psychosis,” explain the 





Union and Confederacy share equal guilt (whether intentional or accidental) for the 
debacle.17 
 Since the 1960s, with objectivity secured and responsibility evenly dispersed, 
some historians, primarily amateurs drawn to the subject by the sensationalistic tales of 
suffering, responded to a gap in the historiography of Civil War prisons by publishing 
individual histories of almost every major camp.  These chroniclers provide readers with 
a historical narrative of the specific events that occurred at Point Lookout, Andersonville, 
Rock Island, Fort Delaware, Camp Douglas, Elmira, Libby Prison, Belle Isle and 
Salisbury during the war.  A glance at such titles as Elmira: Death Camp of the North, 
Andersonville: The Last Depot, and To Die in Chicago, shows the purpose of these 
scholars.  Each and every Union and Confederate prison witnessed human misery, they 
explain.  Only the numbers of those who suffered varied, an interpretation that suggested 
that bad luck more than anything else doomed the Andersonville prisoners and added 
little substance to the objective theory of Hesseltine.18    
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One exception to the trend toward individual prison studies, however, exists in the 
work of Lonnie Speer, whose 1997 Portals to Hell marked the first attempted overview 
of Civil War prisons since the 1930s.  The reason that so much time passed between 
Hesseltine’s and Speer’s work manifests itself in how completely Speer accepts 
Hesseltine’s interpretation, adding only that “the failure to plan ahead often condemned 
thousands of POWs to suffering.”  The strength of Speer’s book lay in its attention to 
detail—whereas Hesseltine’s 1930 Civil War Prisons explained the story of what 
happened in the prison controversy, Speer provides a summary of each individual prison 
and what took place inside its walls.19  
With the contemporary shift in focus away from exploring the larger question of 
responsibility in favor of investigating the individual aspects of prison life and the daily 
prison experience, Civil War prisoner accounts also returned to the spotlight and the 
cottage industry of reprinting these memoirs resumed.  One critical difference, however, 
distinguished the volumes of post-1960s prisoner narratives from past editions.  When 
first published between the 1860s and 1930s, the accounts, almost always dominated by 
the sentiment of sectional hostility, represented an obvious attempt to add evidence to one 
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side or the other of the debate over whether the Union or Confederacy bore more 
responsibility for or committed greater crimes in Civil War prisons.  Today, whether in 
new editions of old accounts or previously unprinted diaries or memoirs, editors now 
justify the recycling of these hostilities with claims of their redeeming educational or 
entertaining qualities.  The 1995 version of Benjamin Booth’s Dark Days of the 
Rebellion, originally published in 1897, instead of inciting sectional discord, according to 
editor Steve Meyer, provides a “microcosm of the great conflict which refined and 
defined our great nation during its trial from 1861 to 1865.”  Newcomers to the 1998 
copy of J. V. Hadley’s Seven Months a Prisoner, which dated back to 1898, were 
encouraged by editor Libbe Hughes to enjoy “a story of imprisonment and escape, 
adventure and suspense.”  Through these introductions, editors of prison narratives 
downplay the sectional hatred inspired by the war and attempt to divorce these accounts 
from their original, now unseemly moral that Yankees or Rebels intentionally committed 
atrocities.  To appeal to a contemporary audience that often views the Civil War as a 
fascinating story and the Union and Confederacy as quintessential American 
protagonists, the goal of softening the strident rhetoric of the prison accounts may be 
calculated to maintain interest.  The popularity of current editions of prison narratives 
depends as much on being a good yarn as in offering a window into the real war.20 
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Although the plastic surgery done on the old prisoner accounts indicates the 
enduring interest in and commercial potential for the subject of Civil War prisons, some 
current authors make even less of an attempt to hide their hopes of cashing in on the 
prison controversy.  Books like Best Little Stories from the Civil War, The Amazing Civil 
War and Blood: Stories of Life and Death from the Civil War contain sensationalistic 
excerpts of prisoner suffering or great escapes devoid of any historical context.  Although 
they offer no interpretation of substance, such opportunism testifies to the ongoing 
financial profitability of the Civil War legacy.21 
Crass profiteering aside, the booming interest in Civil War prisons among 
amateur historians demonstrated in the proliferation of camp histories and edited 
memoirs also influences contemporary regimental and state histories, as well as more 
general studies such as David Madden’s Beyond the Battlefield and Ray M. Carson’s The 
Civil War Soldier.  The cumulative impact of these sincere efforts to apply the objective 
interpretation of Civil War prisons to each individual camp, prisoner, regiment, state, or 
Civil War soldiers in general, adds an important dimension to the understanding of the 
subject.  As these histories pile up, they confirm the perception that prison suffering 
occurred in equal measure on both sides while also building a case for the centrality of 
the prison experience to the overall story of the Civil War.22 
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In contrast to the focus of amateur historians on fleshing out the details of Civil 
War prisons, since the 1960s professional scholars, having digested the objective 
interpretation of the topic, began to investigate the subject of treatment of prisoners 
during the Civil War in the context of their increasingly specialized disciplines.  
Archeologists researched the sites of Andersonville and Johnson’s Island to gain, in the 
words of David Bush, “a specific appreciation of those confined on the island.”  Arch 
Blakey published the first biography of General John Winder, the man in charge of 
Confederate prisons, in 1990, nineteen years after the only study of General William 
Hoffman, Winder’s counterpart, appeared as an unpublished dissertation.  Michael Gray 
offered a unique perspective on the story of Elmira with The Business of Captivity, an 
examination of how the economics involved in running a prison camp affected the town 
and its captives.  Other academics detailed the role of religion in Civil War prisons or 
examined how the camps became fodder for propaganda.23   
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Along with these innovative studies, other scholars delved deeper into Civil War 
prisons using the more traditional organizational approach.  Joseph P. Cangemi and 
Casimir J. Kowalski, in their respective capacities as a psychology professor and director 
of international relations, looked at what might be gleaned from the tragedy of 
Andersonville in 1992’s Andersonville Prison: Lessons in Organizational Failure.  One 
essay in Cangemi and Kowalski’s collection came from the pen of Kerry M. Hart, of the 
Organization Development Section of the General Motors Corporation, who argued that 
“an individual in any organization today can identify with particular characteristics of the 
prison.”  Apparently learning from Andersonville’s spectacular record of failure could 
prevent similar mistakes in the business world.24 
Although these studies may seem tangentially connected, the work of these 
scholars actually shared three themes beyond the common topic of Civil War prisons.  
Whether biographical, archeological, economic, or organizational these perspectives 
confirmed the ongoing relevance of the subject of Civil War prisons and, just as 
importantly, pointed out possible avenues of inquiry.  This glimmer of versatility offered 
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fresh insight into a field traditionally dominated by a straightforward narrative approach.  
And finally, contemporary scholarship provided further confirmation of the objective 
consensus regarding Civil War prisons. 
Freed from the historical straightjacket that previously constricted the field of 
Civil War prison studies, other recent historians, most notably Reid Mitchell, turned to a 
comparative methodology in their investigation of Civil War prisons in the specific hopes 
of drawing valuable parallels about the larger questions posed by modern war.  In an 
1997 essay published in On the Road to Total War: The American Civil War and the 
German Wars of Unification, 1861-1871, Mitchell commented on the slippery issues of 
where the atrocities committed in Civil War prisons belonged in relation to the brutalities 
committed in other modern wars and also the inherent difficulty of placing the atrocities 
of any war in proper perspective.  “The relationship of Civil War prisons to the evolution 
of total war is a historical problem,” Mitchell argued, a conundrum complicated by his 
belief that “the concept of total war itself is problematic.”  After all, he declared, “where 
do we look for our model of total war?”  Identifying the Civil War as a total war and 
equating Andersonville and Elmira with the Holocaust or the Bataan Death March, in 
Mitchell’s opinion, “trivializes the horrors that the twentieth century concocted.”  Despite 
the inherent uncertainties and value judgments that inevitably color historical analysis of 
cruelties committed in any war, one truism, according to Mitchell, remained constant.  





no matter the difference of opinion as to which historical atrocities represent the nadir of 
modern civilization, few could disagree.25 
Mitchell’s attempt to reconcile the atrocities of Civil War prisons with those 
committed in World War II followed a tradition that dated back to James Bonner, 
MacKinlay Kantor and Saul Levitt.  But by the 1970s, the controversy over the Vietnam 
War and how its prisoners of war fared provided scholars with yet another comparative 
model.  In 1974, the Institute for World Order, an international organization devoted, 
among other goals, to world peace, released War Criminals, War Victims: Andersonville, 
Nuremberg, Hiroshima, My Lai.  As part of a series of books called “Crises in World 
Order,” War Criminals, War Victims presented the view that these four tragedies shared 
common origins.  The juxtaposition of these four case studies of atrocity was 
intentionally calculated to force readers to address what the editors called the “central” 
question provoked by the recurrence of atrocities with each successive modern war.  
Their assessment of the relationship between “law,” “morality,” and “individual 
conscience” and how those abstract concepts applied to the problem of “individual 
responsibility in time of war” anticipated Mitchell’s findings.  The most troubling aspect 
about the stubborn appearance of atrocities over the course of a century involved 
humanity’s painfully slow learning curve.  When Lieutenant William Calley stated, “I am 
hopeful that My Lai will bring the meaning of war to the surface not only to our nation 
but to all nations,” the irony lay in the fact that if the horrors of Andersonville, 
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Nuremberg and Hiroshima combined failed to drive home the meaning of war, My Lai 
had little chance to accomplish that idealistic goal.26 
Beyond the general comparison of atrocities in modern war, for Eric T. Dean and 
Robert C. Doyle, Vietnam also served as a lens through which to better understand the 
nature of the prisoner of war experience in all modern wars.  While Dean’s Shook over 
Hell: Post-Traumatic Stress, Vietnam, and the Civil War focused on the effects of combat 
on soldiers in both wars and argued that the postwar lives of Civil War prisoners 
exhibited similar symptoms to those of Vietnam veterans, Doyle’s Voices from Captivity 
examined the remarkable consistency of prisoner of war accounts regardless of the 
conflict they described.  “Although the technology of warfare has changed,” Doyle 
pointed out, “the fearful horrors of captivity have not.”  The common themes of food, 
escape, boredom, exchange or release dominated prisoner narratives regardless of the 
particular war.  By echoing Hesseltine’s statement of “the greater atrocity of war itself,” 
Doyle thus simultaneously confirmed the objective interpretation of Civil War prisons as 
well as the unsettling suspicions of Dean, Mitchell and the Institute of World Order that 
the cycle of atrocity seemed endless.  Such sentiments made sense in the depressing 
aftermath of the Vietnam War and showed why the understanding of Civil War prisons 
remained important—that such atrocities occurred in the Civil War brought into question 
our American national character, while the persistence of similar atrocities throughout the 
twentieth century reveals that our sense of morality has not improved.27 
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Given the fragmentation of the historical profession since the 1960s, a process 
from which Civil War prison scholarship has clearly not been exempted, recent 
intellectuals, despite their insights, made little impact on the public perception of Civil 
War prisons.  Instead, led by the overt commercialization of the prison controversy in the 
town of Andersonville, it seems particularly appropriate to recognize that over the last 
few decades, the industry that is American popular culture churned out prison-related 
products and thus played the dominant role in shaping contemporary conceptions of Civil 
War prisons.  The appearance of a host of movies, novels, children’s books and even a 
folk rock song continued to shape public discourse on the responsibility for and the 
meaning of the prison atrocities while demonstrating once again that pesky history can 
interfere with a good story.28 
One of the best examples of the resulting incongruities that occur when history 
and popular culture collide involved the 1996 TNT movie, Andersonville.  Intended as an 
introduction to the daily sufferings of the prisoners, Andersonville focused on the 
deprivation of the Union prisoners-of-war, who maintain an unbroken spirit despite the 
constant death that surrounds them.  The Wirz depicted in the movie resembles the old 
caricature, a less than human figure ultimately responsible for the thousands of fatalities.  
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Obsequious before superior officers, Wirz berates helpless prisoners and callously 
disregards men dying in his stocks.  During the final scene, a camera slowly pans 
backward to reveal the 13,000 white headstones that mark the graveyard.  As the screen 
fades to black, the final words pronounced the familiar judgment of Wirz: “After the war, 
Wirz was hanged, the only soldier to be tried and executed for war crimes committed 
during the civil war.”  But the central concept behind the movie was not to revive the 
demonized image of Wirz.  Instead Andersonville, like all forms of popular culture, 
simply played on the stereotypes available to it—in this case the demonic reputation of 
Wirz and Andersonville.  Confirmation of the dread symbolic power that the name of 
Andersonville still conjures up came from author Sarah Vowell, who wrote in 2002’s The 
Partly Cloudy Patriot, “In my self-help universe, when things go wrong I whisper 
mantras to myself, mantras like ‘Andersonville.’”  “‘Andersonville,’” she explained, “is a 
code word for ‘You could be one of the prisoners of war dying of disease and 
malnutrition in the worst Confederate prison, so just calm down about the movie you 
wanted to go to being sold out.’”29 
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The persistence in popular culture of the old perception of Andersonville as a 
place of exceptional cruelty indicated that the legacy of Civil War prisons, despite the 
widespread acceptance of the objective interpretation, remained contested even at the 
dawn of the twenty-first century, not in terms of reconciliation, but in terms of motivation 
for broaching the subject of the prisons.  The malleable nature of the prison controversy 
meant that it served the interests of those who manipulated it in the name of inspiring 
Cold War patriotism, promoting tourism, rallying Confederate heritage, exploring the 
lessons of history, seeking the meaning of modern war, or simply cashing in on various 
products.   Those who looked more deeply at the events of the twentieth century, 
however, found the prison controversy discomfiting as the pattern of atrocity eerily 
replicated itself with each new war.  Well over a century after the horrors of Civil War 
prisons occurred, the enduring fascination with this sordid episode of history continued to 
spread, promulgated both by commercialization and the nagging instinct of curiosity, that 
there remained a useful lesson in the story, if it was possible to learn.       
 





         CHAPTER 8: “THE TASK OF HISTORY IS NEVER DONE” 
  
Since its brief but devastating existence during the Civil War, Andersonville 
represented more than just the name of a prison camp, as it became a term synonymous 
with cruelty.  Despite the emergence of the objective interpretation of Civil War prisons 
during the twentieth century, the stigma of the past continued to linger.  The focal point 
of that remaining bitterness, the ground zero of Civil War prisons, was located at the 
same spot as in 1865—Andersonville National Cemetery, resting place for the thirteen 
thousand dead prisoners, and the adjacent prison grounds.  Throughout the years 
Andersonville became increasingly and naturally central in the public perception of Civil 
War prisons for several reasons.  Its 13,000 casualties represented nearly one-fourth of all 
the prisoners who died in the Civil War, and its twenty-nine percent mortality rate made 
it the deadliest prison on a comparative basis as well.  The execution of Henry Wirz as 
alone responsible for the deplorable conditions further marked Andersonville as the 
singularly important Civil War prison.  While survivors of other camps wrote memoirs 
and discussed the horrors they experienced, as the largest prison Andersonville inspired 
the most narratives and monuments, including the controversial Wirz memorial.  Artists 
from Thomas Nast to MacKinlay Kantor chose Andersonville as the primary symbol of 
Civil War prisons.  Andersonville also claimed one other dubious advantage in the 
postwar contest for public attention—as a result of the federal government’s 
establishment of Andersonville National Cemetery in 1865 and its assumption of 
ownership of the prison grounds in 1910, by the late twentieth century it was the only 





Across Highway 49, the town of Andersonville attempted to shed the guilt of the 
past and embraced the opportunity of commercializing the prison controversy.  The care 
of the actual site of some of the worst Civil War atrocities, however, required a more 
delicate sense of respect.  In the last half of the twentieth century, the national 
government, after years of passive oversight, became interested in developing the 
Andersonville site.  Along with the process of preservation came the recognition that 
success in this undertaking depended on the creation of a usable interpretation of 
Andersonville’s legacy. 
 Between 1910, when the national government accepted stewardship of the 
Andersonville prison grounds from the Women’s Relief Corps, and the late 1950s, little 
change occurred at the location as the number of visitors and public interest in Civil War 
prisons declined.  Under the management of the Department of the Army, the minimal 
preservation efforts at Andersonville Prison Park and the National Cemetery not only 
reflected public apathy but also the government’s willingness to allow the once intense 
controversy over the sensitive subject of Civil War prisons to fade.  With the exception of 
the efforts of Civilian Conservation Corps laborers during the 1930s, improvements took 
place only sporadically.  The hands-off approach of the Army at Andersonville worked 
prior to the late 1950s because of the gradual declining interest in the site after the deaths 
of both Civil War veterans and those who most staunchly vied to establish their 
interpretation of the history of Civil War prisons.  The peace and quiet that settled over 
Andersonville quickly dissipated beginning with the 1955 publication of MacKinlay 
Kantor’s Andersonville.  By the late 1950s tourists started to overwhelm the limited 





Andersonville.  As early as 1959, Army officials recognized the impractability of the 
current state of affairs and let it be known that “the operation and maintenance of the 
park” had become burdensome.1 
 As rumors of Andersonville’s uncertain future swirled in the early 1960s, the 
question of what would happen to the site next became paramount.  With the growing 
acceptance of the objective interpretation of Civil War prisons, especially after the harsh 
lessons of World War II atrocities, and the rising tourist interest sparked by Kantor and 
the Civil War Centennial, some Georgians saw dollar signs when they looked at the 
prison and began a campaign for “a properly developed and promoted Andersonville 
historical complex.”  In early 1966, Georgia Senator Richard B. Russell arranged a 
meeting between prominent Georgian supporters of the idea and Secretary of the Interior 
Stewart Udall.  Along with Georgia’s other Senator, Herman Talmadge, State Senator 
Jimmy Carter, the chairman of the West Central Georgia Area Planning and 
Development Commission, led the delegation, which requested Udall’s support for a 
proposed “national historical memorial on the site of the Confederate prison near 
Andersonville, Ga.”  Carter took pains to assure Udall that Georgians had no intent “to 
reconstruct a one-sided version of what took place at Andersonville,” but rather, in a 
statement in keeping with the objective sentiments of Hesseltine, preferred to focus on 
the “national significance” of Andersonville “as part of the nation’s history.”  Udall, 
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although non-committal, indicated that the concept intrigued him.  “I like the idea,” Udall 
declared, because “that is the story of life.”  “History,” he stated, “contains many things 
that are pleasant and unpleasant.”  The meeting of these officials marked the true 
beginning of the campaign to transform Andersonville into a national park.  If properly 
presented, the history of Andersonville promised not only financial benefits but a chance 
to further defuse the sectional animosities of the past and, unfortunately, present.  In the 
recent climate of the Civil Rights movement, which once again pitted the South against 
the rest of the nation, the opportunity to recast a symbol of sectional bitterness as a 
healing memorial to all prisoners of war made both financial and political sense.  By the 
fall of 1966, a National Park Service planning study expressed the increasing interest in 
assuming control of the “grim” site and its unique legacy.  “Since many people tend to 
think of the Civil War in terms of gallant charges and nostalgic battle songs,” the report 
concluded, “it is, perhaps appropriate that they have an opportunity to see a side of the 
War that was only too familiar to the men who fought in it.”2 
 Although many Georgians and National Park Service members saw the 
possibilities of Andersonville, as Fred Boyles, the current superintendent of 
Andersonville National Historic Site, points out, the transition of the grounds from the 
Department of Defense to the Department of the Interior was no “easy task” because the 
creation of a national park required Congressional approval.  In September 1970, Georgia 
Congressman Jack Brinkley, one of the staunchest supporters of preserving the prison 
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location and sponsor of the bill to turn the prison into a national park, addressed the 
House of Representative to explain why the creation of an Andersonville National 
Historic Site was necessary.  Andersonville “is the only Civil War prison site in the 
Nation physically in existence and still untouched by urban growth,” Brinkley stated, and 
therefore its preservation was vital.  But if the importance of history failed to rally 
supporters to the cause, Brinkley also reminded listeners that, as “an outstanding point of 
interest,” Andersonville “will attract many, many thousands of visitors each year.”3   
Brinkley’s persuasive case aside, an understated but critical source of motivation 
for the establishment of Andersonville National Historic Site came from the 
contemporary events taking place in Vietnam.  On October 7, 1970, the day the Senate 
passed Brinkley’s bill, the Senate placed into the official record an excerpt from a Senate 
report that advocated adoption of the measure.  Not only would the creation of 
Andersonville National Historic Site pay tribute to the “painful sacrifices of those who 
preceded us,” the report stated, but Andersonville would also serve “as a memorial” to 
“all Americans who have served their country, at home and abroad, and suffered the 
loneliness and anguish of captivity.  It is the undaunted spirit of men such as these that 
keeps America the Nation that it is.”  The harsh lessons being learned once again in 
Vietnam about the suffering of prisoners of war helped propel the Senate’s understanding 
of Andersonville as an important opportunity to recognize permanently the “grim” reality 
of the “story of captivity.”  Although Vietnam never received explicit mention, the 
universal language with which the Senate report discussed the bill clearly reflected the 
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impact of that terrible war and provided a powerful incentive to support the measure.  
The combination of Brinkley’s pragmatic presentation and the desire to recognize the 
current prisoners of war won the day; the transfer of the grounds to the National Park 
Service became official.  Andersonville National Cemetery and the Andersonville Prison 
Park merged together to form the Andersonville National Historic Site.4 
 Although the successful creation of Andersonville National Historic Site helped 
inspire the “Andersonville Trail” and the Andersonville Guild’s restoration of the town 
itself, not all Georgians viewed the government’s plan to raise Andersonville’s national 
profile as a positive step.  As the bill emerged from the congressional labyrinth, the 
controversy over Andersonville flared once again as a debate ensued over the future of 
the park and the appropriate role of the federal government in promoting, according to 
the language of one congressional report on the matter, “the interpretation of the life of a 
prisoner-of-war and the role of prison camps in history.”  Leadership of the opposition 
came from the organization long distinguished by its singular devotion to righting the 
historical injustices committed against the South, the United Daughters of the 
Confederacy.  J. G. Madry, the national chairman of the UDC’s Andersonville 
committee, explained that Brinkley in particular “got our dander up” because he “turned 
against the South.”  In 1971, the UDC began a campaign to repeal the legislation 
designating Andersonville as a national park.  Madry and the UDC resented that “this 
prison is being singled out,” when “we feel that what happened to our Confederate 
soldiers in Northern prisons is as bad as what happened to Union soldiers at 
Andersonville.”  “Most tourists aren’t historians,” she exclaimed, and therefore, no 
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matter how objective the presentation of history or strong the emphasis on the universal 
story of prisoner of war suffering, the site would only reconfirm the “malicious and 
libelous, insulting and injurious myth” of Andersonville’s singular reputation for cruelty.5   
In early 1972, UDC Vice President Mildred Veasey wrote a letter to Jimmy 
Carter, then Governor of Georgia, “expressing resentment” over the travesty of “the so-
called National Historic Site at Andersonville, Georgia.”  Although Veasey recognized 
that, thanks to the support of a powerful alliance of Georgia politicians and businessmen 
behind the project, repeal of the law seemed unlikely, she hoped that Carter would at 
least consider delaying any appropriations to Andersonville “unless and until” additional 
laws gave the UDC and Sons of Confederate Veterans the means to prevent the “injurious 
myth” from spreading further.  Veasey asked that the UDC be allowed to participate in 
the process of interpreting history at Andersonville by placing monuments “honoring 
Southern men who died in Northern prison camps,” constructing markers “giving the 
South’s historic position before the war,” including “information about conditions and 
deaths in Northern prisoner-of-war camps” in “any exhibits, speeches, or recordings at 
the center,” and appointing “representatives to serve on any historical committee.”6 
The demands of the UDC apparently made little impact on Carter, whose staunch 
support for the Andersonville National Historic Site dated back to the 1960s.  Rather than 
allow the UDC to rehash the old prison debate, Carter instead ignored their demands and 
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embraced the concept of transforming Andersonville into a symbol of the universal 
suffering of prisoners of war.  As part of his efforts to turn division into unity, Carter in 
1972 appointed a Governor’s Commission and charged it with the creation of a Georgia 
monument at Andersonville National Historic Site.  In 1973, the commission, led by 
Congressman Brinkley, selected University of Georgia sculptor William Thompson for 
the task of the Andersonville monument (as well as a statue of Senator Russell).  The 
following year Thompson described his intentions for the Andersonville sculpture at a 
presentation of his proposed model.  The statue consisted of three emaciated, wounded 
prisoners of war, each struggling to assist his comrades.  The monument was designed to 
provoke the realization, Thompson explained, “that the conditions I am trying to depict 
are universal.”  The emotional scene, he hoped, conveyed the feelings of all prisoners, 
from the “combination of resignation to the tragedy of confinement and hope for freedom 
and a new life.”  For Thompson and Carter at least, these broader feelings and lessons 
about the prisoner of war experience, at a time, as Thompson acknowledged, when 
“prisoners of war from Viet Nam were returning,” comprised the heart of Andersonville’s 
legacy.  One hundred thousand dollars, the amount earmarked for the project, seemed a 
small price to pay for a monument designed to generate a positive perception of 
Andersonville.7 
On Memorial Day, May 30, 1976, Thompson unveiled his finished monument to 
all American prisoners of war.  As the Americus Times-Recorder noted, it was the “first 
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of its kind erected.”  Located at the entrance to Andersonville National Cemetery, the 
inscription on the base of the statue, in contrast to the old state monuments with their lists 
of casualties, took a passage from the book of Zechariah, “turn ye to the stronghold, ye 
prisoners of hope.”  Speaker Brinkley reminded the crowd of about fifteen hundred that, 
in keeping with the spirit of Thompson’s monument, “we should remember the most 
recent war when our soldiers fought without question.”  Vietnam veterans, especially 
former prisoners of war, Brinkley stated, “should be saluted and their families given deep 
gratitude.”  The vision of Thompson, Brinkley, and Carter conflated the separate prisoner 
of war tragedies into one presentation that acknowledged the sacrificing nature and heroic 
qualities displayed by POWs in all wars.  Although they echoed the Civil War prison 
narratives in their emphasis on the themes of sacrifice and heroism, Thompson, Brinkley, 
and Carter focused on the unifying power of that patriotic message, and in doing so, set 
the tone for the interpretation of history at Andersonville National Historic Site.  
Thompson’s statue confirmed the growing acceptance of the arguments of Hesseltine, 
Bonner, Kantor, and Levitt, among others, all of whom viewed Civil War prisons as part 
of the larger context of modern war in general.  Recast as a monument to the universal 
tragedy of war, Andersonville National Historic Site continued the unlikely 
transformation from a symbol of shrill sectional division into a solemn testament to the 
sacrifice of all prisoners of war.8 
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Although the objections of the UDC complicated the efforts of Carter and 
Brinkley in the early 1970s, National Park Service officials at Andersonville faced an 
even more demanding task as they, in the words of Superintendent Boyles, “were busy in 
the 1970s telling the story of Andersonville.”  Although the overall mission of 
Andersonville National Historic Site, according to the 1971 master plan for the location, 
centered on the “presentation of an effective interpretive story” of “life and death in 
military prisons throughout the ages of man,” making that ambition a reality at 
Andersonville would require years of work.  The immediate priority, argued historian 
Edwin Bearss, had to be the preservation and interpretation of the “structural history of 
the prison.”  His 1970 “Historic Resource Study and Historical Base Map” created the 
framework for this initial goal.  The years of relative neglect needed to be overcome in 
order to achieve the broader message, and the development of the old stockade proceeded 
slowly during the 1970s.9 
By 1974, with restoration efforts underway at the prison site, the NPS again 
examined the problem of how to juxtapose the specific story of Andersonville during the 
Civil War with the universal interpretation of prisoner of war suffering.  The 1974 
“Interpretive Prospectus” for Andersonville National Historic Site acknowledged that the 
“touchy” subject of Andersonville made it essential that visitors to the park proceed 
through an “interpretive facility” before touring the prison and cemetery.  A combination 
of lobby, “mood room,” and brief audio-visual presentation on the general experience of 
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prisoners of war would establish the broad context of what it meant to be held as a 
prisoner of war.  As tourists then viewed the specific story of Andersonville, park 
officials hoped that the visitors would understand that, as unpleasant as Andersonville 
had been, the suffering there was simply one chapter in a larger, ongoing tale.  “We 
would like visitors,” the prospectus stated, “to leave the area with a feeling of antipathy 
for war, hope for peace.”  Due to limited budgets and the demands of getting the new unit 
at Andersonville up to speed, however, as Boyles explains, expanding on the “little 
attention” given to “the larger story of all POWs” remained difficult.  The NPS’ 1979 
“Environmental Assessment for General Management Plan/Developmental Concept 
Plan” admitted that, after almost a decade of operations, the park still failed to meet its 
obligations of emphasizing the theme of the overall experience of prisoners of war.  The 
“small” size of the “visitor contact facility” prevented any substantial presentation of the 
larger interpretation, while the “inadequate” and “hazardous” nature of the facilities and 
circular access route through the prison grounds further discouraged repeat visits.  As 
Andersonville National Historic Site entered its second decade of existence, much work 
lay ahead before realization of its core mission.10 
In the early 1980s, Boyles reports, Chief Ranger Alfredo Sanchez “recognized 
that the park was ignoring its larger mission of commemorating all POWs.”  By now 
accustomed to budget shortages, Sanchez turned to a private group, the American Ex-
Prisoners of War, as a potential ally to help achieve that goal.  By 1984, the AXPOW 
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agreed to support the building of a museum “on site to tell the larger story.”  To fund the 
proposed National Prisoner of War Museum, the AXPOW created the Andersonville 
Fund, a campaign that hoped to raise two and a half million dollars and thus offset any 
residual effects of the government’s underfunding of the Andersonville National Historic 
Site.  Throughout the 1980s, Sanchez and park superintendent John Tucker continued to 
reach out to various POW organizations.  Efforts to expand the small visitor center to 
include “exhibits on recent wars,” along with invitations to groups like AXPOW, the 
American League of Families for Ex-POWs and MIAs and Nam-POWs to attend 
ceremonies at Andersonville encouraged the growing visibility of the park among all 
veterans, not just prisoners of war.  New “unbiased” NPS brochures also appeared in 
1987, and the redesigned pamphlets offered comparative death rates of prisoners in the 
Civil War, World Wars I and II, Korea and Vietnam.  Slowly but surely the interpretation 
of the universal prisoner of war story started to come into focus.11 
Thanks to a Congressional appropriation in the early 1990s, Boyles stated, 
planning for the National POW Museum “began in earnest.”  The alliance between the 
NPS and AXPOW led to the formation of the Andersonville Task Force Committee, ex-
prisoners from World War II, Korea, and Vietnam who offered their input on the 
museum’s design and overall interpretation of the prisoner of war experience.  The NPS 
also reached out to the local community, particularly Friends of Andersonville, a group, 
as Boyles noted, led by a former POW, Carl Runge.  Runge spearheaded efforts to raise 
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an additional four hundred thousand dollars for the museum, led a successful campaign to 
have the government build a new park entrance road to the facility, and “developed 
national publicity for Andersonville and the museum” by getting Turner Productions 
interested in filming the TNT movie Andersonville in the mid-90s.12 
Despite the cooperation of the NPS, AXPOW, and Friends of Andersonville, as 
Wayne Hitchcock, National Commander of AXPOW wrote in “The Coin that Made the 
Museum Possible,” the original two and a half million dollar goal remained out of reach 
in the early 1990s. Although the government agreed to match the money privately raised 
with federal funds, unless an additional source of revenue could be found, the National 
POW Museum would remain in limbo.  In 1993, to secure the necessary funding for the 
project, Florida Congressman Pete Peterson, a Vietnam POW, introduced a bill for the 
minting of a “Prisoner of War Commemorative Coin.”  On one side of the proposed coin, 
an inscription read “freedom” next to the image of “a chained eagle” breaking through 
barbed wire, the remnants of the chain dangling from its leg.  The opposite side of the 
coin featured a depiction of the hoped-for National POW Museum.  By the end of 1993 
Congress approved the coin, and the proceeds of the sales, although not as brisk as 
anticipated, raised nearly three million dollars for the project.13 
With the financial hurdles finally overcome, on July 15, 1996, The Mitchell 
Group, a Georgia company, received the nearly four million dollar contract and began 
construction.  The National POW Museum was underway.  As NPS architect Carla 
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McConnell explained it, several considerations influenced the museum’s location and 
design, but the overall purpose “has been to develop an architectural vocabulary which 
reinforces the stories related by all POWs.  A new entry road funneled all visitors 
“directly to the Museum,” she pointed out, and although the large museum needed to be 
“dramatically visible,” the issue of the building’s height initially proved troublesome.  
Too tall, the structure detracted “from the Andersonville prison site,” McConnell pointed 
out, and so the finished product took the form of a “long, low solid dark-maroon brick 
building punctuated with three grey granite towers.”  The museum’s appearance “is 
reminiscent of prisons,” she argued, “and uses the thematic elements common to all POW 
stories: towers, gates, confinement, water and light.”  The addition of the outdoor 
Commemorative Courtyard behind the museum, an open space containing a “meandering 
stream” and sculptures provided a peaceful spot of contemplation as well as an 
opportunity to gather one’s thoughts before proceeding on to the prison stockade or the 
National Cemetery.14 
Since the outside of the National POW museum invoked the universal themes of 
prisons, the interior design was calculated to do the same.  J. Scott Harmon, exhibit 
planner at the Harpers Ferry Center, described the collaborative process of his NPS unit 
with the Denver Service Center, AXPOW and Barry Howard Associates, a California 
exhibit design company over “the guiding principle” that “we were to tell the story of all 
of America’s prisoners of war, not just the Civil War story of Camp Sumter, or 
Andersonville.”  An initial proposal of a chronological design starting with the French 
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and Indian War through the Persian Gulf War met with rejection due to too “much 
repetition.”  Instead, Harmon explained, the planners realized that the exhibits needed “to 
focus on those experiences that are common to all prisoners of war.”  Visitors would 
circulate through a series of exhibits, starting with “What is a POW?,” followed by 
“Capture,” “Living Conditions,” “News and Communications,” “Those Who Wait”, 
“Privation,” “Morale and Relationships,” and “Escape and Freedom.”  The series of 
exhibits ended by depositing viewers in a central corridor that displayed “more specific 
interpretation” about Civil War prisons and Andersonville.  Thus museum guests only 
encountered the specific tragedy of Civil War prisons after it had been placed in the 
larger context of the more general presentation of the experience of all prisoners of war.15 
As visitors passed through the museum, the audio-visual presentation of prisoner 
interviews and footage of reunions, along with the introductory film, “Echoes of 
Captivity,” narrated by Colin Powell, drove home the point that while the uniforms and 
technology changed from war to war, the emotional and physical challenges that 
prisoners of war faced maintained an unfortunate consistency.  The juxtaposition of 
artifacts from the various wars also reinforced the overall interpretation.  In the “Living 
Conditions” exhibit, canteens and utensils from Andersonville prisoners rested alongside 
the canteens and utensils of World War II and Korea POWs.  Lying side by side, these 
relics poignantly reminded viewers that the mutual suffering of all prisoners of war 
crossed historical boundaries.  No matter when or where imprisonment occurred, 
deprivation invariably followed.  The relentlessly emotional presentation served a clear 
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purpose, one apparent upon entrance into the museum lobby.  “The National Prisoner of 
War Museum,” a dedication panel read, “is dedicated to the men and women of this 
country who suffered captivity so that others could remain free.  Their story is one of 
sacrifice and courage; their legacy, the gift of liberty.”  This acknowledgment of sacrifice 
not only echoed the words found in the narratives of Civil War prison survivors but 
congratulated them on their achievement—the protection of freedom for subsequent 
generations of Americans, some of whom made the same sacrifices in later wars.  
Although the rhetoric emphasizing sacrifice hearkened back to the explanations of the 
past, the museum dedication seemed calculated to serve the needs of the present.  Despite 
the inherently depressing subject material, the museum infused the tragedy of war with an 
optimistic meaning of redemption.  The torment experienced by all American prisoners 
of war, not just those of the Civil War, now took place for a reason.  No matter how 
unspeakable each individual prisoner’s ordeal, all Americans could recognize the heroic 
courage of prisoners of war, feel comfort in the meaning of each prisoner’s sacrifice, and, 
as a result, remember their own responsibility to protect the ideals for which those 
captives suffered.16 
On April 9, 1998, the anniversary of the Bataan Death March, the dedication 
ceremonies of the National POW Museum drew more than three thousand observers, 
mostly ex-POWs, to Andersonville National Historic Site.  Although President Clinton 
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did not attend, he sent his blessing to the attendees, thanking “these American heroes” for 
reminding us “that freedom does not come without a price.”  The main speaker, Senator 
John McCain, another Vietnam POW, told the crowd that, “all the Andersonvilles in our 
history” tell the “story of a struggle against daunting odds to choose their own way, to 
stay faithful to a shared cause.”  Many of the former prisoners of war witnessed the 
ceremony and toured the exhibits in amazement, feeling overwhelmed by the permanent 
tribute of the museum.  Ohioan Harley Coon, a Korean War POW, exulted in the 
moment, “Americans need to realize the pain and suffering they went through to preserve 
our freedom.”  Even in captivity, Coon remembered, “every day we fought ’em, in any 
way we could.  We disrupted anything we could.  We fought with anything we could.”  In 
the midst of the tears of memory, pride, and anguish, a sense of appreciation for the 
museum’s purpose set in.  According to reporter Bill Hendrick, as Georgia Governor Zell 
Miller observed “a youngster watching a video in the museum, said proudly, ‘that’s what 
this is about.’”17 
On many levels, the National POW museum qualified as a triumph for the 
National Park System.  Attendance at the park dipped to 129, 316 in 1993, but by 1998, 
thanks to the interest in the museum, nearly doubled to 221, 546.  Although attendance 
slid until 2001, when 162, 416 made their way to Andersonville, the events of September 
11th prompted 190,001 visitors in 2002.  The heightened volume of tourists translated into 
brisk sales of postcards, t-shirts, children’s guides, Andersonville books and prisoner 
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narratives at the museum gift shop.  To the delight of Lewis Easterlin and Peggy 
Sheppard, many also crossed Highway 49 to see the quaint little town of Andersonville.  
At the park, an ongoing effort to record the oral histories of American POWs reflected 
the continued dedication of the NPS to preserving and interpreting the universal story of 
prisoners of war.  Secretary of the Interior Bruce Babbitt might well have had the 
example of Andersonville National Historic Site in mind when he wrote in 2000, “the 
task of history is never done.”  We “make our future better,” he declared, “by 
understanding the past.”18 
The ongoing success of Andersonville National Historic Site and its attempt to 
interpret not just Andersonville, but all Civil War prisons as part of the larger story of 
prisoners of war, traced its roots back to the 1960s, a critical time in the prison 
controversy.  Without the emergence and acceptance of the objective interpretation in 
response to World Wars I and II, as well as the Korean War, Andersonville would have 
remained a symbol of sectional cruelty indefinitely.  In that sense the development of 
Andersonville National Historic Site and the National POW Museum in particular offered 
compelling evidence that, at long last, the wounds of the Civil War prison tragedy can be 
considered almost fully healed.  Reconciliation, except to the UDC and a few other 
dissenters, seems almost complete, although the scars will never fade. 
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On the question of determining responsibility for the suffering of Civil War 
prisoners, however, the impact of the Andersonville National Historic Site provided only 
an ambiguous response to the old debate.  Although the presentation of the National 
Cemetery and stockade in the context of the larger story of prisoners of war defused to 
some extent the traditional sectional charges of deliberate cruelty, it did so in large part 
by ignoring the critical realization that each war, no matter what general characteristics it 
shared with wars of other generations, also possessed unique qualities.  The presentation 
of the universal experience of prisoners of war actually confused the issue of 
responsibility for Civil War prisons in two important ways.  Taking the long view of 
prisoners of war subtly excuses the suffering that transpires in each particular conflict 
because the overall interpretation requires that these martyrs endure hell as a sacrifice for 
an indefinite, but clearly precious, freedom.  The corresponding assumption indicates 
prisoners of war fare badly in all wars, which lowers expectations for standards of 
behavior in current and future conflicts, a la Abu Ghraib.  The second obfuscation stems 
from the fact that, in the Civil War, Americans committed these atrocities against each 
other.  By conflating all modern wars the NPS again excuses, or at least distracts 
attention from, the responsibility that the Union and Confederacy shared for the tragedy 
of Civil War prisons.  In a world where prison atrocities remain prevalent, it seems 
unsurprising that the slippery issue of responsibility and blame for Andersonville and the 
rest of the Civil War prison camps remains difficult to grasp and dependent on individual 
perspective.   
In its enthusiasm for the universal interpretation of prisoners of war, the National 





in the brutality of the past, perhaps too much importance is placed on the shared sacrifice 
of all American POWs.  Instead of expressing regret or fear about the terrible nature of 
war, the emphasis on sacrifice actually suggests that the experience of prisoners of war, 
and even war itself, serves as an opportunity to celebrate liberty and the price we are 
willing to pay for it.  The NPS’ presentation of war as positive and meaningful provides a 
troubling contrast to past scholarship on Civil War prisons.  When Hesseltine and other 
scholars looked at the context of how prisoners fared in all modern wars, they did so in an 
attempt to show the pervasive evil of war, with the hopes of avoiding future horrors.  
Although perhaps naïve, that goal should remain an aspiration, and, in its current 
incarnation, the National POW museum represents, at least to some degree, a missed 
opportunity in that regard. 
The creation of Andersonville National Historic Site also revealed insight about 
the malleability of public memory and the how the process of historical construction 
works.  The parallels of the universal experience of prisoner of war did not stop after 
capture, imprisonment, and release.  For decades, especially in their twilight years, Civil 
War prison survivors fought a rhetorical war in the form of monuments and testimonials 
to reassure themselves that their sacrifices meant something.  The same historical 
concerns motivated the efforts of World War II, Korea, and Vietnam POWs to transform 
Andersonville into their monument too.  By the 1990s, as the World War II and Korean 
War generation of POWs began to die, the campaign for the National POW Museum and 
the preservation of their story offered one final chance to feel appreciated and remind all 





another positive step back from the painful divisions of the past.  History may not run in 
cycles, nor is it endlessly repetitive, but some human needs do and are. 
At less than a decade old, the National POW Museum’s impact on the 
interpretation of Civil War prisons and the experience of prisoners of war in general 
remains uncertain.  Given the current political climate of hyper-patriotism, the national 
park today exists as a lesson to the public about the important values of sacrifice and 
service in the face of terrible adversity, an important message in a time of fear.  But this 
interpretation too will change over time, because one of the fundamental lessons of 
Andersonville is that people will see in its questions what they want to see.  Despite its 
flaws, Andersonville National Historic Site continues to confirm the objective 
interpretation of Civil War prisons and attempt to discern some meaning, if any exists to 
be found, from its harsh lessons.  That quest testifies to the enduring importance of the 
contested legacy of Civil War prisons.  Robert Penn Warren once wrote that “the Civil 
War is our only ‘felt’ history—history lived in the national imagination.”  What he did 
not say, but what the controversy over Civil War prisons makes crucially and painfully 
clear, is that imagination consists of nightmares too.19            






                                                 






CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSION 
 
  
From almost the outset of the Civil War down to the present, the controversy over 
the treatment of Civil War prisoners, and particularly the attempt to pinpoint 
responsibility for the prisoner suffering, captivated Americans struggling to first 
understand the meaning of the Civil War, and later the meaning of modern war in 
general.  For several decades, until the horrors of the world wars of the first half of the 
twentieth century, the prison controversy was perceived historically as an anomaly, an 
exceptional case of deliberate brutality.  Although all agreed that atrocities had been 
perpetuated, sharp disagreement persisted as to the source of the prison suffering.  Some 
blamed the misery on the ruthless, unfeeling policies of the Union government or the 
amoral, treasonous nature of the Confederacy.  As representatives of the tragedy, 
individual Civil War officials, most notably Henry Wirz, were condemned as sadistic and 
demonic.  Throughout these years, defenders of the Union and Confederate prison 
systems recycled the shrill arguments of the war, often for political gain, but always to 
justify their understanding of what the Civil War really meant.  The inherent hostility 
created by the prison controversy prolonged the intense rhetorical battle to shape the 
public memory of the Civil War and undermined the slow process of sectional 
reconciliation.     
Although the old animosities over Civil War prisons faded by the midpoint of the 
twentieth century, in a curious twist on reconciliation, the sectional bitterness dissipated 
only as Americans recognized that, in the treatment of their prisoners, both the Union and 





in the aftermath of World War I and II for two reasons.  The deaths of the last Civil War 
prisoners and the staunchest sectional defenders coincided with the emergence of a more 
objective interpretation of Civil War prisons based on the depressing realization that the 
committing of atrocities against prisoners occurred, alarmingly, in all modern wars.  The 
history of Civil War prisons became a warning, not of the deficiencies of the North or 
South, but of the need to be on guard against mankind’s inherent potential for evil.  
Recasting the public memory of Civil War prisons helped inspire, at least in theory, that 
necessary vigilance.        
Over the last few decades, the redefinition of the Civil War prison legacy 
continued with the increasing trend of conflating commemoration and commercialization.  
Although a few diehards clung to the traditional sectional arguments in the name of 
heritage (or profit), by 1998, thanks to the passage of time and a historical understanding 
of the context of modern war, Andersonville had overcome its image as symbol of 
Confederate brutality and instead, with the encouragement of the national government 
taken on an identity as the national memorial ground for all prisoners of war.  The 
successful fusion of history, commemoration, and tourism at Andersonville National 
Historic Site corresponded to the ongoing desire of Americans to demonstrate their 
admiration for the sacrifices of past soldiers—a sentiment both Union and Confederate 
prisoners would have appreciated.            
Although the currently dominant historical interpretation of Civil War prisons 
emphasizes a message of unity instead of division, the transformation of the prison 
controversy from national scar to usable past remains incomplete at best.  Recent events 





fundamental change in our behavior towards prisoners of war.  The outrage over the 
American torture of Al Qaeda suspects at Guantanamo Bay and Iraqi captives at Abu 
Ghraib testifies to the enduring importance of the issue of proper treatment of prisoners 
of war and reminds us that the historical example of Civil War prisons remains relevant 
today.  Although the Civil War and the war on terror share little in common, the shock 
and disgust Americans felt when the knowledge of recent atrocities surfaced echoed the 
emotions of outrage and disbelief felt in the Union and Confederacy during the Civil War 
when both sides learned about the scale of the suffering in Civil War prisons.  As 
Americans, we asked ourselves, as our counterparts did in 1865, the old questions of 
responsibility and meaning, with one difference.  Instead of inquiring how this could 
happen, we wonder how this could happen again.  Part of the surprise in learning that our 
generation can commit similar inhumanities against our fellow human beings came from 
the shame that we should know better, given our awareness of the mistakes of the Civil 
War, World War II and Vietnam, among many others. And yet, generation after 
generation, our deeply rooted belief in American exceptionalism, our ability to idealize 
the past, whether motivated by puritanism, innocence, or greed, allows us to believe that 
America still leads the rest of the world down a path of Manifest Destiny, to a world 
where such horrors no longer hold sway.  The lessons of history, however, raise the 
disturbing suspicion that not only does modern and postmodern civilization not prevent 
brutality—it may actually facilitate it.  That we still have the capacity to express surprise 
at atrocities committed against prisoners of war after nearly one hundred and fifty years 
of evidence to the contrary speaks to the equal influence of the positive trait of innate 





that, despite, or because of, the fluidity of public memory, there are limits on history’s 
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